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House to Rent

or

Gorham,
House
IN Depot,

about twenty minutes walk from the
and two acres of land, covered
trees
bearing very choice fruit. As the
apple
property must be sold, it can be purchased for half of
what tlio buildings would cost.
DANIEL C. EMERY.

iVilkeebarre,

a

To Let,

SRURTLEFF,

No. 6
Moulton
PORTLAND,
—

WILL

SELL ON

Street, |
!

ME.,

COMMISSION!
—

Loans

Negotiate
aprlfi
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To Let.

Mortgages!

on

TWO
feb2l

___

GAS
AND

board at 110

connected furnished rooms with
Cumberland cor. of Franklin Ste.

dtf

—

ON

Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO..
No. 4G Exchange St.

Quiet Board,

COUNTRY Gr

GENTLEMAN and

and Dry Goods Store in
from Boston, with a
of customers.
Post Office in the store. Amount of stock about
§4000. To the right man a good chance is offered to
do a safe and increasing business. Address
C. L. HOWARD.

A Middlesex Co., 1Cocery
miles

Lady wishing quiet
find pleasant
with board at No. 4
A
Cotton street, second door from Free street. One

—

can

home

a

good class

rooms

or

two

WATER FIXTURES
J.

STOKE

TO

House for Sale.
square, two storied dwelling House No. 23
Waterviilo street; contains twelve finished
rooms.
This property is pleasantly located and will
be sold low to close an estate. Auplv to

STREET,

up3

lm

THE

septlldtf

Real Estate Agent,
ap22

MERRILL

COUNSELOR

AT LAW,

Apply

Estate Agent.

For

in tlio Town

Orders may be left at F. F. Hale’s picture gallery
ana O. M. & F. P. Brooks’, No. 333 Congress St.
EBTAli Orders promptly nil. nded to.
tf
jan25

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.,
MANtJFACTCTBETS OF

AND

DEALER

IN

PORTRAIT JP.AJL.N'C’KR.

CLOUDMAN,

FUR NITURE !

I4S EXCHANGE ST.
jan22tf

A New House for

MATTRESSES, FEATHERS, to.

f o « u,

at

EXCHANGE ST.,

(Corner of Exchange and Fodeial St*..)

PORTLAND, MEL

The commodious house on tho westerly coiner
of Cumberland and Andersou streets'. Very
esflconvenient for two families. Gas and Sehago.
Now rents §525 per annum. Pleasant location and
Can bo had on favorable terms.
good neighborhood.
1
Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent,
Calioon Block.

IVo. 40, »si«1 over 48 &
44 lExclaaeagc St.,

Law,

PORTLAND,

tf

_apr!2dtf

MAINE.

The Ulan* Farm for Sale or to liCf.
in Scarborough, and for sale low. It
SITUATED
being a stock farm, any one desiring such would
do well to call and see it beforo purchasing else-

O’DONNELL,

JAMES

COUNSELLOR

VPHULSTERING DONG TO ORDER,

LAW,

AT

_aprl_

has removed to

Apply at once corner of
the premises.

i

POETLAXD, MAINE.
Commissioner of deeds for the several State-.
feblO

Babcock Self

Acting

Conusellor at Law and in Patent j

Causes,
7

80 MIDDLE ST.,

j

«:■:

PORTLAND.

83T*Attends to nil
marlO

|

11 j

kinds of Patent business.
d3m

i

STROLT & HOLMES.

PLUMMER

F.

State

HOLMES.

d3m

tob3

The folloTTlnj; Rules have been

SOS,)

1st—Tables shall lie nnmlirrvMl. nr»il

ENGINES,

Boilers and Tanks, Shafting,
ami Gmer.il Machinery. Castings of

4th—All articles
souablc prices.

Portland, Me.

aprlltf

Civil Engineer & laud Surveyor,
No. 8*1-2 Middle

Sreet.,

(

(near Canal Bank,

PORTLAND,
aprl2

MA-LNE.
dim

GEO. E. COLONS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

A. S.

Suits, Lounges* Spring
Bods, IVIattresses,
Bed

Eouugctt,

All kinds of
done. Furnif urc
hoxed and matted. repairing neatly oct5-’6J)TT<£Sti

removal.
B.
_

HUDSON,

FOR

mami_
mitF, house

JR„

Sign & Banner 3r*ainter
Mw<u« ««•*.
-s£fflr

Navy,
Jiasoiiie,

ft

jv/ttl

J

W- H. FESSENDEN,
‘215 Commercial Street.

Rox* Sale.

Slate Street, ocrnnlod
This house is thorn
brick and stone and has all modern
on

suit gar-

X dorsigned.

Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.

Si,„f*

conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.

HATS, CAPS AND CHAPEAUS.

HOUSE,

MADE TO ORDER,
BufT*At tlio Lowest !Priees.c^j3
Samples sent on application, and all orders filled at |
short notice.
apr4tt

WILL BE SOLD

■

As the
Ja»3i

owner

West.

SAMUEL D, TEBBETS.

&

WOOD

the old stand ot the laic firm cf

RANDALL, McALLISTER & CO.,

I

GO

Commercial
JOHN F.

SCHOOL

mar29dtf

©cstrwetiTc

lo

of all denomina-

persons
open
tions. Pecuniary aid is aftorded to those who
THIS
and
The next Academic Year

deserving.

begin

will

SEPTEMBER 26th.
bo given on application to
Prof, OLIVER NTEARAfi, D. D

Farther information will

or

m ar27-lamt

Maas,

Varigation

NAVIGATION SCHOOL will be opened at No.
15£ Exchange street, March 3d. to be under
the charge of Capt. Edward Breen and C. H. Farley.
Instruction will be given every afternoon by Capt.
Breen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. 11.
Farley. The course will begin with decmal arithmetic, and well comprise Plane, Traverse, Parallel Middle Latitude sailing; the use of Logarithms; the use
and adjustment of Nautical Instruments; Latitude
by Sun and Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer.
Lunar observations will not be included in the course
but will be taught if desired.
The evening instruction will be given before the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
navigation will be worked out upon the black-board
and illustrated by suitable diagrams and apparatus,
and the use and adjustment of Instruments explained. Subjects collateral to navigation such as Meteorolgy, Ocean Currents, &c., will also bo introduced
at the evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. H.
feblOtf
Farley, No. 4 Exchange street.

A

This practical and easily managed machine has

Treasury Department,
1
Washington, D. C., March 2t»,^S73. f
will be received by the underProposals
(^EALED
IO signed until twelve o’clock M. of Monday the
19th «lay of IVIay, 1873, for the construction of

Steam Propeller for service in the United States
Revenue Marine.
Plans and specifications of the same, together with
all other necessary information, will be furnished to
bidders on applicaiion to the Collectors of Customs at
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and
Portland, Me.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids should
it be deemed for the interest of the Government so
a

ANY KIND OF SEWING
Needed in the Family

be done upon it with

Marine.

Portland*1 Me*
rigk

The
Is reserved to reject any or all bids should
®cemo<* ^,r ^ J0 IntcreFt of the Government bo
to
d)

RICHARDSON,

Secretary of the 'treasury.
2aw&may3«fe7

C

«ILKJ(T

New

Spring MiUiiiery~!
-AT-

ill.

TAKE NO OT1IEU.

Machines sold on Monthly Instalments.
All kindsot Sewing Machine Supplies, Silk, Thread
in

all its branches done in the

manner.

Nearly opposite their Old

Stand.

a
BP,endid »*«* of New Millinery Goods In all the variety
of styles, at very reasonable prices. Bonnets and lials
ready trimmed,
kept on hand. Also, bleaching and pressing deno in
the best manner. A good assortment of real hair
and
imitation
of
all kinds. Ladies in want
switches,
of millinery or hair goods, will do wtdl to
at
ber Store.
dim
ai»rl7_

caTl

NEW

OYSTER

It OUSE

HAY H 55 A

H'Vnln

,

Gcu'l Agent lor Vlaiue,

163 Middle

St., Portland, Me.

mch31

d3m

BOSTON LEAD CO.,
(lxconror.ATED

is

J. H.Chadwick &

and the

IPS'*,)

Co., Ag’ts,

WOOD

in

any

istf

f

assumed charge of a

respectfully

new
an-

washiug for Steamprepared
jrs, Hotels, Families, &c., with special Rtlentior
to
Ladies
Skirts.
paid
Dresses,
Laces, Gents* Shirtt
ind every
description of line washing.
This Laundry Deinc providod with the newest and
most approved Machinery, and experienced
help, tho
Proprietor believes he can guarantee perfect satisfaction to to his customers.

Location, Bradbury's Court, En-

121-2c, 20c, 25c, 50c.

JOHN SPENCER, Supcrlntendant.
Late Stewanluf St’r John Brcoks, Boston and Port-

fhb3dlyr

land Line

NEWmiARlNDS.
124 KEGS!

and

Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
warrant to be Mrictly parr, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
v. c

American.

£3^“In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Lead. None genuine witnout it

W

received per “Hattie Wheel-

er,”

and for sale

Ground lu Oil,

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
RIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, <Tc„ Ac.

1?. Phillinii At

Crop Martinique Tamarinds,

just

Lead!

White

apr31

$15.

Price of Machine,

Wheels which hovelled, double bevelled and round
face from $3.13 •<> $7.35, according to thickHeavier Machines $70 and $90, runness.
ning Wheels up to 24 inches m diameter.
For illusi rnt«< Pamphlets or Photographs, address
THE TANI’fE CO.,
Stroudsburg, Monroe Co., Pa.
All ot the T A-NITHI CO.’S good are diroclown Factory andmnder
lv made by the Co., at their
tlioi" own Patents and Processes.
It is cheaper to buy Standard Goods directly from
well known manufacturers than to buy of Dealers or
low rjriced or poor goods. The fullest informaon all points connected with EMEBY
A.NT)
EMEBYWHEELS
will
GEINDING MACIHNEEY
leb8eod3m
nJ furnished by this Company.

finn

STAS©

and India Streets, which is now offered
for Sale.
For particulars inquire immediately of
Lnfkin & Co., No. 2 Woodman Block.
MBS. ELIZA A. CUSHMAN.

IIANOVEB

aprlfdtf

HOUSE,
ST.,

BOSTON

Proprietor having refitted and refurnished this
Hotel, respectfully solicits the patronage of those visiting Boston on business or pleasure. Terms: Rooms
and full board, S2 per day. Booms without board,
Mis hause Is
The

within five
person, 75c. to SI.
minutes’ walk of all the Eastern Steamer Landings
and Depot. It contains 125 rooms, every convenience
for comfort, and under the management of Mu. G.
W. BELYEA, must prove attractive to the travelIn constant attendance and
ing public. Carriages
Horse Cara pass tho door.
mahl5eod3m
for each

a

copart-

HOUSE,

PREBEE

—

Oil

UP

STAIRS.

OYER, Agent.

W. S.
npl4

__1m

Notice to Ladies !
Making Shirts,

or

THE

PATENT

“Reinforced” Shirt Bosom

and Blue,

No

Rirping required.

SALE BY

—

Warranted not to crock.

MEAL!
2000 Rags Cotton Seed Meal
—FOB SABB

KGHD4LL A W1HTSFA.

md Street

S*

for Ladies Dresses

Ieb7

at MISS M.

MAGUIRE’S, No.

Block,

11

Clapp’s

np stairs.
tf

uuuti

Agricultnrai Society
will hold its

HTH, EXHIBITION

AT

marM

SOOOO, In

premiums

__

Sanford’s Improved

are

&

19,

oilcred.
dCm

Refrigerators.

rhe three points ot excellence which I
claim, are
at: constant and
circulatton of pure air;
nd; ryness, no dampness raonld nor taint; 3rd; no
ntejmingling of odors; purity and active air, the
ilemeuts of its success.
Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, bcwcen Cross and Cotton
sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
b yQ.8 Ice House, Portland, Me.
jcSdtf

thorough

Horse and Sleigh for Sale
A FINE driving, well broke and vtylish fonr year
/ ». old COLT, with Sleigh, Haines, and Dobra tor
ittle at a bargain. ApDly at

PI I IU STREET
dec13

STATES.

Books bought, sold, or exchanged, or loaned
one cent per day. Send tbreo cents for cirAgents wanted.

ALBERT COLBY & SON'S,
Exchange St, Portland, Mass.,
and 15S Baltimore St., Baltimore, Sid
Ua

cLfcwttwO

Rare Chance for Agents,
dl>0 toSloadav. Business light and pleasant.
Call at 1 Tolman Place from 12M. tills P. M.,
and from 6 to 8 P. M., or address with stamp,
C. MEEK, Portland, Mr.

In oxchange for
Locomotive Boiler*, Horizontal l£agiue»,
1'ced Pnnaps nud Other machinery.
G. H. ANDREWS.
Address,
feMdtf
17^ Pearl St.. Now York.

Superior Business Opportnnity
Sale,
provision
location of great value, thoroughly established
FOR
of growing family trade; stock
with

simplicity.

attitude ot

Taunton,

one

evening,

brakeman threw a quid of the vile weed at
an express agent, aud the latter resented the
affront by shooting a baggage master. ThU
is a case of the indirect effects of tobacco, to
be sure, but so far as the baggage master is
concerned there seems to be no doubt that it
is

highly injurious.

story of Charles Dickens:
with the natural
modesty of the race, sent to the editor of
Household Words, at the end of the Crimean
War, a copy of verses on the return of the
Guards, with this note: Sir: Understanding
that you insert rhymes in your serial. I send
you some.” To which Dickens answered:
“Sir: We don't insert rhymes without reason.”
□ere is

a new

undergraduate,

Why will these scieutfic men frighten
They are continually trying to bully

us
us

with a cornet, or tha conjunction of half a
dozen planets or some other horrid
thing
that does not give us a ghost of a chance.
Now Prof. Winchcll says that the earth is
continually cooling and, in doing so, it is absorbing water, and in time its thirsty crust
will not only drink up the ocean but even the
atmosphere, and then the dry and shrivelled

“rccreations in popular
Mail.

science.”—N.

Y

_

N ivol Beading.
In novels llic most serious questions are
beginning to be discussed. What made the
popularity of “Jane Eyre'’, but that a central question was answered in some sort?
Hie question there answered m regard to a
vicious marriage wili always be treated acA person
cording to the habit of the party.
of commanding individualism will answer it
as Rochester does,—as Cleopatra, as Milton,

George Sand do.—magnifying the excepa rule, dwarfing the world into an
exception. A person of less courage, that is,
of less constitution, will answer as the heroine does.—giving away to fate, to conventionalism, to the actual state and doings of men

and grocery business.

STABLES,

s®. to Plum Street.

tion into

and women.
For the most part, our novel reading is a
passion for results. We admire parks, and
bigh-boru beauties, and the homage of drawing rooms, and parliaments. They make us

A bargain is otteiMl
regular
if applied for immediately. Sold for no fault.
ap28d3t TAA LOR & CO.,3 Slate St.,Boston,Mass.

sceptical, by giving prominence to wealth and
social position.
I remember when some
peering eves of
soys discovered that the oranges hanging on
the boughs of an orange tree in a
gav niazza
acre tied to the twigs
by thread. I fear’tis
so with the novelist's
prosperities. Nature
has a magic by which she tits the man to bis
fortunes, by making them the truit of hi*
character. But the novelist
plucks this event
bere, and that fertuno there, aud ties them
rashly to his figures, to tickle the
fancy of his readers, with a cloying success, or scare them with shocks
And so, cu the whole, ’ti*
tragedy.
°t_
a juggle.
We are cheated into laughter or
wonder by feats which only oddly combine
new

Provision, Fish

element,

a

splendid

run

all fresh and well selected; cash trade over $50,000
last year; price from $3500 to $5000; satisfactory reasons for selling.
TAYLOR & CO., 3 State St., Boston.
ai£8d3t

Excellent business chance for sale.
interest in a grocery business well located,
always done a soccesstul paying business, and
continually on the increase, and will bear the closest
investigation. References exchanged. Chance seldom met with.

ap28d3t

RAYGOR,

16, 17,18
September187
o.
QyOver

oiuies

HALF

THK

Maine State

‘itf

X»_CIA_

_A.

first class

Garments,

The contaminating effect of «*«ds often
lies less in the commission tba*
the consequent adjustment of our desires—the enlistment of our self-intent on the side of
falsity; as, on the other hand, the purifying
influence of public confession springs from
the fact that by i‘the hope in lies is forever
swept away, a*d the soul recovers the noble

as

RAA TONS GROUND LAND PLASTER for
in barrels or balk at the lowest Cash
nice by

Spring Styles

BY—

KE1DALL A WIIJTM'V,

Lumber and Dock Timber Wanted

>>\lv7 sale
to

“Charge, Chester, charge! On,
Stanley, on!” which he says,was in a Shakespeare owned by him when a boy, but mu^
have been expunged since.
passage,

Dr. Robert Knox, the great teacher of anatomy, began oue of his lectures in this way:
“Gentlemen, there are no text books 1 can
recommend. I wrote one myself, but it is
poor stuff. I can’t recommend it. The man
who knows most about a subject writes
worst upon it. If you want a good text book
on any subject, recommend me to the
man
who knows nothing earthly about the
subject.
The result is that, we have no
text
book
good
on
anatomy. We will have oue soon, however; Professor Monro is guiDg to write one.”
This Professor Monro wa3 so
lazy that be was
in the (habit of
using his grandfather’s lectures, written more than a hundred years before his day, and students were electrified by
hearing him (in T 29 and 1830) drawl out,
‘‘When I was in Padua in 1604.’*
This was
the signal for fun, and showers of peas descended on Monro’s head, who could never
understand what it was all about.

-lw*

PIASTER.

There is in this city an old Englishman
reads all the plays of Shakespeare
through every year and takes exactly the
year to do it. He has done so for thirl; -seven
years, and lias never been able to find the
who

COTTON

_

FOSTER’S DYE HOUSE,
mar21TT&Str __84 Union St.

mother?

old globe will go meandering
through space
without a living thing on its surface. And
the sarcastic professcr calls this kind of talk

fei>2fl

AT

a

Messrs. JL R. COREY,
VICKERY & LEICIHTOX,
<•'
EASTMAN BROTHERS,
<’
E. A. MARRETT.
ulm&wlt
aprlfl

culars.

PRESSED READY FOR WEAR.

What is home without

so?

Ig a great improvement on the oommon Bosom. DO
NOT CRACK OH SLIT OUT IN THE PuAITS:
will Iron much Smoother, and set better than the ol<l
style. They need only be seen to be appreciated.

Dyed Brown, Black. BIuc-BInck
AND

weather, and other things, we asked rather
abruptly, “Where is your mother?” “Oh,”
said the sweet damsel, “I have left her at
home. I generally do when I come to a ball.”

putting Bosoms

into Old Shirts.

OLD
for

—

»

We met Miss Kitty-at a ball recently.
After talking about the balloon ascension, the

An Oxford

All flrst-cla'S Sewing Machines, new and second
band. It will pay to examine all kiuds together and
judge for yourself which ia ike best.

IN THE UNITED

CLEANSED,

aprl6

One of tlie very best stands in the city
for a Druggist, is on the corner of Fore

WEBSTER

OPPOSITE

Gentlemen’s Garments

ST,

durable Machine—easily
CHEAP, simple,
operated and running wheels from 8 x £ inches to 12
x lineb.

Portland, Aptil 15,1873.

Congress Street,

(Masons and Bnilders.)

ami

DRUGGISTS

No. 286

d2w

fel> IPPmTT&S

A

Rooms

Portland, Me., April 21,1873.apr23-2w.

Saw Glimmer & Sharpener.

f

Sewing Machine

Copartnership.
WE,

oiton hear about,but seldom see—
model for her sex—would be useful under the circumstances.
a

tween Fautucket aud

SEED

nership for tho purpose of carrying on tho
Mason Busiuess lu all its branches, under the firm
name of Green dc Jordan, and arc now
ready to
ittcndtoall calls in tlieir line. All orders left at
Sio. 113 Federal street. 34 Emery street, or No. 5
Lewis street, will receive prompt attention.
WILLIAM II. GREEN.
ALVIN JORDAN.

great mania for sculpture just

a

a

by

the nndoralgncd, have entered into

There is

.now among ladies who have nothing else to
attend to. It naturally strikes one that the wo-

Ilenws another illustration of the dangers
of tobacco. On a train be-

l

ALIA JR.

Wl.

A North Blrffcat sits upou its hind squatand harks like a dog.
The family
wouldn’t take 83,000 for that cat, though the
neighbors, who are supposed to be in a conspiracy to “Bear” the market, have signified
their willingness to part with it for 81.16.—
Peoria Gazette.

attending the use

FOR

New

claims “Don't you come back to this house
till you get your life
insured, vou speckled
jackass.”—Danbury Newt.

COYELL & COMPAR Y.

trance on Fore near India St.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure

of

one

prices that defy competition

GREAT BARGAINS AT

| New

LAMDRY

undersigned having
aud spacious Laundry would
THE
that he is
to do

BOSTON

public that

WOOD f ir sale at No. 13 Lin
?0F;r,
coin f(,ld
street.
Als«o Dry Edging*.
WM. HUSE.

Portland,

this

and at

Portland.

Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,

382

has leased and fitted up in good shape store No.
■107 Congress Street, nearly opposite Brown
street. A full supply of fresh Oysters, cooked in
every style, and for sale by the quart or gallon constantiy on hand. Hatch’s celebrated ice Cream sttpPhcd to parties on call.
mchStf

WOOD!

itfJEW

FOPi SALE !

Cougress St.,

Street,

nounce

E.

J.

Iff. NEAL’S,

327

No1 14 Cross

HyPure Ice supplied f<>r all purpose?
liianand at tho
LOWEST RATES.
aplO

SPECIAL NOTICE,

mcb26

shall

the largest and bast
day
WEline of open
Edges and Insertion', ever epeued In

jan24

to.

46 & 48 MIDDLE

Slowest CasSi Price.
KENDALL & WHITNEY.

HAMBURGS!

HAMBURGS!

Orders left at Ice Office, 14 Cross St., or wiih J. C
Proctor, [13 Exchange St., will bo promptly attended

F££»

Family Sewing Machine,
AND

BROTHER.
370 Broadway, New York.

COLL1NN &

^pr2S-4t

IN

ICE.

AGENTS FOR THE <’©.,

FOR SALE AT THE

York Board of Education and elsewhere. Copies
mailod on receipt of 75 cents, by the publishers.

great-

WHEELER & WILSON’S

nn

2000 Bags Westcm
Timothy Scctl
“
“
1500
**
Canada
“
1O00
“
Ked Top
**
500
“
Mithigan Clover
“
200
«
a
Ohio
“
400
“
Wo. New York “
“
100
<•
Pea W ine.
“
150
»•
Alsikc
ii
“
100
4.
millet
“
lOO
“
Hungarian Grass
100
>>
Orchard

POSTIitND. Mr.

—

Oar reporter in passing
through Nelson
street, Monday,was surprised to see a middleaged man dart out ol a door way and a woman
soon appear with a
broom, and shrilly ex-

■

important for the citizen, it is well adapted for tho
higher classes in schools, and is used by tho New

Leavitt, Burnham & Go.,

who want the bent, should obtain

Dry
Tkeasuky Pepahtjcent.
Washington, D. C., March 29,1873.)
Proposals will be received bv the undersigned until twelve o’clock M. of Xhiirsflur
the 13th day .1 Star, IS73,‘orthe
construction of a Steam Propeller lor service in tbo
United
States Revenue Marine.
Plans and specifications of the same,
together with
an other necessary informal ion, will be
furnished to
biddei s on application to the Collectors of Customs
ladelphia. New York, Boston, and

novDOJfiniTu&FUtaw

Machine—on both sides of *lic Atlantic.
Those

In-

WHOLESALE & RETAIL DEALERS

BOSTON

Proposals for buiidinsi a Steam
Propeller for the l. S. Revenue

i t IS

can

Governmental
structor.

ernments, by J. B. Shurtleff. Third Revised Edition
by David N. Camp.
This volume commonds itself on account of its
comprehensiveness while it treats each topic briefly
and clearly; the value of such instruction can scarcely be overestimated. It gives a sketch of the historv
and condition of the Colonies, tho occasion of the
Dholaration of Independence, and of the adoption o
the Constitution; examines carefully the pywers, legislative, executive and judicial, belonging to the government;-describes the various departments with
thefc functions, the relation of the States to each other and to the general government; the
qualifications,
duties and powers of officers, home ana foreign. In
short, we have in a small, well-arranged volume, all
that is essential in order to understand the nature
and working of our repulican institutions. While

PLUMMER,

UNION STREET.

rapidity and ease of execution to beginners than
be accomplished on any other. It has received
the HIGHEST PREMIUMS over all—as a Family
er

Steamship Builders.

‘Y *_

7

The

can

WM. A. RICHARDSON,
Secretary of the Treasury.

_

1>Y SOLID WORK, a record
that commands attention.
Send lor descriptivccireular l a

C. M. & H. T.

present ‘‘Lock-Sticli” Machine has no equal in
the world. The WHEELER & WILSON’S is reliable. economical and noiseless. It answors the wants
of the household completely, and

to do.

To

now

ITS NEW SILENT FEED,

beat

Proposals for building a Steam
Propeller for the U. S. Revenue
Marine.

too often in this

occur

We submit to every
prudent man, that
they can be prevented by the
general introduction of the
GARDNER FIRE EXTINGUISHER.
This machine stands upon its
merits, having made for itself,

stood the test of time and thorough cxperimont; an«l
the thousands who have fortunately Used ours, frankly give it the preference, as the very best, both in
this country and in Europe. Study, capital and inventive genius have been devoted to its improvement
for years, till, now wit

Needles, &c.
Machine Stitching

Steamship Builders.

To

loss of millions

sensible,

our

School J

tho

country.

Prof. IS, J. YOI SC,

Cambridge,
jel-thenodtj y 1

Fires!

Involving

University*

SCHOOL is

oi

RANDALL,

1873.

of dollars

needy

St.

HENRY, F. McALLISTER.

—OF—

CHEAP!

wants to go

continue the business of dealers iu

Portland, March 27th,

he

SPRIN GVAFE.

at

copart-

They will settle all demands of the late Him
Randall, McAllister A Co.

T. g. HATCH

TEBBETS

and will

COAL

EDUCATIONAL

'Respectfully informs his friends

^ i Mcbool,
iClnb.

tlie most ;

A

FOLl

f Firemen-rf,
Base Ball,

and

Wanted.

H«CSSS AND LOT NO. 7fi STATE NT.,
Lot contains 31,000 feet of
land, with fine
den, cold, grapery, etc Apply to

light,

PLEASANT room on Spring St., or vicinity, ;
furnished or unfurnished. Without board.
Address BOX 1336.
janlOtt

Real Estate for Safe.

PORTLAND. ME.
Army, i

SAFE-

or

Oregon is putting on airs about the Puget
Sound clams, that weigh from one pound to
two pounds apiece.
Who wants clams as big
as that,
anyway ? The idea of saying “We
had a clam for breakfast!”

she who is
a

manner.

man we so

A BOOK FOR EVERY CITIZEN.

and comprehensive view of the GovernMcALISTER, A BRIEF
ment of the United States and of the State Gov-

R ANDALL &

Wheeler & Wilson’s.

House,”

The sun.criber offers for salo his llolel
rr”™ pro| rty in Limerick Village, York County.
22 rooms all in good repair,
fijAyyf The house has
and two large stables adjoining:
tfG’tS'Pl with shed of
water
on the premises, and
I'iWl two wells
every convenience for a drst-eiass Hotel.
The ‘‘Limerick Moose” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,
JOSEPH G. HARMON.
marl.Idtf
Limerick, Me.

mchicodtf

I

Lost.
T

rs-

m

Byron Greenougli & Co.,
140 Middle Street,
Grnnd

j

SEWING MACHINE TIIE

positive

ters

C. i. BBYBGSft,
iHnnogiug Director.

apI.xlSw

McALLISTER,

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned havo this day formed
nership under the name of

viz:—

Specifications and drawings can be reen at tho Office of tho .Mechanical Supt. of the Company at
Mon real.
Tenders to state the numbers of each sort of car
and 8efs of trucks that can be delivered by tbe 1st of
October, 1873, ami the price for each car and set of
trucks. Delivery will have to bo made at Stratford
and Montreal.

EDWARD H. SARGENT.
Portland, March 27, 1873.

FAMILY

tf

The “Limerick

ESTABLISHED 1821.

1

LIBBY,

Adm

about G3 acres
mow ing land, -‘cut Cl)
i
_of excellentGood
season.”
last
orchard
near the
tons of hay
house.
of
a two-story aud a
consist
Buildings
one-story
house, a new barn 40x80, with other out-buildings.
Also, farming tools. Part o! the purchase money
can lay on a mortgage, or will be exchanged for a
house in the city, or a peice of a vessel.
For further particulars enquire of GEORGE
maristf
SMITH, No. 13 Boyd St.

FOR MAISE.

infringements,

Libby,

HENRY F.

]

CHESLEY’S,

Copartnership.

nereby given tint the firm of RANDAlLL, McALLISTER & CO., is hereby dissolved by mutual consent.
JOHN F. RANDALL.

NOTICE

b3 received by tho undersigned up
SATURDAY, tho 3rd of May

COO Cattle or Box Freight Cars.
200 Platform Cars.
2000 Sets of Trnck3 for Box Cars.
“
“
500
Platform “

is

to know that the most of the

The word “city” has a totally different
meaning in the Old World than in the New.
In England it moans a
place that is or has
been the see of a
bishop. Liverpool, tha
largest seaport of England, is not a city.

STOCK !

on

few (lays.

a

in the mo3t

—

following Rolling Stock,

1873,

pleasing

astronomers have foretold the transit of Venus by guess-work.
Not at all; they node it

elm

ROLLING

in the St. Louis Custom House was

slight houses last fall,
thereby luring tho weatberwiso to go “short”
on coal, are being found frozen to death.

TENDERS

will
to 5 o’clock
2 TENDERS
for the

St

Temple

Dissolution of

The Best Known and Most Thoroughly
Tested

167 HIPPLE STREET.

>

It is

!

FOR

apv25-tf

CITY HALL, on Friday evening, at the
jA. Blues’ Masquerade, part of a uew Waterproof For all kinds of work, heavy
Cloak, seams stayed with white tape. Another was popular.
loft In place of the one taken, which the owner can
have by calling at 143 Middle street With the one takfeb25
en through mistake.
-I
•j..

proper-

from Portland.
This farm contains

j'JySaS’S--'

lias full power to settle

military,

term of years, the
of Francis O

CO
less than regular

man

muskrats that built

Grand Trunk Ilailway Co.

and 25c each.

20

will lie iu

Millinery Opening

UNQUESTIONABLY

WASTED!

WM. A.

Farm for Sale or Excliaugc.
A superior Hay Farm in the town
of Deering, throe and a half miles

En-

Arc.

a

mar24

At:I N I’

!

Chair*,

roa-

No. 2 Park Street or No. 80 Middle St.,
to whr m all applications should be made, and who

IT I3 IT O LSTERER

lease for

FRANK \V.

SCOTT I>. JORDAN,

feb13____
j."h. hooper,

Patent

marked and sold at

ator.

repairer.

ameled

to be

Keepera,

Orders in the city or country will receive prompt
attention. Address at U. S. Hotel, or 31
Temple St.
eod.Itii

^ckonongh

are

<i sales.
*
Grocers ami IteetaurantR. Will
siive more than its cost
every Summer. Butchers
who use it, in its best
form, will soon find their meats
recommended by their customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current ot cold air ia kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerahe Patent upon this has been fully tested in
the U. S. Courts and its validity established in eighteen cases.
For LICENSE, BIGHTS, &c., apply to

-AND-

OF

M.

on the cornor of Free
formerly
by
and High Streets.
HARRISON J. LIBBY, 1

the market.
TTistadispensable to Butchers, Provision

PIANO-FORTE TUNER

Parlor

or

Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator
1he best and Only Kcliablc One in

ENGER,

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

o’clock, P.

Sale,
ty belonging to the estate
FOR
him
and
occuplod

aplM3w

316 CONGRESS STREET,

MANUFACTURED

A

arc

aPf3_

yd. >

a

HASS AN

apr23-dtl’

Found.
GOLD KING. Tho owner can baTO the sime
by calling at this office and proving property.
tf
mcli2G

Harvard

>

■

Address, stating experience, W. J. HOLCO., SpriDgfield, Mass,

1MVLYITY

IIA.LL. L. DAYI8
53 Exchange St.

ij*

—

ap_likltf

A

yd.

prices.

Middle 6

O

man.

Bea3 Estate.

5th—All responsible* parties—whether individuals,
Parishes, or oilier organizations—throughout the
State, desiring space at the Fair, may have tables
assigned them on application to the Executive Com
mittoc at their Headquarters, 120 Middle street.
Gth—There shall be a general table to be called the
“Portland Table.” for the reception and
disposal of
all articles received by the Executive
Committee,
and of all other articles not designed for other tables.
will also be a State table for the
Jth-There
dispo
shion
of all articles contributed without
assignment
to any table from outside of Portland.
CUAS- E' J°SE’ Sccrc,ar-V-

ARTIST,

I* prepared to make all the various styles of Card
Picture*, Rembrant, dlednliion, Are., from
Retouched Negative*.
J5y this proc°ss we
(wft rid of Freckle*, Itlole* and other imperfection* of the Hkin.
For all of which no
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
please. Call and examine for yourselves.
mchlSdtf

J.

From 12 to 2

■tnar2S

3d—The prices ol all articles will be fixed by the
Executive Committee.

c7 JORDAN,

E.

ncei<mn<? L.r Inf

article

310 Commercial Street,
H. FESSENDEN.

A

adopted

°12 9

A

mch25dtf

a

yd.

§1 25a yd.

25 to

M Of'U UNE.

C9GIA

MAN acquainted with tho subscription hook
business to take charge ot Maine and employ
others to sell a new book. Must havo a small capital. 10,000 conies can bo sold tho first year by the

COAT MAKERS AT

a

A

will catch at

A correspondent wishes to be informed if

call ^y:nx> examine.

°

Grocery

SEALED

SALE.

LOT of vacant land, situatod on the wrst side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn by How, for a
block ol seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier.

2d—Nothing shall bo sold on commission. Every
brought into the Hall lor sa’e becomes thereby entirely the proj*erty of the Fair, and it must not
be given away, or disposed of in any manner not approved by the Executive Committee.

Bailers, Bleach

Mill Gearing
Iron, brass, and composition. Itopairing promptly
ntt< nded to.
and Second-hand Engines for sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.
W.

FOR

by the Executive Committee.

Marine, Stationary and Portable

Steam

.Agents,

Maine Gen. Hospital Fair.

MACHINEWORKS
STEAM

EATON,

BATH
MAINE,.
anr9__._(I3tc

PORTLAND
(FORMERLY C. STAPLES &

&

_OTHER GOODS

Our Great

LAND <£

in fact, from tbe best to the cheapest
made, nil of which wilt be sold at low

If

WANTED !

right

Brilliantinc,

23 cents

All from 25 to 50 per cent,

as a salesman or commercial
Boot and Shoe or
estabhas had an experience of
who
lishment, by
ten years in the retail trade. Can give the best of
references. Inquire at this Office.apr22*tf

in a
a man

20 to

drowning men,

straws.—New York Graphic.

to he one of the messengers.

Decorations,
Satins, &c.

yd.

Linen Towels,8 to 75c each.

BITLEB’S,

traveler,

a

approaching when drinking

lately frighteued at night by a voice claiming
to be Lafayette's father. Lafayette proved

Every variety
paper

Shades in Colored Alpaca, 38 to 62 c!

Bustles, 15,

AND

SITUATION

A

A

■

Black

—

apr23

00.

Austrian Cloth, solid colors, 33 cents

Bright Plaids.

Shawls,

tf

For S:ilf—Summer Resort on Cliogood dwelling house-with 12
rooms lit good repair, a
'"V
ea
story aud a
half store, good well of water. 22
V«t taiiiaf acres of land, live in tillage, and the
$9
■rest In wood and pasture land; 28
young fruit trees, part in bearing order. The land
is very free from rocks and is situated close to the
seashore. A go >rt chance to keop store
Enquire oi
CHAS. SAWYER,
Commercial
Portland.
St.,
aplltf_123

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

PORTLAND, ME).
CEO.

to license from Probate Court, will
bo sold at public auction on SATURDAY, the
10th day of May next, at 24 o’cloek P. M., the valuable Estate known as the “Broad Place.”
Said
estate consists of abour six acres of land, on which
are a i irge two-story House, Barn and
out-buildings,
fruit trees, shade trees, &c., &c. This is a most attractive location, but five minutes walK from
Churches, Seminary, public School House, and R. R.
Station; and will unquestionably be sold at a bargain.
A train on P. & It. R. leaves Portland at 1^ P. M.,
and one returns at 4.25 P. M.
ffp-'Sale to lake place 011 tho premises.
JOHN C. CARD, Ex’r ot Will of iho late
Henry Broad.
Gorham, April 7,1S73.
a;>r0dlaw3w then (ltd*

..

CANAL BANK BUILDING.

STBOUT.

A

bpagoc Island.

Attorneys aud Counsellors at Law,

A. A.

aprl2dtjuul*

PURSUANT

WILLIAM IIENR* CLIFFORD,

NO.

and India Streets,

Desirable Property at Gorham Tillage, to be solu at Auction.

FIRE ENGINE !

tf

Middle

or on

Delaines, 15 cents

iVIilBincry,

Wanted

where.

ti

NEWEMLANB

NO. 84 1-2 NIDOLF. STRICT,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

Sale!

Dress Ciioods,

|

who understands repairing Furniture.
Apply at 125 Federal St.

shade.

Fresco Borders,
New Patterns of

colors.

Reversible Ottoman Shawls, §1 25.

AT

Cor. Middle & Hlaikct Sts.
apr24
MAN

of every

goods and of the* latest styles

new

Reversible Ottoman Shawls, $3 50.

cf

s.

prices#

Freeman Wanted

of West-

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, PoBt-offico, good Schools and Churches,
six miles fem Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40xG0 on the
premises; grounds contain 15£ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, 4 acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon tho place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamonted
with fine shade trees. This is one oi tlio finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or OtU Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

PORTLAND, ME.

feb27

Real

have purchased

,

Experienced
Pant and Vest Makers

AT

all

arc

Stripe and Plaid Shawls, §2

New

A

Office 134 Riddle St., up stairs.

1191-2

Jerris,

to

we

splendid stock

a

Cor. 3Mi.cl.cllo <Sc Market Sts,
apr25dlf

aprl7-3w*

Sale

I

of their great need of
money

sty!*

now

Patent plain washable Tints,

Those

Advantage

According to a Cretan correspondent of
Times,xu antique statue of Venus
had been found near the village of Inis.
The season is
men, as well as

Hall

Taking

SMITH, MORGAN & BUTLER’S,

brook.

PAINTERS,

Attorney and Counsellor

d2w

on

JOST A KETLKR,

j. a.

Myrtle Sts.

on

in all the courts in the District of* olumbia,
will attend to the prosecution of < laiins before the
Court of Claims aud the various departments at
octll-tf
Washington.

O.

and

Pine Street, adjoining Capt. Geo. Knight
—40x100 feet, and
ONE
Emery,«near Spring St., 54
x84. Terms favorable.
W. U.

Attorney

JT.

Congress

Two Mice House L,ots for Sale.

No. 30 Exchange St., Portland.
Formerlj’ of the U. S. Treasury Department and

FRESCO

----i

WM. II. JERRIS.

corner

_

and

^

ON

WANTED

Also daily receiving all

Color d linen is coming in vogue again
among young ladies for collars and cuffs.
the Decant

[Prices.^ Stamped Gold,
Q
Bronze,

our

Day

a

(lossii) and Gleanings.

BE FOUND IN THE CTTY.

>

THURSDAY a sum of money, the Under will
be suitable rewarded bv leaving the same at this
Office or 31 North St.
apr2f*lti

Coat,

Cent

.Look at

TO

o

—

dlw *

Wayland, Moss.

apr23dlw

LET.

largo brick store in the Racklefl Block, corner
of Middle and Ccurch streets—basement and
first floor, eleganth finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HATNES.
Apply to
A

PORTLAND.

HENRY F. T.

can be accommodated also.

jan7

KINSMAN,

128 EXCHANGE

No.

single gentlemen

SALE,

FOR

tf

Tin;

Lost.

SALE.

liberal terms, a valuable tract of Timber and
Wood lauds comprising 15,000 acres, situated on
the Androscoggin river, within 90 miles from Portland. That river and the Grand Trunk Railway pass
through the property; facilities for logging superior,
and quality and quantity of timber unsurpassed.
For further particulars and maps apply to
WM. KRONBERG, Owner,
Nos. 4 and C Pine St., N. Y. City.
apr23dl\v

To Let.
the best offices on exchange

of

STREET.
One:

ALE KINDS REAL ESTATE.

FOR

aplOtf_1>.

—

apr-d&wtf

Gorham, April 15,1873.

FOUR

BY

Paying

interest for money.

^

apr26

with

Rooms in the House of No. 17 Boyd street,
consisting of sitting room, kitchen and two
sleeping rooms, Cos and Sebago wate to a small
fanny with no children. Apply to
F. GERTS.

CiPr.

Wanted.

For Sale.

Dealers

TUESDAY MORM.YG, ATBIL 2#, 187*.

sTOCK !

ROOM PAPERS

YEW YORK»

Z

THE PEESS.

On.; 0/ tlic largest assortment) of

N

o
^

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

*

A Superior Ilay Farm,“eight miles
from Portland on the road leading
from Portland to Buxton; a large
two-story house, barn, stable, pig-_house, a splendiu cellar, cistern and
a good well ot water, orchard, pear, grapes, and other fruits: and all conveniences to make a good farm.
JOHN L. CURTIS,
South Gorham.
3pHd&wlw* then tf-

mHE upper tenement of
\Ve have also for sale at lowest market price, I A consisting of six rooms, all very pleasantly situScranton, Lackawanna, nud Pitts ton i atod; with Gas and Sobago Water, &c.
Inquire on the premises.
Coals, shipped front the vicinity of New York. VesWILLIAM n. GREEN.
a;u’19uvf
sels procured lor the tranportation of coals from
port of shipment
any point dost ml.
ifapr27

AfiFTAS

—

i n

—

Girls Wanted!

SMITH, MORGAN &

FOR SALE !

Lease.
honse No. 34 Emery St.,

Philadelphia.

j

$3.75 per day. Apply to
CRAIG JACKSON & BRACKETT
29 Pleasant street Portland Me.
_apr2Gdlw

—

apr23-6w

To Let ayiHi Board.
A FRONT Parlor, suitable for gentleman and
-i'JL wife, uT High, corner of Spring street.
*
lw
ap28

in

A

21d*3tv

Property for Sale !

Hotel

i

FEW GOOD Plasterers, men capable of White
ening and Wli tewashing over Carpets. Wages

Agent

at

Pearl Street.

miscellaneous.

PANIC

am

Wanted.

THE

TO LEI.

OEAEEItS

Jerris,

Gaboon Block, next East of Citv Hall.
April 24, 1873.

1080

Found.

Elm Street, between Congress and Cumberland
LOTS
streets.
to Win. H.
Real Estate

If

KOSS & STURDIVANT,

on

1ST NORTHBORO MASS.
Assabct Houso, beautifully situated on public
square in center of tbo village, on Railroad 25
miles from Boston. House is new and of modern
style, and contains 38 rooms, dance hall, b lliards &c.
Large stable, 30 stalls. Will be sold at a great bargain; owner wishes to retire from business. Apply
•»
D. C. PAGE, Northboro, Mass.

All the new styles, Berlins, Eembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint eard, and the retouched
card, by which new process wo get rid of freckles
moles,wrinklos and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
i^'JIotlo—Good work nl Moderate
Prices. Aim to Please.
may

XO. 1 EXCHANGE STREET,

_aprKd*M_30

property No. 1 Anderson St. consisting of a
3 Story House, containing 18 rooms, ample closfine
ets.
cellar, good water. Property now rents for
S36G per annum. For particulars call on J. C
PROCTER, 93 Excbango street, or F. 0. BAILEY A
CO., 18 Exchange street.
apSGtf

Block,

5 Deering:

A

'’p

8TOCKH.UT. M.
ii

Horse Wanted.
between
GOOD young horse weighing
1200 lbs wanted by
^ c COBB>

gIS;

Ten per cent, of the money will
of ihoM.
be given to ibe Homoepathic department
contain
Tbe abovo-namcU work will
G
II Fair.
v
llTtli i'OliO
tlio
fKiiii
extracts
some remarkable
mafter
other
records of a last year’s Convention
not only
and
important
authentic,
significant
equally
tbo iieopleof
to the world at lnrge but especial y to
The co incidences and Illuminations injtv he
Maine.
be
sold by subwill
book
The
deemed prophetic.
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H Doors East of Temple Si.,
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MISCELLANEOUS.

TERRIBLE

Servant Girl Wanted.
capable cook wanted at No. 63 State street^^

SMALL sum of money, which tlio ower can
j\ have by calling on liobert Costello, or at 150
apr2Cdlw v
Fore Street, and proving property.

B. PATTEBSON,
Beni Estate and Mortgage Broker,
Htoro,
over Lowell’s Jewelry
F.

CLARK,

FEDERAL

103
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Fortl»nd ami vicinity. Beal Estate
and sold.
Beats collected. Apply
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to
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No. 153 La Salle

Patterson’s,
TO I-OAff on First-Class
ITlorUages of Real Estate
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MISCELI.aN eo u s.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

ESTATE.

Real Estate Bulletin.

74 MIDDLE, COB., EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

V
$2 50

F. G.

of

William H. Phinney.

REAL

TAYLOR & CO., 3 State street,Poston.

China, Glass and Crockery Ware
Store

sale, desirably located, always paid
Stock small and well assorted.
FOR
Splendid
and transient business.

well.
of

run

&. Ojster lilarket
"ElOR sale, well located, doing a good bnsine., ti.i.
■—™
—

Ltsasst
ap28d3t_.TAYLOR

& CO., 3 State
St., B *lo».

For Sale.
SEBAGO DYE HOUSE
iflHE
A in
condition

good

or

tho husineim

with nil

c.
No 17 *Ium St..
iB
il
"PPatbtns necessary

A Flue Business
Opening
a young or mkUlie
sgad man of unexceptiouahie character. Experienced accouutant undone
thousand dollars capital. Investigation is invited
nnrSltf
Address Box 2013 Portland Me.
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was beautiful, and he fell
and killing, and
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are the mainnames, but no now qualities m
.TV men and women. Hence the vain enhit of this fairy- gold,
deavor to keen any
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another—these

new

our
which has rolled like a brook throilfeh
hands. A thousand thoughts awoke; great
morning
rainbows seemed to span the sky—a
we close tne
among the mountains;—but
in the memory
book, and uot a ray remains
of evening.—[R- W. Emerson.

Now York Letter.

rj7HE PRESS.

Train—1» lie Insane?—
George Vraacis
The affair of l>ie Vienna Commission—

TUESDAY MORIdNfli APRIL 29,1873.
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old sto-

of specula lion—How Tauiuiany

msin-

New York, April, 20 1873.
j Ono of the most comical incidents of tho
week, has been the inquiry into the sanity of
George Francis Train. If Train cannot get a
certificate of lunacy, I do not see the uso of

—

V.?. do not read anonymous letters and coinmuui- 1
Lunatic Asylums for he has been going ill over
•.Inns. Ib© name and address of the writer are iu
the world duriug the last eighteen years uttering
•ftl cvrt«» in iiapo ab e, not necpsparlly for publication
libraries of incoherent and bewildering talk upbut a* a guarauty of good faith.
He has beeu unW cannot under take to return or re erve comon every conceivable subject.
BiUni<'at>ous that are not useu.
der tho influence of the delusion that ho was
destined for the Presidency,during the past six

But that I admit Is a monomania
years.
which lias afflicted a great many otherwise sauo
men,and would hardly justify a straight jacket.
But Traiu has plunged headlong into every
chimera of his time—has practiced the wildest
extravagances of speech and of pen at home
and abroad—has used language in public as-

A Xeigliborly Suggestion.
The Halifax papers are quite alarmed at
the unwelcome indications that the exodus
from Nova Scotia to the United States the
coming season promises to be very much
greater than ever before. Few people have
rn idea of the extent of the depopulation of
Nova Scotia by emigration to the States.

semblages, that it is inconceivable

r

larm its government

and set it at

once

a

tongue

He can improvan audience and lie is happy.
ise rhymes by the hour, and discourse on any
Wherever he
theme with equal volubility.
in steamboats
goes, on the street, in a Hotel,
and rail cars, be will manage to gather a erowd
around him and inundate them with torrents of

sympathy duo

a

to an absent country-

Commissioner Col. LeGrand B.
well known and highly respected
citizen of New York, who has been absent in
Europe for nearly a year. His military tiile
a

the rebellion. He served
He was an earnest,
on the staff of Gen. Wool.
capable and efficient officer, and whether jn

was

acquired during

Th^Ury,

a gallant canvass though the odds
hopelessly against him. In every good

and made
were

At the Auburn High School, out of 95 pupils
but 15 are preparing for college. Seven hundred dollars a year are spent for text books.—
Mr. Gay, the Principal, thinks that one-fourth
of this sum should suffice, as they are furnished by the city.
W. Millett has been foreman with James
Monroe & Co
shoe manufacturers at West
Auburn, twenty-one years. This firm seed off
5000 cases yearly.
The Auburn liquor agency sold $3933 worth
of liquors for the year ending Feb. 28, '73, with
a net profit of $731 to the city.
At Lisbon a force of forty or fifty men is employed in preparing for the erecting of the addition to Mr. Farwell’s mill, and in making
ready for brick making.
Twelve hundred children attended the public
schools in Auburn last year.

to the Philadelphia Convention, he expressed
the most undonbting confidence in the re-elec-

Our letter from Augusta gives a rumor of
notable change in the line of the Maine
Central Railroad between Augusta and Kendall’s Mills, obviating the necessity of two of
the three bridges across the Kennebec. There
is also a scheme to build a road on the east
side of the river from Winslow to Kendall’s
Mills which would obviate the necessity of a
bridge at the latter point. At all events the
burning of the Kendall's Mills bridge seems
certain to result in the abolishment of the
absurd, costly and dangerous system which
requires three crossings of a broad riverwithin twenty-one miles.
Speaking of school and college exhibitions
and the selections made for declamations on
those occasions, the Waterville Mall raises
the inquiry if it wouldd'tbc well“to quiet that
‘death-watch that throbs, throbs, throbs, behind the shattered wall’, and kill that ‘Dying

Alchymist’
Yes,
patching this expiring venerable,

and while the Mail is dis-

tion of Gen. Grant, of whom he was one of the
Wliest and most steadfast supporters.
Among tlie associates of the new staff, the
namts of Theodore Roosevelt, Jaoksou
S.
Schulti, Wm. H. Aspinwali, Samuel C. Ward,
Wm. T. Blodgett and James Renwick will bo

instantly recognized

pre-eminently

excellent
in every point of view. Mr. Schultz left here
for Vienna outlie 16th inst. and arrived in Liverpool to-day. The other gentlemen have been
in Europe for a considerable period. It is said
that Mr. Blodgett »nd Mr. Aspiuwall are on
their way home, and will not therefore be able
to accept the appointments tendered them, hut
as

The
over

astounding discovery

of

a

which has grown up since the advent of an irredeemable currency is the primal
cause of nearly all the derelictions of bank officers, which have from time to time swept

speculations,

away the accumulations of trusting stockholdand depositors. We hear a great deal of
the fortunes made in a single day by audacious
ventures upon the Exchange, and now and
then, a Fisk or Gould succeeds in piling up ill

ers

gotten wealth by millions. But these illegitimate gains are always represented by corresponding losses. Of these the general public
hear.

The

victims when they
scarcely
lose their money disappear from view and arc
It is only when men like this
Been no more.
ever

The Kennebec Journal says that “Prof.”
John Haynes was so taken with the Press
of last Saturday that he greedily bought every
one for sale at the Brunswick news stand.
The publishers of this paper try to make it
both instructive and attractive but they never
flattered themselves that they could be so
successful as to make a whole edition desirable to oue man. The
taking article will be
found in the Maine State Press,
published next Thursday morning.

To every sharper there are numerous dupes.
As fast as the latter are “cleaned out” new
On a ten per cent,
ones take their places.
margin, they buy and “sell short” sometimes
making a little, oftener losing a good deal, till

The defalcation of the cashier of the Atlantic Bank of New

York, is one of the most
startling on record and produced a feverish
feeling on Wall street yesterday. It is theold
story and is repeated in our New York letter.
TnE elections Sunday, in France, indicate
that the masses of that nation in spite of all

thoroughly Republican in senti-

ment and purpose.

A Despatch from Rome states that the
condition of the Pope is such as to cause the
greatest anxiety among his friends.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

N. K. Sawyer, Esq., of Ellsworth, has purchased a residence in Jacksonville, Fla.
L. A. Emery, Esq., of Ellsworth, has been
appointed commissioner to take recoguizances
under the act of last winter,

defalcation of

cashier Taintor, struggling against fate, yield
to the temptation to purloin moneys and securities, that they may rush into Ihe street and

The Argus makes a quotation from an
advertisement in the Press, credits it to us—
we wish it would do the same on all it takes
from us—and then make itself merry over it.
High toned wit!

I. Hardison of Lyndon is to plant thirteen
of potatoes this year for the starch factory. He gets 25 cents per bushel. They cost
him to raise, net, 10 cents per bushel.

8600,000 by the cashier of the Atlantic Na-

tional Bank was the sensation of Wall street
to-day. That a bank with but $300,000 could
have suffered so great a loss without the knowledge or suspicion of tlie President or directors,
is a circumstauce calculated to weaken public
confidence in the management of financial
trusts. The eulpable negligence which rendered such a stupendous robbery possible, cannot
Tlie rage for stock
be too severely censured.

gamble desperately

to

retrieve their bad luck,

that we get a clue to the sources whence the
fortunate few derive their prodigious profits-

what with commission and

interest,

their mar-

out, and they haven’t a cent left. For
gins
it is universally the case that your amateur
jobber in stocks, like all other gamblers, will
play till he is “dead broke”. He is always 6ure
that the tide is just about to turn, and that one
run

risk will save him. If at such a crisis, he
happens to have in liis possession trust luuds,
to touch which is a
crime, and to lose which
13 utter ruin, tlie
temptation to appropriate
them is too overpowering to be resisted.
It will
be only for a little time. He is certain to
wiu,
and thou he will promptly
replace them
He
begins by taking a portion only of the effects
confided to his custody. They go into the comHe must recover them or be
mon whirlpool.
disgraced and beggared. And so lie goes on
and on till money, honor, everything is swept
away, and he awakes from his feverish dreams
of sudden wealth, to bear henceforth a blighted
name, perhaps to occupy a felon’s cell. It is the
old, old story and its moral, obvious as it may
be, is all too soon forgotten,
A curious discovery has just been made in
the Comptrollers’ office of the method in which
claims are manufactured. The proprietor of a
small daily paper presented a bill for advertising. The Comptroller requires that-such bills
should be accompanied by a complete file of
the newspaper containing the advertisements
for which payment is demanded. On examining the file which was sent in with the bill in
question,there was found under date of April 30
1872, a three column account of the Boston
fare which did not take
place till the 9th of
November ensuing. In other words the file
was
manufactured to servo the purpose
of a voucher.
A search
was
made at
ouee
for a genuine file
of the
hut none could be found in anv of the paper,
public
libraries of the city. Several copies of different dates
curing the period wero hunted up,
contained the advertising
more

j

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Jonrnal thinks that the bridges at Fairfield and Waterville will both be abandoned,
and that an iron bridge across the river at the
College Narrows will be substituted.
OXFORD COUNTY.

The ladies at
are soou tc
have a supper in aid of the Maiue State Hospital.
A little boy five years old, son of Mr. Hazeti
Osgood, depot master at North Conwav, fel]
from a cart Monday morning and broke hi*
arm.

A party of young people from Fycburg are tc
have an excursion to Sebago Lake,
May the
first. The ice has begun to break up and the
lake will probably be clear by that time.
The labors of Prof. Stone close at the State
with the present term and he is sue
ceeded by Prof. W. O. Atwater of the Tenues
see Agricultural College.
The students of the
State College have organized a society ealleei
the Scientific Society of Maine State College.The object is to awaken interest in and promote
inquiry into science as applied to industrial pur
suits. A member by paying $50 receives the ti
tie of “Patron.”
The Whig says that the schooner Naonta
font

A rnicfranrr rtf Ronmiw l>nu

nn<-

1--

from for sixty days, and fears are entertainei
that she is lost.
The first raft of newly sawn lumber from thi
mills has reached Bangor.
The Whig states that an early change will lx
made in the gauge of the E.'& N. A. Rail
road.
The bridge between Bangor and Brewer is t<
have a new draw.
A youug man, fined by the Police Court a:
Bangor for drunkenness, on his release went ti
the mau who sold him the rum and demandei
reimbursement for his fiue. It was paid.

Early Saturday morning, the tide being out,
the schooner Juliet, which lay at a wharf in
Brewer, parted her fastenings and keeled evei

with a fearful crash. Both masts were broken.
It will cost §1000 to repair her.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTV.

Blanchard is to havoc
tory.

an

excelsior manufac-

WALDO COUNTY
m

voted last Saturday
'Y'ni?rPort
the
&

“vo

vote

Bay

to take stock

River Railroad to the amount of

per sent of tho valuation of the town.
stood 340 yeas to 151
nays.

The

YORK COUNTY

The smoke-house of Mr.
Charles Hill in Saco
together with about *350 worth of hams
"
was
destroyed by tire early Monday mornin
A jury is engaged iu
estimating laud damages between the Boston & Maine It R Co
’’ana
interested.

a.fd

parties
Bishop Neely preached to a large congregation at Christ’s church, Biddeford,
Sunday.

i“V&
kvcTuX
P™vcd abortive.__Yxn3town

graphed
liat be stopped there, but was immediately informed that it had just gone by, going south-

Since 1870 Colorado has built 148 school
houses, including aS75,C00 o»e just dedicated

ward.

at Denver.

DRY

20 Pieces

GOODS !

provcrb'al

Vari-

style Jap

new

Silks for 25c

worth 76c

STREET.

MIDDLE

Low

Equally

Prices.

One Case assorted Satin Striped Piques

I. O. O. F.

Trefouse best

quality Kids $1,25 pair.

Hall Association,
requested to meet at Odd Fellows’ Hall nn Wednesday evening, April 30th, at 7.J o’clock, to effect a
permanent organization, adopt By-laws, &o. All

other Brothers who are interested in the cause, or
who may desire any information are also
cordially invited to be present.
apr29su2t

SPECIALTIES.
Bargains in

To the Public.
Tho Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
respectfully gives notice that Alonzo H.
Libby, Constable, whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (ap stairs) has been appointed Agent of tho

HOUSEKEEPING

Society.
1 he public

aic therefore iequoste<l to
give prompt
information to him of any
cruelty to animals that
may como to tlieir knowledge, and he will see to it
tnat tne offenders are
to
and strict

brought

speedy
Per order.

10 Pieces best

sntf

ask for

GOODS

Quilts $1.00 each.

One Case Bates

__

quality Turkey

$1.00 yard,

Red Dam-

Tery cheap.

ffc shall sell our 2d qua'ity lor 75c
yd; usual price $1.00 yd.

FOlt FAMILY F8E.

100 doz Turkey Red Doylies $1.00 dozen.
THE

HALFORD
CHEAT VARIETY OF

LEICESTERSHIRE
Linen Damasks.
T-A-B L-E

S-A-U-C-E*
Towels and

Napkins*

The best Sauce and Relisb
LESS TUAN

AT

Made iu any Part ol the

World

—YOU—

MAIITACTIREBS’ PRICES.

E-A-M-T-Xs-Y

T7-S-E.

-..»« Cent.

Half Pint.

MOURNING GOODS!

30 CraM.

....

Staples, Esq.,

tho

Orchard House.

popular proprietor of

the Old

FOB SALE BY ALL GROCERS.

WHAT TO TEACH THE BOYS,
Teach the dear Boys while they are young
To make good use of all their time;*
To watch witii greatest care their tongue.
And make good use of each spare dime;
To be to those around them kind;
Do what
Tlius their

they

can

one

to

bless;

Virus in the Air

OF PORTLAND” and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular course of the

Banking Business.
Portland,

June

jun23newlt

pepsia and all bilious disorders, disturbs the bowels*
relaxes the nerves aud debilitates tho
general system
Luckily an antidote to this atmospheric virus, and a
specific for the diseases it generates, lias been provided. For a period of more than twenty
years Ilostetter’s Stomach Bitters, a medicine in which tho finest
vearctable tonics and alterative are combined with
a perfectly pure
stimulant, has taken precedence ol
every other preparation, as a specific for the ailments

ST.,

PORTLAND.
sneodtr

apr24

WONDERFUL
DIC.

CURES!

17 R ANN,

Who has made go many Wonderful Cures all
New England States, is at the

PREBLE

W. N. GOOLP.

commodious four storied Brick

No. 57

CO.,

St.
W. W. THOMAS. Canal National Bank.
soptl2sntf
No. 90 Commercial

For

Preble House Hack and Livery Slock. Consisting
of Coaches, Hacks Barouches, togeathcr with the entire Livery Stock.
Tho above Stock Is first class and will be sold at a
bargain. Stable for sale or Lease.
JOSHUA DAVIS & CO.
Preble Honse Stable.
apr24sndtf

House for Sale.
AT GORHAM, ME., a large handsome two story
house, rooms ol both stories of good sire and height

fine lot having 274 rods front on South St., a
short distanco from Church, Post-office and Depot.
The Choice Situation in Gorham; besides
numerous and fine shade trees, flower beds and
hedges, there are nearly a hundred fruit trees, apple,
crab-apple, pear, peach and cherry, ten grape vines,
and a good garden containing many currant bushes,
gooseberry bushes, strawberry and asparagus bods
fine pieplant, <%c. There are about 33 acres of land,
affording pasturage and many choice house lots.
Inquire of JOHN W. PERKINS. Portland, or Rev.
Geo. A. Perkins, on the premises.
marl2sntf

BCBENCK’S PULMONIC SYBIIP,
SCHENCK’g SEAWEED TOXIC,
SCHENCK’st MANDRAKE PILLS,
enve

Pulmonary

Sometimes medicines that will stop a congh will ofoccasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops tho circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, hi fact, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are tho causes of
two-thhds of the cases of consumption. Mauv are
now oomplaining with dull pain In the
Hide, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes too loose,
tongue
coatca, pain in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times dmwkvi thn finnd
inar is aacn lies neavlly on the
stomach, accompani-

ten

ed with acidity and belching of wind. These
symptoms usually originate irom a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the

inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweod tonic diss r the food, mixes
with the gastric juico of the sto ach, digests easily,
a healthy circulanourishes the system, and creat
tion of the blood. When the
els are costive, skin
a billious habit,
shallow, and the patient is
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H.
SCIIENCK & SON, Noitheast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College plaoe, New York.
For sale by Druggists generally.
sept3sneodtf

“Buy JUe and I’ll do yon CSood.”.—DR
LANGLEY'S ROOT AND HERB BITTETS. flo
drugs, no poisons, nothing deleterious, nothing but
healthy roots and herbs, such as Sarsaparllls, Wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Thoroughwort,

Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion,&c., so compounded
to roa^h the fountains of disease, and absolutely
cure all Humors. Liver and BilliouN Diseases, Jaundice. Dyspepsia, Costivouess, Scrofula, and all difficulties arising from a diseased stomach or impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success has provas

ed them to bo the best medicine in the world. GEO.
C. GOODWIN «£ CO., Boston, and all druggists.
marfisnood 1C w

Averill Chemical Paint Co.,
Manufacturers of

PUREST

a

WHITE!

20,000 Patients
last

have
ten years,

been Treated by him within the
with Wonderful Success.

Dr. Urann, who has made so many wonderful cure*
in tliig town and others, will remain in town but a
short t ime longer. He has had good success. The
case of Mr. J. B. lleilman. Attorney at Law in this
town, is truly a wonderful one, when Dr. Urann was
called to see him a week ago Friday, he was not able
to turn himself in bed; bo is now able to walk the
street anil is daily gaining strength.—[Ellsworth

American.
The above statement, so far as I am concerned, is
but the simplo truth, and I cheerfully endorse it as
an act of justice to Dr. Urann, and earnestly recommend all persons afflicted with Rheumatism, Neuralgia, or other kindred complaints, whether acute or
chronic, to give him a call, being sanguine that he
JOHN B. REDMAN.
will cure them.
Ellsworth, Jan. 7,1873.
This will certify that I was troubled with Sciatic
Rheumatism and suffered great pain, was unable to
sleep without taking morphine, could not walk. I
was carried to Dr. urann’a office, at the DeWitt
House, and after one treatment was free from pain,
and have been able to work ever sinco.
A. W. BAILEY.

Auburn, May 7,18€9.
Lewiston, May 7,1869.

This will certify that I had lost the use of my lower
limbs and was unable to walk or even stand, had
several physicians who pronounced my case incurable. He iring of Dr. Urann’s Wonderful Cures, I
sent for him. In less than a week wa* able to walk
in the streets, and can now walk two miles daily.
JA M ES F. BRADBUllY.
Ellsworth, Oct. 8, 1887.
To the Machias Republican.—Gents:—As Dr,
is
about
of
visiting your place, and a
Boston,
Urann,
stranger in these parts, I know very well, like most
will
be looked upon with sushe
physicians traveling,
picion, particularly as his cures look miraculous. I
had been obliged to walk on crutches for one year,
and for nine months wa< not ablo to put my foot to
Hie noor.

My spine

»uu ui ua weiu

bu i«huc ua

Ich S^I
Sell Spri^K Blru
a(B?)dM?.VSalCIUo
MtLl-*an,
for St John. N
B.(

Sch Pointer. Totten.
Calais
Sch Express, Smith,
Ellsworth.
Sch Sea Foam. Herrick, Ellsworth rrt,
*°r
»«* Emeline Uoberts,

WEEK?

tons

Frcpared for

Color,

Immediate Application.

SOBD By The GALLON ®IfhY

I could not dress or undress myme.
get oft the bed without help. He treated my
case last Friday morning, and in less than an hour
after I was able to walk home, a distance ol nearly
half a mile, up hill, without crutches, and have been

nearly disable
self,

or

gaining

ever

J. It. JORDAN.

since.

formerly Deputy Sheriff.

mch26sntf

FOR MOTH, PATCHES, FRECKLES

scl2-eodtf

D. M. YEOMANS,
General Eastern Agent,
S3 Commercial St. Portland.

everywhere.
mar22

Depot, 49 Bond St., N. Y.
d&wsn6inl7

DOMESTIC PORTS.
PORT GAMBLE—Ar 17th, ship Tranquebar, Waterhouse, Coquimbo.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 26th. ships Alexander, Tarbox, Bremen; Foiest Eagle, Hosmer, Havre.
Ar 22d. sch Wm Fisher, Lyman, Ruatan.
Sid ftn SW Pass 22d, Bch Lady Woodbury.
DARIEN—Ar 17th, sch Lucy M Collins, Collins,
Portland.
SAVANNAH-Ar 24th, brig Nellie Mitchell, Cody,
Boston.
Ar 26th, barque Linda Stewart, Stackpolo, N York;
brig Frontier, Blaisdeli, Charleston, Hampden, from
Fall River; schs Seguin, Rogers, Portland; Lottie
Ames, Wooster, Rockland; Abbie II Hodgman, Eaton, Boston.
Sid 23d. sch Clarri Sawyer, Branseomb, Boston.
CHARLESTON-Ar 23th. brig B Carver, Williams,
Boston; sch Lugano. Steele, do.
BALTIMORE—Ar 25th. brig Win IT Parks, Dix,
Cardenas.
Cld 25tli, schs M M Knowles, Small. Sagua; Louisa
Crockett, Flanders, Savannah, (and saield.)
PHILADELPH1 A—Ar 24th, sch J Means, Eaton,
Norfolk.
Below 25th, brig J C Hazeltine, from New York;
sch Congress, from Cnba.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 26tb, brig Geo Burnham, for Matanzas; sch Ruth H Baker, for Cardenas.
Kate Carlton, do.
NEW YORK—Ar 25th, schs Percy, Colwell, Windsor, NS; A Hammond, Lord. Vinalhaven; Comet,
Dow, Providence; Ella Pressey,Pressey.from Wood’s
Hole for Richmond.
Ar 26tb. schs Daybreak. Blake, Havana 11 davs;
Clara Merritt, Folsom, Mosquito Inlet; C S Webb,
Homan, Georgetown; Albert Treat, Sawyer. Windsor, NS ; Whitaker, Cotton, and Martha Nichols,
Ross. St George, NB; Tahn/iroo, Kent, Vinalhaven;
White Sea, Jones, Spruce Head; Velma, Look, from
Calais; F A Heath, Warren, Providence; Lncy Baker. Allen, Rockland; Z A Paine, Jones, Eastport;
Ellen Thompson, Bradford, Spruce Head.
Cld 26th, barques Abbv Bacon, Merrill, Gibraltar;
Palo Alto, Tenney, for Port Johnson; brigs Helen M
Rowley. Davis, New Orleans; Mariposa, Milton, Wilmington; schs Edw Waite,York, Havana; Old Chad,
McClintock. Baracoa ; Adeline Elwood, Hawkins.
Galveston; J G Stover, Arey, Jacksonville; Izetta,
Smith, Port Royal; E A Stevens, Kendall, Salem;
Walter C Hall, Tollman, and Gem. Thomas, Boston;
Mary, Richardson, do: Almeda. Smith, Pembroke.
Sid 26th, ship Nearchus, for San Francisco; barque
Evanell. for Marseilles; brig Jeremiah, for Sagua.
NORWICH—Ar 25th, sch Rebecca S Warreu, Pick-

payable

nothing better.
..

fieb6*ntf

Tliomaston.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 25th, sch Lizzie Raymond,
Lord. Port Johnson.
Ar 26th, schs Juliet. Wright, Hoboken; Belle, Higgins, and Emily, Jordan, Ellsworth.
Cld 26th, sob Chas Comery, Creamer, Wood’s Hole,
to load for Richmond, Va.
Sid 27lh, schs Alcora. Dennison, and Francis Coffin,
Batson. New York or Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 25th, schs Storm King,
Higgins, Baltimore for Portsmouth; S S Bickmorc,
Barter. Bath for Richmond.
Ar

n>ha F

MARRIED.

tb&SJf,'Tcrv

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange Bt., Portland.

fintou.

FrppmnD. \'pw Vftrlf fiir

Ives, Whitaker, do for Providence.
BOSTON—Ar 2Gtb. schs Doris. Patten, Ellsworth;
M C Sproul. Sprout, Damariscotta.
Cld 26th, sens Cora Etta, Sleeper, St Pierre; Alpine, Elliott, Bath.
Ar 27th, schs Jessie Hart, Hart. Brunswick, Ga;
Prize. Ober, Calais; Ida Blanche, Milter, Penobscot;
Lizzie Guptill. Chandler, Rockland; Henry A, Wade.
Waldoboro; W A Prentice, Prentice, Damariscotta;
T R Hammond, Dobbin, Portland.
Ar 28tb. schs R F Hart, Coombs. Baltimore; Irene,
Murphy, Hoboken; J F Carver, Norwood, Hoboken;
T W Alleu, Carter, and Adaline, Knowlton, Dennysvillo; Pennsylvania. Smith, do; Alice Dean, Bartlett, Pembroke; Fair Dealer. Rcmick, and das Tilden, Davis, Ellsworth; St Leo, Perkins. Castine;
Smith Tuttle, Southard, and Oceanica, Alloy .Wiscasset; Ellen Morrison, Dodge, and Sarah Louise, Winchenbach, Portland.
Cld 28th. barque Zepbyrine, Johnson, Demarara;
sch Janet S, (Br) Somerville, Portland.
SALEM—Ar 25th, schs America, Ingraham, Norfolk; Franconia, Adams; Hoboken.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 26tb, sch Clarissa Allen,
Hodgdon, Weeliawken.
Below, sch Ada S Allen.
Sid 25th, schs Lark, Guptiil, Calais; 27th, Fannie
Flint, Warren, Lubec.

At

$1.00, $1.12
worth

All

1-2 and

New

Cheap

Styles

Also

a

fine

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MILL|NERY!
F.

S.

NIiss

C3TAU the Novell ties of the Season,^
consisting of

Bath. April 21, Cyrus K. Foss and Mary M.
Coffin, both of Bath.
In Hiram, March 12, Charles Lowell and Miss Mary
E. Lowell.
In

DIED.

wsaarafeWJS

F.

oftbe late Mark Xrlckey, aged 59 years.
Pratt’widow
3
elk.
(Funeral services Wednesday afternoon, at

e*. “.'.N’w YntV .Hav*VCrt.Mf,
SlopWr>-'.e.
Westphalia.New York. Hamburg... .May
Hatteras.New York. .Bermuda.May
York..Liverpool. ...May
City of Now York. New

Austrian.Portland .Liverpool... .May
pereir0 .New York. Havre.May
Australia.New York. .Glasgow.May
.New York .IJverpool....May
Cduc
Crescent City.Sew York.. Havana.May
..

1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
6

LAD~IES
—

tons, Top, and

large

as-

Phaeand two

in Top -Buggies, Express
Wagons, and the side-spring business Wagon,
which tor style and durability nre not surpassed.
53T“For sale 10 per cent, cheaper than can be purchased in the city, at

scat

JOHN ADAMS’,
SACCARAPPA, MEapr29

__

TL°.al«cHberwo«ld
GOODY

ft™™***
&

DEERING,

NO. 374 CONGRESS
found

an

STREET,

P. S.—Alao in stock first quality

PATTI KID GLOVES
ap28_tf

Now open and ready
for inspection at Fitzgerald & Co.’s, a full
and complete Spring
Stock of French, English, German & American Hosiery; also Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
India Gauze llndervests, Kid and Lisle
Gauntlets in every variety. A large stock of
Cambric Edgings, &c.
Our entire stock
&c.
offers great induce-

165 Middle Street,
M. & A. P. BARLING,

ments.

received Thread and Guipure Laces, Cluny
and Yack Laces,
HAVE
shades of Fringes, Jet
Silks and Satins in all shades for

apr24tf

new

plain Gimps,
trimmings. Oxydized, Metal and Silk Buttons Sack
Ornaments and Tassels, Grenadine and Lace Veils.
and

Fichus and Scarfs.
apr29

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

dodlw&cod2w

White Corn and
FOR

Bankers and Brokers.

Oats,

OFFER EOR SALE

SEED

0’
C’
....
O’s
St. Lonis
7’s
St Louis County
7’s
Cook County
7’s
Chicago
...
8’s
Columbus, Ohio
...
8’s
Ohio
Payton,
Leeds & Farmington R.R., guaranteed C’s
7’s
Portland & Rochester R. It.
Maine Central R. R.
7’s
7’s
Central R. R. of Iowa Gold
& Vlnecunes R. It.,
Chicago, Danville
■
7’s
Gold,
Northern Pa ifle R. K. Gold
7-30’s
Portland City

AT GEO. WYER A CO’S,
129 Commercial Street.
npr29d3w*

Bangor

25 Straw Sewers

conin'cto and most
machine, heretofore
Portland by
Wright, now deceased.
It may bo seen at shop of Simpson & Sawyer, No.

356

Congress

ap29eod2w

street.

there, or of
G. W. VERItlLL,
No. 59 Exchange Street.

Inquire

32

Cleaned

Exchange

HOUSE,

*
•
C’s
Portland City
•
C’s
Rockland City
Bath City.C’s
C’s
i-nugor City
St. Lonis City.C’s
Leeds & Farmington, (Guaranteed,) C’s
7’s
Maine Central, Consolidated. •
•
7’s
Cook County, Illinois,
•
7’s
Wayne County, Illinois,
7’s
Iowa Central, Gold,
7.30’s
Toledo, Ohio,
Northern Paeiilc Gold,
7.80’s
West Wisconsin R. It., Gold,
7’s
■

State Pensions.
the

State
holding certificates
sion Law of 1872, and continued in force by
PERSONS
Act of
entitled to
under

no

longer

Penan

pensions by

virtue of such certificates,but new
must
be made in nil cases by parties desirous of availing
themselves ot the benefits of the law. Such application may be made in person and not otherwise, to
George H. Libby, by disabled soldiers or seamen, residents of the city, who have served and been credited
on the quota of Maine, by the widows of such deceased soldiers or sailors, by the legal guardian of orphan
children of such deceased persons, and by the dependent mother or sister of such deceased persons, and no
others, on
May 3d, Monday, May 5th and
Saturday, May lOtu, between the hours of 2k and 5
o’clock, l*. M., at the Aldermen’s Room in City

applications

...

Saturday,

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R.
Stock and Defered Kent

Building.

Z. A. SMITH, l Committee on
E. H. DAVEIS,) State Pension.
Argus and Advertiser copy.

apr28

FOR BALK BT

W1I. E. WOOD, Ag't,

City Ordinance.
dog shall be permitted to go at large
or traveled

1. No
or loose
in any street, lane, alley, court,
way, or
in any uninclosed or public place in this city, until
the owner or keeper of such dog, or the head of the
family, or the ketq>er of the house, store, shop, office,
or.other place where such dog is kept or harbored,
shall have paid to the city marshal two dollars for a
license for such dog to go at large.
2. The city marshal shall grant a liccns-o to any
citizen for Ids or her dog to run at large, on the payment of two dollars; which license shall expire on
the first day of May next after the same is given.
Tbehe ordinances will bp strictlv enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
apr2Sdtd
Argus and Advertiser copy.

Sect T-dtfl?

BANKERS,
No. 40

—

I

Business the

porated

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White
Dlnvilr

the lowest cash prices,
I. TAVLOR
Portland. Dee. 30.1872.
tt
st

!

few pieces

AT $1.00, WORTH 81.43
A Small Lot
83r.
AT
S1EKS
CHECKED

“

__...-

ABBA MS * BBO..
Auctioneer. nn.l C ommission .Menlimits,
attention U> selling Real Estate,
give their speciil
of all kinds, Horses CarFurniture and Merchandise
made on consignments.
Regriage** Xc. Advances

and second-hand Furniture at tho
ular Sales of new
Auction Rooms every Saturday morning. Communications by mail promptly attended to
AB CA9IM &
BROTHER,
125
st-> unilc>' the U. S. Hotel.
Xn
V
B.
J,.
Monev
advanced on Watches, Jewelry.
Furniture, Clothing, and all goods of value

1««*

BONDS.
yen York

COVE IX * COMPANY.

City

“

“

g>

Brooklyn City

6’n

Jersey City

7U

Elizabeth City

7’i

Canada Southern R. R., Gold,

7’s

B. & Cedar Rapids U. R„ Gold,

FoI,eral

tW123

Interest allowed on Deposits.
Dealers in Government Bonds.
Gold and Foreign Exchange.
Investment Securities constant-

j

Sllhs

Striped

same as an Ineor

Bank.

I
| ly on hand.
I Ja,i29__

~

A

Exchange St.,

TOBTI. UO, MINE

HAVE rh© largest and best stock ol Ship Knees
in the State. Also best quality seasoned White
Oak Treenails, and can furnish
and

«7 Exchange *«

J. B. Brown & Sons,

Ship Timber and Knees.

Wimftor

B.

Script Bought.

lw.

Anlf

dtf

BONDS.

Orders left at Forest City Dye House, 315 Congress
or at the
Dyo House on Union street.
ggr^No charge for t rucking.
apUdt f

are

Street,

PORTLAND'

street,

1873,

*

ap2

DYE

FOSTER’S

....

......

Government Bonds, Bank ‘Stocks
and Gold Bought and Sold.

—AT—

Northern Taciflc R. R.,

7’s

Gold,

7-30’

-FOB SALE BY-

____d;f

For Sale.
In Westbrook, abmit fU miles from Portland, near Jones Packing Factory, containing
about twenty acres in a
97
St*
good state ot cultivation. I
with a two
story houso and ell, in good order; good
cellar. A good barn. 30x30 feet, cellar under the
__fob-5

R.

FA11M

P

tern

7

A.

BIRD,

Exchange

Liberal
same; with apple, pear and cherry trees.
terms, inquire on the premises, oroi
JOHN C, PROCTER, 1*3 Exchange street.
apr28d3w

A

SALE low for cash, the
FORperfect
street Grinder’s
used in
W. H.

on.

Store No. 3 nmler U.S.IIotel

NEW

choice line of general I r
other provisions
of patronage and

Scissors Grinders—A Bare Chance.

Tires, Ac., Ac.

and

and Make of Goods

be relied

can

For Sale.
HOUSE, western part of the city, eight finished rooms, gas, hard and soft water, good
double ltncd collar, Lot fronts on two streets. Ample room for stable. Price only $3700, $1000 cash,
balance on Mortgage. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON. heal Estate and Mortgage Broker, Brown’s
Block, cor. Congress and Brown Streets,
cod2w
apri’i)

ITIcatw, ana
I Orocrrie*, prime
He solicits a share

STATED MEETING of the Maine Charitable Mechanic
Association, will be held at Library Room, Mechanics’ Hall, on Thursday evening,
May 1st, at 7& o’clock.
The question of amendment of article
23d, of the
constitution whereby the fee for admittance to the association shall be raised from 55.00 to
will
$12.00,
come before the
meeting for aci ion.
GEO. A. HARMON,
apr2v-d3t
Secretary.

—

fall and complete .stock of

Price, Quality

ss.

At the Court of County Commissioners begun
and holden at Portland within and lor the County
of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of January,
Anno Domini, 1873, to wit, at an adjournment thereof on the first Tues day of April, Anno Domini, 1873,
On the foregoing Petition it being satisfactorily
shown to tli2 Court, that the Petitioners arc responsible and that a hearing is expedient, it is hereby
ORDERED, That tho County Commissioners will
meet at the 'County Commissioners’ Office in said
Portlmd on tho fifth day of June A. D., 1873, at 10
o’clock, A. M., and that the Petitiouors give notice
to all persons interested, by causing attested copies
ot said Petition and this Order of Court thereon,
to be served upon the Town Clerk of Cape Elizabeth,
and tho Clerk of the City of Portland, and also by
posting up copies of the samo in three public places
In saiu Town and City, and publishing tho same
three weeks successively in tho Maine State Press, a
newspaper printed in Portland aforesaid, the first of
said publications, and each of the other notices, to be
at least thirty days before the time of said meeting;
at which time aud place, (after it has been satisfactorily shown that the above notice has been duly given,) the Commissioners will give a hearing to the
parties and their witnesses when and where all persons and corporations interested, may appear and
show cause if any they have, why the prayer of said
Petition should not be granted.
D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
Attest,
Copy of the Petition and Order of Court thereon.
Attest:
D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
w3wl8
ap29

_____—

re-opened.
Win. W. GOODY.

a

Dresses, Aprons

STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberland,

Black and White

as

OF

Gored Skirts, Plain, Knitted and
Emb. Chemises, Plaiu, Ruffled and
Emb. Drawers, Infant's Robes and

JUST RECEIVED

a

And

can now

DAVID KEAZER,
and 221 others.

to

on

Store, New Goods

of

vided.

he?“ate

clarib^ME.New°York. .Kingston, J. "Igg

APRIL 1873.

Prices.

Hoop Skirts, Corsets and Bustles,
Plain, Knitted and Emb. Night
Gowns. Plain, Knitted and tenth.

TBl'E.
d3t

HAVE and keep constantly
hand
I sortment
of all kinds of Carriages such

Street.

?prM.__dim

(an attested copy of which is hereby appeuded) and
that the public travel between the Ciry of Portland
and town of Cape Elizat>eth require that action
thereon be had as soon as possible.
Therefore your Petitioners pray that your Honors
would proceed to locate a highway In the City «f
Portland extending into tide waters, as provided by
said act, according to law in such case made and pro-

_

April 26, of Bright’s disease, Emeline I for the tablo.
SELLS LOW ns possible.
o
I ap29eod3dtuM &F
WILLIAM W. GOODY.
residence, Cape Elizabeth. Friends and
at
to attend.
iuvited
are
€>•
relatives
UM* A..

’Worton

_

cod3t

apr2o

81 years 7 months.

[Funeral services on Wednesday forenoon at 10J
at his late residence. Relatives and friends
and membors of the Aged Brotherhood J are invited
to attend.
In this city, April 28, Mrs. Jennie, wife of Samuel
Hutchinson, aged 76 years.
IFuneral on Wednesday afternoon, at 24 o’clock, at
the residence of Jus. B. Clark, 13 Tyne street.
Jato
Ill StandiBb, April 25, Abigail M_ widow ol the
John Lowell, agod 83 years 7 mouths.

Congress, cor. Oak

County to construct and maintain a public
highway into tide waters in the City of Portland,

Buyers of all
kinds Carriages.

In this city, April 27, Mr. James Mountfort, aged

o’clock,

MRS. M. B. CUSHMAN,

of said

and Ornaments.
S.

the latest style at short notice.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY

Bound Hats & Bonnets in French,
Chip and English braids, a
choice selection of Flow-

Bibbons, Laces,

in

THEE undersigned citizens of the County of CumX bcrland respectfully represent that the Legislature of the State of Maine, at its session held January 1873, passed an act to authorize the Commissioners

True,

Would inform her patrons, and the public generally
that she lias now and will from time continue to re-

ers,

over

New

States.

Notice

Mayers.

made

5 Free Street, Portland.

Passed by 3d, F II Todd, Maguire, from Messina for
New York.
Cld at Havre 11th inst, Marcia C Dav. Cox. Hampton Roads; 12th,Sabino, Paine, Cardiff and United

SPOKEN.
March 25, lat 1 N, Ion 32 W, ship St Nicholas, fVom
San Francisco for Liverpool.
April 17, lat. 27, Ion 70, sch Lucy Lee. 15 days trom
Machias for Matanzas.

Goods!

Ladies own Hair and Combings

NO. 31 UNION STREET.

cisco.
Sid fm Melbourne Feb 7, Rebecca Goddard, Manson, for Newcastle and Shanghae; 13tb, Geo Treat,
Ginn. Adelaide.
Ar at Newcastle, NSW”, Feb 14, Conquest, Small,
Dunedin.
Shi fm Colombo Mcb 15, P Pendleton, PcndletOD,
London.
Arat Gorec Feb 17, Jennie Cushman, Smalley,
Gambia.
Chi at Genoa 8tb, Rome, Otis, Leghorn.
Ar at Marseilles 10th, FI Henderson, Henderson,
New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 3d inst, Rochester, Clough, Messina
for New Orlean.

Ac.

in want of Hair Good* should call
and examine my stock before purchasing exsewbere.

Our entire stock at

To the Honorable the Commisaioners
the County of Cumberland.

Articles,

Every Lady

at about two Uiirds the cost of im-

Carpets

for San
Sid fm
Francisco.
R
B
Sid fm Swansea 12th inst,
Gove. Harkness, for
Amsterdam.
Arat Penartli 12th. Uncle Tobey, Sinnctt, from
Havre for Callao.
Oft Portland 13th, Jamestown, Call, from Antwerp
for Shields.
Cld at Cardiff 12th. Don Quixote, for Singapore.
Ar at Limerick 14th, Ladoga, Wiley, fm San Fran-

Assortment of

Hair

Patterns and suncrior
Quality. Lot Jap. Silks woi th 42c
for 25c ytl. Also Two Bales
Kusia’
Crashes for 12c, actually
worm
15c yard. One Case more Bates
Quilts for $1. 100 dozen Towels

AN

[Latest by European steamers.l
Liverpool 14th ult, Hermon, Minot,

to

Toilet

YOUNG

Malanta, Sanford,
Portland; 16th, Plymouth, Stewart, do.
Ar at Halifax, NS, 23d inst, brig Chief, Matheson,
Portland.

Patterns,

Fancy Goods,
Perfumery,

$1.25 Yd.,

ap29

and

vicinity

and $1.62.

Low

MILLINERY,

CALL and EXAMINE.

at wholesale

Equally

her

which she would invite the Ladies of Portland and

new

portation.

Cushman

just received

has

—INCLUDING ALL TUL—

FOREIGN PORTS.
WANTED
AT
SWEETSIR’S,
Sid fm Calcutta 5th inst, ship C H Southard, Brown j
342 CONGRESS STREET.
C[>29d3t
New York or Boston.
Ar at Singapore March 13, barque Olcvia Davis, j
Powers, disg, to load for New York.
Bookkeeper Wanted.
Ar at Batavia Feb 22, ship Ellen Goodspced, Preblo
MAN e’ghteento twenty years of ago;
Hong Kong.
writes good plain hand. Address
At Malta 6th inst, brig Neponsct, Strout, from New
BOX 1199,
York, 35 days, for Alexandria, E.
opr29d3t
giving references.
Sid fm Madeira 4tli inst, sell C F Young, Richardson, St Thomas.
Wanted.
Ski fin Kingston J 12tli inst, brig Amos M Roberts,
Jenkins. Cieufucgos ; 18th, Rio Grande, McLellan,
Experienced Brick Maker to take charge of a
Matanzas.
Brick Kilu. Address,
In port 18th, sch Lizzie Poor, Dickey, trom Boston,
T. W. CLARK,
ar 9th, for do.
W. Tremont, Me.
apr29d3t*
At Naguabo PR 9tli inst, sell Ella Brown, Robinson
lor North of Hatteras.
Passed Turks Islands Mcb 24, seb George B Somes,
Pray, Portland for Hayti; lGili inst, brig Jessie Rby-

In Norway, April 24, Roswell A. Sylvester of Waterford and Laura A. walker of Norway.
In North Norway, April 15, Elbridge Holtaud Mary
A. Bennett, both of Norway.
In Bath, Apiil 24, Oscar F. Williams and Emma F.

1?,

F

Pembroke; Starlight,McFarland, Elizabethport for
Newburyport; Phenix, Thompson, do for Portland;
Loduskia, Means, Ellsworth lor New York; Bonny

apr29

j

BONDS of western cities and counties, 10 percent,
in
interest and principal
small
smaU
proper!,/ as well as public rea' bed. Debts very
easily paid.
in proportion to
property and therefore
Careful Investors aro invited to call and examine
Bonds. Laws and Decisions of the courts upon such
securities and will find them very eafe. TDarc is

of those

more

$1.25, $1.50

NO. 1 F.I.n 1ST.

su

13 QN1-) ^

JH. B.

SPRING STOCK OF

—

FANCY SILKS

lt0dl“» loCAB

Sawyer.

And TAN, use TERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
It is reliable and harmless. Sold by Druggists

Kl*
DEFABTCBE OF OCEAN STEAME

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.

One Case

B°St&n'

CLEARED.
Steamer Dirigo. Johnson. New York -Henry Fox
Brig Hattio E Wliecler, Bacon, Caraeuas-Vliimicv
& Jackson.
Sch Carrie, (Br) Burnell, St John, NB—J Portcous
Sch Ellen Morrison, Dodge, Boston—Clias Sawyer*.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Boston
Charles

where may b«

or

nave

Ray Received

This

Portsmouth, to load

iv

A XI)

Any Desired Shade

—

nas, Willis. Boston for Cienfuegos.
Ar at Windsor, NS, 3d inst. sch

Few Weeks.

Every invalid thou'd see him, no matter what their
complaint may be,

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

consumption.

the

Scad the following Wonderful Cures in
Blaine:

Sale.

Are the only medicines that will

over

HOUSE,

And Trill Remain

Stfire,
Commercial St.—immediate poewsion given.
THE
of
ELIAS THOMAS &
Or of

OF BOSTON,

24th, 1872.
then sn tf
To Let.

peculiar poison is evolved from

which Is too subtle to bo detected
by scientific
analysis, produces epidemic fevers, aggravates dys-

FREE

5

NO;

Variation-

no

BANK OF PORTLAND.
On, and after this date, the undersigned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at tho Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the “BANK

The following patents have been issued to
Maine inventors: J. M. Morrison and T. H.

a

each

One Price and

own
happiness they'll find
Interested by others’ happiness;
And teach them when they need new “Clothes”
Coat, Pant, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete,
That they can buy them at Fenno's,
Corner of Beach and Washington Btreet.
sndCt
apr23

MILLINERY!

load for

ing,

!

IN GENERAL.

Fletcher, North Hollis, scythe-stone holder; C.
Pettengill, South Paris, barrel header; G. S.
];■ollensbee
1
and T. C. Entwistle, Lewiston, stop
mechanism for washing machines. D.
Tilson,
Ivockland, steam crane.

to

iffE^ORANDA.
Sch Geo B Somes, Pray, from Portland for Ilaytf.
passed Turks Islands 24th ult. with loss of part of
deck load, having experienced heavy weather.
Sch Silver Heels, Newman, from New York for
Boston, was in collision with steamer New York 25th
off Huntington, LI, and lost bowsprit, head gear, and
damaged stern. She wastowod back to Hart’s Island
and she will return to New York lor repairs.

are

aP^9

Pitt, Boston,

Portland.

Fellows’

Justice.

John,*NB. 1^ains* (Rr)

Boston for Eastport

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT J
KENNEBUNKPORT, April 27—Ar, schs Joseph
Fish, Hupper, Georgetown, SC, 10 days; Mary Farrow, small, Sandy Point, Va; Afton, Wormwood,

for 37c yard; worth 62 l«2c.

Subscribers to tho Stock of the
Odd

_miscellaneous.

One Price, No Variation!

—

OCTAVIA C. CARROLL, Sec.

apr29sn2t

andsTjohnf^^1^^.

Mo?so & Co’. lh0rndU£e’

yard.

All of our Black Silks at

sn2w

advertisements

E. T. EL1)E>' & < <>., ifli's.

Moudny, April 28.

Sch Plymouth,
(Bi) Stewart wu
plaster to Knight & WhiddS’Windsor, NS-uo

usual retail price 38c.

Figures.

I.ow

A special meeting of the Portland Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, will bo held April
30th, at half-pant seven P. M., In the Aldermen’s
Room.

Tho Times says another hotel is to be immediately built at Old Orchord Beach, by E. C.

marshy ground and trom the decomposing filth of
citiesby the iuushinc of spring, and that this ele-
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no
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It is said, in illustration of the great velocity
of the winds in Wyoming Territory, that a gentlemau it^, Cheyenne, losing his hat in the
street, rushed to the telegraph office and teleto Denver, Col., requesting that his

his

Inquire

acres

gift of the government.

won’t it be
kind enough to muster out the old stagesawed liegulus and his long abused ciowds of
Carthagenians and send Sparticus and those
gladiators to some friendly shade ? Do.

Many people and some journals are mentioning Hon. Johu Lynch as a candidate for
Governor. If he were a candidate he would
receive much and warm support from his
many friends but he is not a candidate and
never has been.
He does not desire the
place and would not under any circumstances
accept it.

ABOOSTOOK COUNTY.

there remain five commissioners, either of
whom would worthily fill any mission in the

I

Middle

LEACH,

j

NEWS.

ANDltOSCOGGIN COUNTY.

knowledged leaders of the Republican party,
and when he left the country a few days prior

j

MARINE NEWS.

22 Pieces best quality for 50c yard well

1

work whether political or social, Col. Cannon
was sure to he sent to the front.
In the Presidential campaign of 1868 he was one of the ac-

a

are

STATE

new

OFFER

Tuning.

the service or in private life has displayed a
degree of patiotism unsurpassed by any man of
his time. Being a gentleman of large wealth,
and uncommon energy, his
influence was
widely felt. In 1866 he was the Republican
candidate for Congress in Brooks’s district

April 2i>.

l O

j

The new

Cannon, is

*

I
Ol Every Description at Popular
flews ana utncr items.
i
Prices,
The Superintendent of the Union Pacific
Railroad emphatically denies the report] that
BATCHELOR S IIAIR DYE.
Indians have recently made raids along the line
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
of that road.
WHITE GOODS
aud Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
The beautiful steam yacht of Sir Hugh Allan
tin'. 3 or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill &3cts of
bad
washes.
Produces
a
ImkedlAtely
dyes
sunk to the bottom of Lake Mempliremegog,
superb
Black or Natural Browx, and leaves the hair
last week. It was lying at his wharf, near his
clean, soft and beautiful. The Genuine, signed W. A. A Full Assortment at Deeidcd
Bargains.
atchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
residence, about six miles from Newport, Yt.
i
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. F.
It is said to have cost $16,000 in gold.
*
ld&w
Ivrs s
?
The Richmond Whig will not dance to the
FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,
|
New York World’s free-piping. It says:
TOILET QUILTS,
“We must have a tariff sufficiently high to
Blackhead and Fleshworm, use PERRY’S improvraise the required revenue, or else a direct tax
ed Coiuedono aud Pimple Remedy, tho great skin
medicine.
must be relied
Prepared only by Or. B. C. PERKY,
upon, in which event the great
staples of the South, cotton and tobacco, will Dermatologist, 43 Bond St,, N. Y. Sold by Druggists
n»ai22d&wsn<Suil7
everywhere.
have to pay the piper.”
10 Dozen Choice Patterns at less
Roswell Rice of Charlemout, 80 years of age,
Piano
cut hi3 throat with a razor last Wednesday
than the cost of Importation.
!
Orders attended to personally by
morning, very deliberately, taking a pail to the
piazza and holding his head over it to receive
ED. B. ROBINSOft,
the blood. He lived till Friday afternoon, and
Piano
Rooms, 5 Cnhoon Block.
only expressed regret that he had not been
mar28-d3m.
(Opposite City Hall.)
E. T. BIDDEN &CO.
more immediately successful.

time at least
under a dark cloud. Far away from home,
unable to explain or vindicate himself for
weeks, his case calls for the exercise of all the
and

At

destroyed bcaelf. Word

and with the brightest anticipations of winning
glory and renown from his mission. At the
very threshold of the temple of fame, which he
was so eager to enter, he finds himself super-

charity

EEDEA

NOW

h

yard;

Saturday morning, when it was discovermissing. Mrs. Cushman has
been several times, the subject of attacks of
low spirits, and search was accordingly made

vest it with all the dignity and grandeur possible. But bis friends will be slow to believe
that he has songht to make it a source of profit.
The more reasonable supposition is that if any
privileges have been farmed out for speculative
purpose, the blame rests with subordinates
whom he has too confidingly trusted in, and
not with himself. There is every disposition
hero to suspend judgment until the facts of
this painful case arc made known.
In any event, it is a sad blow to the General. He set sail from New York accompanied
by his whole family on the loth of March,
amid the acclamations of numerous friends,

reputation for

c

FASHIONABLE

ed that she was

No one dreamed that he
was actuated by any other motives than ambition for distinction. He was exceedingly proud
of his position, and evidently determined to in-

and his

A

T.

of

as

at once, lest she might in this condition have
was brought after a
while that Mrs. Cushman’s hat had been found
bank
of
Charles
on the
River, wet through, and
this caused the search to be directed particularly in that direction. Grappling-irons, men aud
boats were procured with some difficulty, but
finally the work of dragging the river bottom
commenced. This conliuuea all day Sunday,
but up to a late hour Sunday night, no trace of
the missing woman was discovered.
Mrs. Cushman was 34 years of age, and the
daughter of John Owen, Esq., a prominent and
resp-cted citizen. It is of course, yet possible
that the lady lias merely wandered away, and
is still alive, hut the mystery and fears that
this is not the case, causes the deesest feeling
of grief in her family.—Boston Journal.
Up to 12 o’clock Monday no traces of the
missing lady had been discovered. Mr. Cushman is said to be very ill from
dysentery.

E.

Miniature Alumnae.

Has got back from New York with an Immense stock

until

tire time to his work.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

fort OF PORTIA1V0.
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The suspension of the Vicuna commission
occasioned great surprise to the community.
Gen. Van Buren has always borne a good reputation. and ever since bis appointment as
Chief of the Commission, has devoted his en-

seded,

E

L

A Sutposkd Suicide.—Tho wife of Mr. Chas.
Cushman, residing at Cambridge, is missing
under mysterious circumstances. The lady was
last seen by her family about 10 o’clock, on
Friday last, but their fears were not aroused

words, words, words.

is

NOTICES7

SPECIAL

hundred thousand dollars will be made in
the item of bridges. Besides this, a great saving will be made by discontinuing the track on
the river, having been thus far by means of accidents and frequent wash-outs, if not the most,
at least, a very expensive section of the road,
and building in its stead a road to Belgrade, a
distance of only nine miles, through a lovel
section.
Tho question will i>e raised in regard to the
loss of business coming to depots in Vassalboro.
That, however, will probably rot weigh
down the saving to be made bv the change
which is quite generally talked of; and indeed
the people in Vassalboro will not suffer from
the want of a railroad as at first might be supposed. Seven or eight months of the year the
river is accessible to steamboat travel as far as
Waterville, and sometimes longer. Augusta
and Waterville would be the depots during the
winter months, which would, of course, he of
some inconvenience to the towns now
making
Vassalboro a depot. That iuconvenience, however, would be felt only till the Wiscasset and
Moosehead Railroad had tapped the eastern
part of the town, which, probably, would be
very soon, if the river road were discontinued.
Kai Gab.

decent

It

year

CENTRAL

one

whether his insanity is of such an aggravated
type as to warrant his transfer to a Lunatic
Asylum. He has never been suspected of any
other propensity to violence, than bard words.
His mad Dess is'all talk. He has always been a
tee-to taller and has no bad habits. But on all
runs incessantly. Give him
occasions his

Oub Maine Congressmen arc taking such a
course with reference to the back pay
which
they did not vote themselves, as is highly
The Whig learns
honorable to the State.
that Messrs. Frye and Hale long ago notified
the office of the Sergeant-at arm3 that they
declined their hack pay.
Senator Hamlin
has declined taking his back pay and will
turn it into the Treasury. Speaker Blaine in«*ted upon an amendment to the bill that
Htruuc out the back pay for his office. Mr.
Peters bad already sent a draft for the
amount dm bjm on this account to the Secrebut at a date that was
tary of the
intended to prevwjt its publication in Maine
until after the theit sending judicial appointment was settled. Thf-e cau be no doubt but
what Messrs. Morrill and r^-nch will unite with
their colleagues in this actioi so creditable to
themselves and gratifying to the
people of
Maine.

MAINE

it will serve the purpose of
a bridge at Kendall’s Mills and do
away with a
bridge at Winslow, a saving of seventy-five or

when his wild aspirations for martyrdom aro
squelched by his release. It may lie a question

muscle because her relation to the commercial world fetters all her resources. If Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick would unlock
their wealth, they must put themselves in
l armony with those natural laws which designed them to be a part of the leading nation
i.n this continent.

obstacles,

latter place, and

the Bible. The ravings of Train in his cell are
of little more account than the screechings of
The public will bo glad
a parrot in its cage.

pleasant one to many of our neighbors but
the objection is more in tradition than in
present reality. All of their material interests demand it. In their institutions they
are closely following the example of New
Ungland. It is only a question of a change
€>f national ensigns which will come sooner
Now wisdom dictates it as policy.
»>r later.
Loon necessity will present it as the only alternative. Nova Scotia is losing its bone and

IN THE
RAILROAD.

bridge at KenThe change proposed is as foldall’s Mills.
lows, viz; To discontinue the road from Augusta to Waterville along the hanks of the Kennebec, building in its place a road •from Augusta
to tap tho Maine Central at Belgrade, thereby
saving ten miles of track and the expense of
keeping it in running order; to remove the iron
bridge from Augusta to Waterville, thereby
saving the expense of building bridges at Watervillc, Kendall's Mills and Winslow, and keeping them iu repair.
The cost of taking down the bridge at Augusta and putting itjupat Waterville will be
less than the cost of building a new one at the

pleads guilty, with a qualification that he
has written nothing worse than can be found in

some means to stop this great loss of
its vital power. That a country so favo.ably
titrated as Nova Scotia, with an excellent
climate, generally fertile soil, varied and rich
mineral deposits, and in the vicinity of the
best fisbeik-s in the world, should show such
certain signs of decay, indicates a radical
mistake iu its political economy. It was
claimed that the confederation of the provinces into the Dominion would bring new
vigor and enhance the prosperity of the maritime provinces, but there has been no indication of the verification of the prediction.
Doubtless the restoration of the treaty of Reciprocity would do more for the welfare of
the British provinces than all kinds of confederation and ail attempts to force their
commerce into unnatural channels.
There
can be no question hut that an unrestricted
trade between the provinces and the United
States is absolutely essential to the prosperity
cf the former and the surest road to this is to
become a part of the latter as States.
We are aware that the suggestion is not a

CHANGE

of the

aeasc.n

effectual, and eminently safe and

as

tral on account of the loss of the

He

devising

at this
prevalent
well as

Augusta, April 28,1873.
To the Editor of the Press:
There is now considerable talk on the street
of a great cliango to bo made in the Maine Cen-

of sound mind could be guilty of. And to
crown all he remains a voluntary prisoner in
the dismal Tombs of Centre street, refusing to
give bail, and apparently rejoicing in the notoriety of his situation. His offense is tlie violation of the law against obscene publications.

to

The secret order called “The Patrons ot
Husbandry’’ embraces a membership of 350,000 and has extended over the great grain
Taising Slates of the West. Membership
embraces both males and females over eighteen years of age. Its objects are “for mutual
instruction and protection, to lighten labor by
diflustng a knowledge of its aims and purposes,” etc. Its rapid growth of late is due
to the opposition to railroad monopoly which
is just now so grievously frit in the country at
large, but which is alumst unendurable in the
West. The rapid spread of this organization
is attracting much attention in political circles, though nothing of a partisan tendency
has been discovered in its workings thus far.
One thing is settled; it will resist the crushing monopoly that holds ten or twelve millions of bushels of grain piled up in Chicago
and other western cities when it is wanted by
millions who now pay too high ior bread.

RUMORED

man

The number of emigrants from Nova_ Scotia
for the quarter ending September 30th 1872
Was 693 males and 831 females or 1,524 in all.
As the population of Nova Scotia is not over
three hundred and fifty thousand, such an
extensive decrease of population as the above
f gurc< indicate, is a fact that is calculated to

most

agM>eable

wholesome.

»«cce»*or—

astounding defalcation—The

nfacftirc* claims.

Buwsgere will confer a favor upon
to represent our
•redentials of every person claiming
that several "bum- ;
Inarml, ns we have information
in tire name ol the
Biers" are seeking courtesies
even pasFichns, ani ire have no disposition to bo,
a par.y to such fraud.
—-

Snmi

Van

CSeai.

regular attache of the I'hess is furnisbe.1
Stanley!.
WllU a card certificate countersigned by
and bote
J alien, Editor. All railway, steamboat
EV-SKY

I

Letter from Augusta.

FANCY
No. 229

DENNISON’S
PATENT
SHIPPING TAGS.
Over 200 millions have been used witliihe past ten
years without complaint
of loss by tag becoming detached. ATI
Express Companies use them. Sold by
and Stationer* Everywhere,
TT&93m

BAKERY;

Congress

Street,

Next Door to City Hall.
leased tlie above store and lilted it ■!>
HAVINO
first class bakery,
prepared to furas a

Iin

nish the

we are

public with

Broad. Cake and Pastry
of superior qu lity.
Also Pilot Bread and Cracker-,
o* all
and new.

Notice.

Also

HEREBY given that I have this day given my
v.'ar 1 Francis Stevens liberty to trade and act H>r
himself, ami I shall not claim any of his earnings nor

kinds, both

common and

fancy, fresh

Fruit and Confectionery-.

IS

The subscriber having had thirty-si* years experipractical baker, flutter* himself that he
knows his business, ami invites the public to call and
sco for themselves.
N.B.—Particular attention paid to making wedTo Owners ot* Jersey Cows.
ding cake.
TWO-YtA* PEABIIHfl, Aft,
ap28dlw
milE subscriber offers his pure blooded Jersey Bu 11 !
X for the UdO of Cows during the prosent season.
Steam Safe Co.’s Sale.
JOHN REED.
have one of Sanborn’s Steam Firo Proof
Woodford’s Comer,.April 3.1873.
&p4dlm*
Sates, medium s.ze, combination lock now and
In
perfect order, for salo at a large dieeount from
Announcement*
inrnufactiircr » price*. Call and examine it at No
JAMES L. FOGG is admitted as a member of ! 22
Exchange street.
pay

an v

of Ills debts after this date.

FREEMAN HARDINO, Guardian.
Gorham April 22, 1873. __apr28»3w

ence as a

j

WE

MR.

our

ilriu from this

Portland April 1, 1873.

day.
J, B. MATHEWS

& CO.
ti

I

J. *<. BAILEY A CO..
Audi..ten.
dtf

aP'6

Reboot Committee.
The regular monthly meeting was held last
evening.
'I lie reports of the
supervisors of the various

the pbess.
TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 29, 1878.

schools were presented.
The application of Mrs. Miora A.
Smith, for
as teacher was received and
place! on

VUE PBESS
Periodical Depots of FesMay be obtained at theRobinson,
Brunei la: Co.
senden Bros
Marquis,
tllendennin-' Mo'Os lteuderAndrews,
that run out ol
trains
all
on
sou, and Chisholm Bros.,

salary of Miss Nutting, First Assistant
irst Grammar School, was raised to $500 a
to
5'ear,
begin with tho present quarter.
The report of the executive committee was
presented. Bills to the amount of $630.63 were
presented aud ordered to be paid.
Orders passed—That the chairman or the
Board be authorized to make such arranDoch ire
meuts as may be necessary with the
to secure
partmeut under suitable ruguiations, means of
uniform dismissal of tlie schools bj
of the
the fire alarm whenever inclemency
a
session
weather or other causes make long
of applicants
desirable; that the examination
this year be
for admission to tlie High School
held on Monday, June 30th, and that the annual
on Monday eventake
teachers
of
place
election
the examiniug July 7th. at 8 o’clock, and that
ation of applicants for admission to tho Gramseveral
Primary
in
the
held
mar Schools be
annual
Schools at the time of the regular semi
examination in June next, by the sub-eommittee assigned for such examination.
EeoTlie action of the committee in securing
of Miss
nora Hincks as teacher in tho place
Evans, was ratified by the Board.
hour
The Board appointed one o clock as the
terat which the long sessions of school shall
minate.
_'_
ot r

‘th\t
Buideford,
At Saco of B, Hodgdon.

of Pillsbury.

Waterville. of J. S. Carter.
Oorliam, of News Ageut.
0» ShftW.
At Ralb, of
Bros.
At Lewiston, of French
C. -L. Miuci'.
At Kcnuebuuk, of
At
At

VICINITY.

Kew .tdrertiwaeol, To-Day.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Watch and Chain—J. S. Bailey & Co.
For Sale—House.
Tea—F. O. Bailey & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Grand Bail—Sebago Lake.
Fair and Festival—St. Lawrence St. Society.
Owen’s Benefit.—Maine Gen. Hospital Fair.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Dry Goods-Lcacli, 84 Middle St.
I. 0. O. F.—Odd Fellows’ Hall Association.
Notice—O. C. Carroll.
To tho Public.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
M. C. M. A.—Stated Meeting.
Corn and Oats for Seed—G. Wyer & Co.
Carriages—John Adams.

Patti, Pet.—We call attention to tlie advertisement in anotheg column of Owens’ benefit
to the Maino General Hospital, which comes
Tlie play
off at Music Hail Saturday evening.
to be given is tho ever popular comedy of Paul
of the
Pry, in which Owens takes the part
is
Peepiug Tom of the piece. The afterpiece
The
the roaring farce of the “Live Indian.
reserved seats have been put at a l<?w price,and
there will be a rusli for them.
we

Wanted—Bookccpcr.
Millinery—S. F. True.
To Commissioners of Cumberland Co.
New Goods—M. & A. P. Darling.
Brick Maker Wanted.
Wanted—Straw Swcrs.
Re-opcned—Wm. W. Goody.
For sale—Seis3ors Grinders.
Silks—E. T. Ellen & Co.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
P. Feeney—Plasterer and Stucco Worker.

anticipate

at
The sale opens at Siockfcridge’s music store
U o’clock this morning. The general admission
tickets are sold for the reasonable price of fifty

cents.
Peep O’Day.—The members of the Emerald
Boat Club, assisted by their lady friends, will
give two grand amateur performances of the
drama Peep O’Day, for the benefit of the Maine
General Hospital. No pains will he spared to

Jeuiai!*.
The First Baptist church entered upon the
experiment of freo sittings Sunday, it is hoped
aud believed that it will be a success.
The family of tho late F. O. Libby are restoring their mansion in Congress Square, subThe
stantially to its condition before the fire.
Brief

workmen found two feet of

ice

bring it out with the music, scenery and costumes incident to the piece. No doubt there
will be a large attendance, as the object is a

in the cham-

Exchange

Help tlie Hospital fund by givyour friends and relatives.aud let
them see the play and hear the good jokes and
OUKKIDAiN ASU A1AU1W.—OUUI1UU.U

hoard to ejacu-

mud-dig-

ger was launched yesterday.
If the streets are to be sprinkled but once
during a day, let it be at tho time when they
are the most dusty.
The Bev. Dr. Hill will deliver the annual ad-

directed to “Sigh—coy, main,” was
It was
received at the postofflee yesterday.
sent to Saco, where it probably belongs.
A chambermaid was arrested at the American House yesterlay morning by Deputy Williams and officer Smith, on suspicion of the
larceny of $2!) from the trunk of a boarder.
Sho has
The money was not found upon her.
been “flush” of money lately, but she insists
that it was given to her by a certain sea cap-

TIISCKiriLANEOKS

F. O. Bailey & Co., sell to-day at 10 a. m.,
at their salesroom, real and personal property
belonging to the estate of N. W. Lowe & Son,
consisting of two parcels of laud, one rifle, &c.,
To enable nature to throw off that depression caused by nervous affection, administer
Smolandeu’s Bucnu. It sustains and fortifies
the nerve structure, and also is the safest and
best medicine for the positive cure of kidney,
bladder and glandular diseases, mental and
physical debility, diabetes,gravel, female weak
ness, uterine complaints, errors of youth, and

Tonic.

general prostration of the

It wil‘
contain eight pages, three of which will he filled
with reading matter prepared specially for tho
Tonic. We understand that gome of the most
eminent and entertaining writers in the country will make contributions, and there will be a

representation of the best talent of this
city and vicinity. All the local interests and
incidents of the Fair will be graphically written up. This department will he under the spedal charge of Miss Bradbury, while Miss Deer-

!

will manage the general literary departFive pages wiil be devoted to advertisement.

ments, and

as the paper will be very largely
sold both to our own citizens and to the crowds
of strangers attending the Fair, it will afford
a very desirable advertising medium.
It will
bo issued as an evening paper each day of the
Fair. There will be also a number contaiuing
announcements and other preliminary matters
issued four days before the opening of the Fair
and one number on the day after its close, making ten numbers in all. We cordially commend
this Charito-literary enterprise to the good
graces of the public and congratulate the Fair
managers en their happy selection of editors.

A Thoughtful and Genebous Acr.—The
operatives of the Farnsworth Woolen Manufacturing Co. at Lisbon, of which Messrs. Deeriug
& Milliken of this city are agents, have given
one day’s receipts to tho Maiue General Hospital. Tliis generous act cannot he too highly
commended. Tho workmen giving the money
will not probably directly reap any'of its benefits, but they thoughtfully recognize the fact
that scores of similar workmen are every day
in want of just the kind of care that the Maine
General Hospital is disposed to give, and they
make this generous sacrifice in behalf of that
class of men and women. They also recognize
that the institution is just what its name indicates, and will bo the asylum of the poor and
suffering all over the State. The workmen of
tho Farnsworth Company have set an example
of imitation.

The .Second Parish.—The Annual Meetof this society occurred last evening. S.
W. Larrabee was chosen Moderator, and the
following officers elected for the ensuing year:
Clerk, W. fl. Hobbs; Parish Committee, Geo.
Brook, James M. Palmer, J. H. Webster, Samuel Fogg and S. W. Larrabee; Treasurer, S. W.
Larrabee; Collector, Holt Ingraham; Music
Committee. Charles II. Carruthers, Enoch

ing

Martin and Samuel Fogg.
The report of S. W. Larrabee, the Treasurer,
presented, from which it appears that
$7,500.99 has been received since April 24, 1872.
towards the completion of the church edifice,

was

and $8,427.80 expended in the same time. The
whole amount expended on the building, $63,014.63; whole amount received, $33,038.53;

present indebtedness, $10,940.57; amount needed to complete the edifice, about 810,000.

Maine General Hospital.—The executive
Committee acknowledge additional donations
of articles and money in aid of tlie Maine General Hospital Fair from the following named
persons, viz:
Bean & Brown, Brownfield, manufacturing
coopers, 100 mackerel kits; Mrs. Lobenstien,
lace cape aud undersleeves; A. It. Aldrich &
Co., box of pine apple cheese; King, Gilman
& Co., barrel of flour; T. Lobeustoin, writing
desk and watch stand; Drew & Wilson, box of
soap; Cbas. II. Farley, three boxes of thermometers; Operatives of Farnsworth Manufacturing
Compauv, Lisbon, Me., one days’s pay each,
$1.20; Portland Suspender Company, one dozen
“Sampson braces;** A. N. Noyes & Son, McGee parlor stove; G. L Bailey, patent cove:
and cork screw.
Chas. H, Haskell, Treasurer.

Omission.—We regret that in onr article ol
yesterday upon general exercises at the High
School on Saturday that the name of Miss Reynolds who gave an interesting and carefnllj
essay entitled “What I have not exomitted. Tin
aud the young lady dii
full justice to her theme. The paper was verj
The omission of her name in our re-

amusing.
port was due to carelessness merely.

Police Notes.—Two hot bloods on Centre
street indulged in a bit of an argument wit!
fists at about 11 o’clock last night. The polict
Marshal

and

they

were

booked

a

two

re

Parker’s*

At about two o’clock this

morning

spectably dressod girls, claiming to ho money
lees strangers, called at the station for lodgings
Lnclo Oliver cared for them

eommodations would allow.

as

Dr. XJrann who has made so many wonderful cures of eases supposed to be incurable, will
he at the Preble House every Thursday, Friday
and Saturday for the present. All should see

apr28-tf

him.

ing

affray

system.

fresh literature of the day.

fall

an

nervous

apr29-eodlw
Messrs. C. B. Chisholm & Co., at their
rooms in Grand Trunk depot, and opposite the
Maine Central depot, have received all the periodicals for the coming month, and all the

brightness and liveliness of the paper.

called it

'_

&c.

The Maine General Hospital Fair journal is
to be called the Tonic, as a title with a medical
flavor seems essential.
It is to he under the
editorial charge of Miss Mary S. Deering and
Miss Marcia D. Bradbury, the bare mention of
whose names is sufficient guaranty for the

one,

NOTICE*.

P. Feeney, Plasterer and Stucco Worker,
has removed from 07 to 99 Federal street. It

Another of cur merchants left the door of
Officer Merrill
his store unlocked last night.
found the door unlocked.

unintentionally,

poor farm and at Cumberland.

city

tain.

wide

one

Association propose to sustain open air meetings the coming summer. Besides its usual
work last Sabbath, services were supplied at
the Newbury and Mountfort street churches,

BA letter

wan,

good

Y. M. C. A.—T he Y. M. €. A. aro making
to opeu a Sabbath School at
A special committee on obscene
pictorials was appointed Saturday evening. The

The ladies of South Berwick have requested
of the Committee a table at the Maine General
Hospital Fair.

a

AUitvn.

arrangements
Stroudwater.

dress before the Bible Society of Maiue, at the
First Parish church, at their anniversary Sunday evening May 11th.

The

uuu

and well carried out. The singing
and dauciug was much better than the average,
and the farces were very funny. This evening
the entertainment will be repeate ', and we
look for a crowded house.
a

One of the large scows for the new

Loss $1500; insurance$150(By Associated Press.)
Death ot a Promiuint Physician.
Belfast, April 28.—Dr. Nahum P. Monroe,
for over thirty years a prominent physician of
this city, died yesterday at Baltimore. He was
snrgeoti of the 20th Maino Regiment during
the rebellion, and was recently President of
the State Medical Society. Dr. Monroe was
twice a member of the State Senate and twice
of the House.

HAMPSHIRE.

NEW

Biot nl Kccnr.
Keene, April 2S.—A serious riot occurred
Saturday night in front of the American House,
in which E. R. Locke. Chief of Police, was severely beaten. A force was rallied in assistance
arof the police, and four of the rioters were
rested-John Morris, John Gallagher, J. B. H.
bePhillips and Joseph Phelps-and brought
when they
fore the Police Court this morning,
were held for trial.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Killed by

Morse.

n

for a
Boston, April 28.—John Downing,
number of years employed as ostler in Cama kick
bridge, lost his life this afternoon by

from
dren.

a

He leaves

horse.

a

wife and two chil-

Sudden Dcnlli.
William White, one of the publishers of the
Boston Banner of Light, Spiritualist paper,
dropped dead this afternoon in a 1’axbury
horse car of apoplexy. He was about 50 years
old.
Fatal Accident.
Spuing field, April 28.—John D. Parsons,
employed in Joliu Cushman’s leather mill, No.
Adams, became entangled in the machinery
Ho
this forenoon and was dashed to death.
was 36 years old and leaves a family.

NEW YORK.
The Ctrcat Bnnh Defalcation.
New York, April 28.—A large number of.
depositors aud others interested, collected
around the Atlantic Bank this morning, but
the doors were closed and the bauk was iu possession of United States Examiner Meigs, who
in connection with its officials, is investigating
its affairs.
Charles R. Strong was to;day appointed receiver of the defunct Atlantic National Bank.
Taintor.the defaulting cashier, was brought before the Uhitcd States Commissioner Osborn,
but as he had no counsel, no application for
bail was made, and be was sent back to Lud1-Toil

gave au excellent variety show at Music Hall
Tho entertainment was much
last evening.
better than tho audience expected, and they
Tho bi'l was
were correspondingly delighted.

glorious day.
was

burning chimney.

Bank Bobber.
robHampton, tl.c alleged Pittsburg bank Corber, was discharged on a writ of Habeas
on a requipus to-day, when he was rearrested
sition from the government of Pennsylvania,
Another
carriage
purin
a
he
left
as
carriage.
sued that in which lie was placed, and an excitas
is
yet
ing chase np town ensued. The result
unknown.
Fearful Full of a Burglar.
In escaping from tlic police last night, a burglar fell from the roof of a high building on
Cortlandt street, miraculously escaping death.
Four companions escaped. They had ransacked tlireo stoves.
A

Doors were
thrown open, and for the first time for months
One man,of
many buildings got a ventilation.

field was

to

witty sayings.

the former roads.

prepared
perienced,”

light.

in a new

ing tickets

failure of tho latter to arrange a time table
corresponding to tho spring arrangements of

worthy

street.

“Ten Nights in a Bakiioom. ”—Perhaps
few of our readers are aware of the excellence
of the entertainment to he given by the Y. E.
N.’s at G. A. It Hall this evening. This amateur club get up the entertainment for the benefit of the Maine General Hospital and they
are fully prepared to give the public an old play

at State street church Sunday, was not, as
might he inferred from our announcement, of
a controversial character.
Tho Boston trains mada no connection with
the Maine Central yestetday, owing to tho

sanguineous temperament,
late, “Isn’t this hot!”

[Special to Press.]
Fire in Farmington.
Farmington, April 28.—The house and ell
belonging to John Hiscock in this town, were
burned this forenoon. The fire caught from a

Itcone aud deserving of patronage.
served seats will be for sale Wednesday morning, April 30th, at Stockbridge’s music store, on

served with appropriate, ceremonies yesterday.
John I1. Thomas has sold his yacht, the
“Whisper” to parties in this city.
The sermon delivered by tho Rev. Mr. Uineks

was a

IN MAINE.

MATTERS

worthy

bers.
Butterflies put iu an appearance yesterday.
It really looks as though we had got most
through winter.
The advent of the street sprinklers was ob-

Yesterday

TELEGRAPH.

position

Wcutwortii,

oty~ and

BY

well as his ac

Dr. O. Fitzgerald, the wonderful Clairvoyant Physician and Surgeon will remain at Boom
No. 11 Preble House, Portland, until Wednesday, April 30lli. Don’t fail to see bira, as his
cures are

apr26

almost miraculous.

tf

Steel Knives and every description of Table
Ware Plated,'or Replated in the very best manner at short notice and at a reasonable price, at
Atwood’s New

Booms,

27 Market

Square.
feb25-eodtf

Sore Nitples.— The suffering which many
ladies experience from caked breasts and sore
nipples, is little realized by men. A remedy
has now come to them, and the wonder is that
it has not been discovered before. The Centaur
Liniment is as delicate and soothing as a cosmetic, and affords such speedy and permanent
relief, that we are showered down with thanks.
It is simply a wouderful thing for all sores,
lameitess and swellings.

MINOR TELECBin*.
The trial of seven Petersburg, N. J., rioters

began Monday. Though some thirty we^e engaged in the riot, during which several negroes
were killed, only seven were indicted.
Charleston, West Va., advices report that the

railroad strike continues. A thousand uegroes
on the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad have not
been paid for four months, and they are decidly belligerent and hostile.
The King aud Queen of Denmark will visit
London the latter part of May.
A great coal discovery is reported between
Peace and Raw rivers, Canada.
A colored farm laborer named Geo. Burke of
Collinsville, 111., while drank, chopped olf tho
head and one arm of Maria Bowman and threw
the body into a ravine.
The ship Pomeran arrived at Quebec Suuday,
being the first sailing vessel of the season. She
The
reports large quantities of ice below.
steamship Prussian, 88G passengers, arrived

Monday morning.

shops of the Lancashire Railway, Manchester, Eng., were burned Sunday.
Fifty locomotives and 120 coaches were burned.
The carriage

§1,000,000.

A despatch from Three Rivers, Canada, says
the water is up to Market Square in the heart
of the citv,>and farms are ali flooded on the
In the town of Berthier
banks of the river.
the people have vacated their houses aud boats
ply through the principal streets.
The War Department has male extensive arrangements for the protection of engineering
parties of the Northern Pacific Railroad. The
expedition will start June 15th. About forty
companies of troops, of all branches of the service, will compose the expedition. Col. Stanley commands.
Peter Clark,
colored, employed as porter in
the passenger depot, of tho Boston &
Albany

Railroad, was caught between a backing train
statlouary one Monday, and instantly

"killed1

John
.N.

Locke, Town Treasurer at Barustead,
was

H., aged 45,

found drowned Sunday in
that town. He had been thrown from his m»on, probably stunned, and trying to find Ids
home fell into tho water.

Vessels

loading at Buffalo preparatory to
the port, the ice having partially brokleaving
en up in the lake.
A club of Republicans has been
formed iu
arc

Lisbon, Portugal.

The cabmen of Vienna have struck in
consequence of a disagreement about
freight.

I'irc-Five Persons Biirinl Rcucntb the
l ulling Walls.
Iowa City, April 28.—This morning a fire
broke out at Market Hall, occupied as apartments for families.
Five people were buried
under the falling walls. Their names were W.
Doty, Robert Love, F. Valkrsnger, Mr. Hark
and George Andrews. Lovo died iu half an
hour; Andrews, colored, will not live; Hark, a
law student, cannot live. The
other per
sons

had limbs broken anil
Loss §20,000.

were

otherwise

in-

jured.

Indian Raids Denied.
Boston, April 28.—A despatch from Genera
Superintendent Sickles, of tho Union Pacifii
Railroad, to Secretary Rollins, dated Denver
Col., April 27th, contradicts the reported Indiai
raids on or near the line of the road. He say: j
no troubles of the kind have occurred and nom
are

anticipated.

and German shoemaker societies was lield tonight, but no general action was decided on.
It was rumored that two houses having declared their intention of not considering the
question of increasing the pay ofAntheir workmen. tho lattar struck to-day.
early and
Efgeneral strike is not considered probable.
forts are being made to get German shoemaker
the
St.
Criswith
societies to act in full accord
pin societies.
meeting of the Atlantic Bauk Suffirtrs.
Among the prominent sufferers by the Atlantic Bank defalcation is Roswell S. Burrows
of Albany. N. Y., who had $100,000 of stock;
Smith Sheldon is also loser to tho extent of
$1500, and Mr Fuller, of Abbott & Fuller,
loses $4000. A large number of depositors of
the bauk held a meeting this afternoon, J. A.
Fuller presiding, and a resolutron was adopted
for the appointment of a committee of five to
co-operate with the receiver of the bank, and
report to the depositors all the attainable information concerning the affairs of the institution. A number of speeches were made, in
which much indignation was manifested
agaiust the defaulting cashier, Tainter. Severe
criticisms were also passed on other officers of
the bank, to whose lack of vigilanco the accomOpinplishment of frauds were attributed.
ions were expressed that Tainter still retained
also
obtained
of
a
amount
him;
by
money
large
that frauds had not extended through years as
he asserted but were matters of the last few
days or even weeks.
Various matters
The managers of the new Atlautic cable are
dissatisfied with the Hog Island approach and
contemplate bringing the cable to Brooklyn by
some other way.
This afternoon sixty longshoremen refused to
allow a gang of New York men to go to work
and
on the steamer Pembroke at Jersey City,
atone time a riot was threatened, hut the poan
outbreak
lice appeared and prevented
Jurors were obtained to day in tho trial of
Bleakley for the murder of his niece.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs to-day
received bids for transportation.
Twenty-two
men from
were made, principally by western
St. Louis, Chicago; Pittsburg and Cheyenne.
destitute
Italians
and
Three hundred
fifty
will leave hero for Rochester Wednesday,where
employment is obtained for them ou the railroads.
Suit in the United States District Court, of
Milwaukee National Bauk against Arthur
Hughes and otheis, for the recovery of $24,000
paid by the bauk on sight and time notes,
which had been issued by defendants liy purchase of a cargo of wheat, was tried to-day and
verdict for the amount given for plaintiffs.
Postmaster James pronounces without foundation rumors of a defalcation in the accounts
of Henry Whitman, cashier. The rumors originated from the fact that while Mr. Whitman
is making up the last quarterly accounts of expostmaster Jones, another is acting as cashcir.
One half of the village of Edge water. Staten
Island, is to be sold next month for takes. The
people have applied to the Legislature for aid
to overcome the evils of the former misrule.
Three hundred Italian immigrants, who have
wintered in garrets and cellars in this vicinity,
attended the Five Points Missionery Chapel

yesterday.

Children cry—for Pitcher's Castoria. It
regulates the stomach, cures wind colic and
It is a substitute for
causes natural sleep.
castor oil.
apr24-eodlw&wlt

Loss

Crispins.
Another secret meeting of the St. Crispin
The 81.

The revenue cutter Bronx,which went ashore
on the 4th in:-!, at Plum Island, has
gone to

pieces.

It is reported that the Bull movement for
“twisting” the heavy “short” interest in tho
Pacific Mail will be made to-day.
Several ships are detained in port owing to
trouble arising from difficulties between the U.
S. Shipping Agent and the sailor hoarding-

housekeepers.

WASHINGTON.
Belarus af Ialeraal Brreuac Collector*.
Washington’, April 28.—Tlie Commissioner
of Internal Revenue will soon issue a circular
requiring Collectors of Internal Revenue to
make two returns during May from 1st to 19 th,
and from 19th to 31st, in order that tho liabi lities for new bonds may bo determined.
Decision on nn Insurance Case.
The Supreme Court this afternoon decided
the caso of the Mutual Life Insurance Co., of
New York. vs. Terry, case of suicide by poison.
The Court bolds that the facts show the reason
of deceased to have been so impaired by insanity that his suicide wkis not bis voluntary intelligent act. On these facts it is held that tho

Company is liable although the policy provided

against suicide.

Louisiana Case.
It is thought this afternoon ’by tho leading
members of tho Supreme Court bar that tho
motion submitted to the Court iu Conference
last Saturday for allowance of an appeal in the
Warmouth case which was refused by Judge
Durell in Court below will go over till uext
The

term.

Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances today ; Currency §3,046,814; special deposits of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of dc-

g”osi
t §29,000,000;
26,323,800

in coin

§76,131,320; including
certificates; legal tenders

coin

outstanding §337,835,982.

Important Decision.
The Court of Claims rendered judgment for
a sub§13,595 in favor of Eugene Dcikehnan,
detention
ject of Prussia, for loss sustained byOrleans unNew
at
Essex
of tlie Prussian ship
of
der an order of Gen. Butler, on suspicion
containing contraband goods. 1 lie Court held
loth
that the United States were liable under
which
article of treaty of 1799 with Prussia,
be paid
to
detentions
such
for
requires damages
bv either nation when belligerent exercises beldisligerent privileges. Chief Justice Drake
sented mainly on tho ground that martial lav
that
and
was supreme at time iu Now Orleans,
the vessel was brought there with the Knowledge of the risk incurred in coming in conflict
with tlie will of themilitary commander. Tins
claim was referred to the Court by a special act
of Congress. Judgment was rendered for §18,060 in tavor of Andrew J. Gill for 536 tons hay
| used by tlie army in Colorado in 1864 and 1863.
1 The Court anjonrued till next Monday, the
I Chief Justice announcing that tho remaining
! cases on the docket would then ha proceeded
[ with until finished, after which tho Court will
I adjourn till October.
Meeting of the Lrar!«in»«™

! of the Council. Peter Campbell was elected
; President of tlie House of Delegates.
Govern
I or Gooke’s message contains much interesting
information in regard to the financial and material condition of the District. The not taxes
and licenses for the year ending Juno on
Of this §856,957 have been colare §1,500,000.
lected.
The Governor urges that the appropriations
for the ensuing year be carefully scrutinized
and kept within the revenues, and that the oc

currence of deficiencies be
prevented by more
careful estimate of expenditures. The
operations of the
sinking commissioners have oeen
highly satisfactory. Nearly all the floating
debt of the late
corporations of Georgetown
and Washington in the levy court house have
been paid. The funded debt of the District is
now
$9,010,891, and is gradually being reduced
by purchases of a sinking fund. An appropriation of $250,000 is asked to enabled the
commissioners to continue their purchises for
the ensuing year. The total amount of accounts audited by the board of work is $G,770,621, and of cash payments $3,199,815. leaving
outstanding indebtedness of $1,570,806. The
cost of completing the outstanding contracts is
$474,305, against what are due from assessments on private property, and $2,179,549 besides $913,000
by Congress for thenext

^ o k e j q jsj
The

french Election*.
Paris, April 28. The following are the fiual
returns of the eleclion in this city to till the vacant seat in the Assembly: M. Barodet, 180,148; Coaut do Remusat, 135,408; Baron Stoffel,
The elections in the departments of
27,058.
Correze, Jura and Marne were carried by Republicans. In the Morbihau tho Catholics were
successful.
The Vicuuii Commissioner*.
London, April 23.—A despatch from Vienna
says that all of the newspapersof that city comment upon the suspension of the American
Tho Americommissioners to the Exposition.
can secti n of the Exposition is in a perfect
cliaes.
The late commissioners vehemently
protest against the suspension.
The Excitciucat at Madrid.
A despatch from Madrid says that the search
for members of tho Permanent Committee continues.
Senors Becerra and Figuerola have
been arrested.
A monster mass meeting of
Federalists was held yesterday, at which violent speeches were made.
Another Indian War.
Toronto, April 23.—A despatch from Fort
Gary; Manitoba, says that reports from the
interior state that there has been fighting between the American troops and the Black Feet
Indians, and a large number of Americans
were killed.
It is feared that this is the beginning of trouble in tho Black Feet country. The
Iudians of Fort Sulloy are the Indians who b ave
crossed tho line to the number of 7000 or 8000,
and threaten the interior .settlement and Manitoba.
Anxiety About the Pope.
Rome, April 23.—The Pope has passed a
restless night. Anxiety in
regard to his condition is renewed.
Cnrliwts.
Madrid. April 28.—Five hundred Carlists
entered the town of Capellades, thirty miles
north-west of Barcelona, and demanded a contribution, but fled on the approach of the national troops.
The Paris Press ou the Election.

Decisions.
The Supreme Court ha# decided in case of
Ripley’s administrator vs. Railway Passenger
Insurance Co., of Hartford, that there can be
no recovery of the amount of the policy, as the
deceased was not at the time of his death ou a
public or private conveyance, but after travelling from Grand Haven to Dalton, Mich., was
walking home after midnight and was waylaid
aud beaten to death.
Court also decided that the license tax imposed by the city of Mobile on the Southern Express Co., is constitutional. The tax had been
resisted on the ground that as the
Company
was engaged in the
carrying business beyond
the limits of the State it was unconstitutional
as being in conflict with
the provision of the
constitution, which vests in Congress the power to' regulate commerce.
The Court ruled in a case from New York
that an officer of the Internal revenue making
a seizure under
authority of law, is not a transgressor, and reverses the judgment against the
Collector recovered on that form of auction.
The Court held in the case of the Union Bank
of New Oilcans for
recovery of the balance of
au account auterior to the war that Gen. Banks
had no authority to order the debt of the Plauter s
Bank to bo paid over to the military authorities, and that obedience to that order did
not exonerate the Union Bank.
The Court then adjourned to Thursday when
it is expected to
adjourn for the term. Justice
Miller proposes to sail for Europe Saturday.
Au Expedition.
An expedition will be organized to be assembled at and in readiness to depart from
Fort Rico, Dakota territory, on the 15th of
June lioxl, for the protection of the engineering parties of the Northern Pacific railroad,
making snrveys for the location of the line of
that road between the Missouri river and the
The expedition will be
Rocky Mountains.
constituted as follows:
First—Battalion of teu companies of the 7th
cavalry under commaud of the Lt. Colonel of
the regiment.
Second—Battalion of ten companies of infantry of the 8th regiment and six companies
of the 9th regiment, under commaud ot Lt.
Col. L. P.1 Bradley of the 9th regiment.
Third—Battalion of five companies of the
22d regiment of infantry, under command of
the senior Captain; two of the companies to bo
drawn from Fort Randall and two from Fort
Sully, and designated by the respective fort
commanders.
Fourth—Battallion of four companies of the
17th infantry, two from Fort Rice, one from
Fort Lincaln, and one from Camp Hancock,
under command of Major R. E. A. Crompton
of the 17th infantry.
^Fiftli—Detatchment of 75 Indian scouts an
thorized by special orders, aud in addition five
scouts each from Forts Totten and Wadsworth,
to be selected by the respective post commanders from those of their command who accompanied last year’s Yellowstone expedition.
Sixth—A detachment of artillery sufficient
to man two Rodman rifled guns, to be commanded by au officer sel* cted aud detailed
by the commander of the expedition. The
men of the detachment will be selected from
the battalion of the 17th and 23d infantry,
hereinbefore designated as a portion of the ex-

A-

lyc—SIDjWU.

Providence, R, I„ April 28.—A fir,! broke
this evening in the Dunnell building on
Canal street, owned by tho Dnunell Manufacturing Co. Although the building was saved,
tlfe damage to tho contents by fire and water
may reach $30,000 to §75,000, mostly covered by
oat

iusurnnee. Ouc thousand bales of cotton belonging to D. Remington & Son were partially
burned. Wm.'S. Merrill bad 70 bales of wool
injured. The other occupants damaged by water were Colwell & Winsor,carriage trimmings;
Jostram & Son, Hour anil feed; J. A. Budlow
and Allen & Co., produce.

Chinese I.nborers Threatened.
St. Lours, April 28.—Between fifty aud sixty
Chinese were set to work in a cooper-shop at
Jones & Co.’s to-day. Considerable indignation
was manifested by the coopers and
a number
entered the shop and indulged in rather threatening remarks, and intimated that a strike
would occur, but there being a strong force of
police on tire ground no demonstration was
made, and the probabilities are that no disturbance will resuit.
There are now nearly one
thousand Chinese engaged in various occupations iu this city.

Stage Bobbed.
Virginia City, Neb.; April 23.—Thu stage

from

Probabilities—The

storm

area now

extending

a
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MORTGAGE 7 TER CENT, CONVERTIBLE SINKING FUND

AT
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This Railway is

Bobt. A. Bird,
07 Exchange Street.

Jloucr Market.
New York, April. 28-Morninq.—Gold 117$. Money 7 per cent.
Sterling Exchange 108$ @ 109}.—
Stocks steady. State stocks steady.
New York. April 28—Evenlna.—Money tightened from 7 per cent, currency, gold interest, early iu
the day to 1-16 per cent, per diem, with an activo
demand, closing at 1-64 @ } per cent. The Atlantic
Bank has been expelled from tbc clearing house.—
Sterling Exchaugo is strong at 1081 @ 109 for 60 days
and 109$ @ 109} for s glit. Gold is lower under the
May Treasury programme but active; opened at 117}.
touched 1174. foil to 117, closing at 117@ 117}; loans
at 3 @ 7 per cent, coin, closing at 6@ 7 per cent
The clearances were §36,000,000. Treasury disbursements §1,433,000. Governments } @ } lower, sympathizing with Gold, and closed steady. State bonds
neglected. Stocks have been activo but weak all day
and prices declined throughout the list 1 @ 2} per
cent. There was a slight improvement about two
o’clock,but it was lost before the close and th9 market
.\ew York Slock aud

ap2Cdtf

We

Shall

T-:

l-S

Open

D-A-T,

.

Oue of the Best Assortments of

Wednesday

Priv. James H. Fljnn,
M. C. McCann.
CHANDLERS
music BY
Clothing will be checked tree.

[^"Military are requested to

SILKS,

at

much below the Market.

securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1SS1... .120ft
United States 5-20’s 1862.
118}
United States 5-20’s 1864.
118}
United States 5-20’s 1805, old.120
United States 5-20’s 1865, new. 117ft
United States 5-20’s 1S67.*,.110§
United States 5-20’s IfCS.
117?
United States 5*s, new.lie'
United States 10-10's.,coupons.
,113ft
Currency 6’a.
...11 if
The following were the closing quotations of

BLACK and WHITE
Checked and
ed

Silks,

ATTRACTIVE
A Large
mcut of

C4f

did

MAY-DAY

S I I .V W I, S

!

From tho lowest to the best grades.

bonds.72^

All

Providence Print Market.
Providence, April 28.—Printing Cloths—markel
firm at 6} @ 7c for best G4’s with fair business.
Domestic

assort

our

are

cordially invited

Covell &

Market*.

to

a

Company,
BROWN STS.
_dtf

CONGRESS COR.

New York, April 26—Evening—Cotton is quid
aud higher; sales 727 bales; Middling uplands 19 .Flour is more active and a shade firmer; sales ll,00f
bbls; State 6 00 @ 8 25;Round hoop Ohio 7 00 @10 50
Western 5 95 @ 10 50; Southern 6 00 @ 12 50. Wheal
quiet and unchanged: sales 43,000 bush; No 1 Sprint
1 76 @ 1 80; No 2 Spring 1 61 @ 1 71; No 3
Spring 1 5c
@ 1 Cl; Winter Red Western at 1 80 @ 1 95; Whitt
Michigan 1 95 @ 2 30. Corn opened firm and closed
steady; sales 56.Q00 bush; Mixed Western 704 @ 72c
I do old 68 @ 6S4iu store. Oats quiet and without dei cided change; White State 55 @
57c; new Westcn
Mixed at 56 @ 57. Beef is steady. Pork is firmer
mess new 18 75 @ 19 00.
Lard a shade easier at 92 («
I 9gc. Butter dull ana unchanged; Ohio30 @38; new
Stal e 39 @ 40c. Whiskey steady at 91c. Rice is in good
; demand and steady at 7$ @ 8}c
sUgar m f;lir dc.
mand; refining ;} @ 7}c. Coffee sirong; Rio at 17 (a
19}c in Gold. Molasses dull aud unchanged; New Orleans 68 @70. Naval Stores—Spirits
Turpentine is
easier at 51c; llosin steady at 3 30 for strained Pcleum strong and advancing; crude 104c:
refined
eu 214*
5
Tallow steady at 8g @ 9 l-16c.
Freights to Liverpool easy; Grain, per steam, at

personal inspection oi

stock.

aprl6

CITY

Thursday Eve’g, May 1st,
To be followed by

BRAIDING A MAY-POLE, BY
Thirty-six Young: Ladies.
Hall open for admission at 7 in the Evening.
Cantata commences at 8.
There will be an exhibition in the Afternoon commencing at 3 o’clock, to which Children will be admitted at 15 cents. Evening Tickets, 35 cen»s, tor
sale at Hawes & Cragin’s, Stockbridges’s, Hoyt A
Fogg’s, and at the hall.

8gr*RefreshmentB for sale Afternoon and Evening
iu Reception Hall.
apr26dtd

GRAND

The Active Base Ball Association

SPRING
French, English

—

T.
i

lauds at 18}c.
Mobile, April 28.—Cotton dull and weak; Mid

Huroponn tsinrlfda.

at

dc

93

for money and for account.
,, at 52
'dd
American securltlcs-U. S. 5-20’s 1665,
do 1867, 93}; do 10-Ws, 89}; new 5s, 90. trio bail
way at 51}.
r. Jl.-Consols closed at 93 \
London, April 28-5.00
for money and account. S.
5-.0», 1805, old, 92}; d )
American securities—Uuew 5s—. Erio halhva
1807, hi; U. S. lo-ios, 89;
5UJ.
FRANKFORT. April 2S—11.00 A. M.—United Slate *
5-20S 1862, at 'Jog.

remain, yourB very rcsj>ectfally,

2w

Sewme ot Goods.
of Portland and Falmouth. I
Custom House, Portland, April 15,1873. j
is hereby given that the
following described goods wore seized in this district on the
days hereinafter mentioned, for violation of the revenue laws, and ato detained in public store at
thii
port; any person or persons claiming the same are
requested to appear and make such claim witliir
twenty (29) days irom the date of this publication.
^2, 1872, on board Steamer Carlotta, G bottlei
Whiskey, 6 bottles Gin; July 19th, 5 bottles Gin, ;
iwttlcs Whiskey, 11 ottie Brandy; Nov. 8th, 12 hotties Whiskey, 7 bottles Wine, G bottles Gin, 1 bottle
Brandy; Nov. 27th, on board St. John Steamer, -i
bottles Brandv, 1 bottle Gin; Dec. 14th, at It. H.
Wharf, 1 Trunk, 18 bottles Whiskey; 1 piece (13J
yards) Velveteen, 1 Shawl,G pairs Stockings; Jan. 28,
4873, at G. T. Depot. 1 Carpot Bag, G pairs Pants, 12
Coats, 3 Vests; Jan. 30th, on board Steamer Carlotta,
3 bottles Whiskey, 4 bottle iiu. 10yanis Velveteen;
Feb. 21st, on Steamer Now Brunswick, .1 pairs
March 7tli, on
Socks; March 5tb, 1 China Tea 1Set;
S. S. Corinthian, 1 Frock Coat, pair Pauls, IV est,
Wool Stockings; March
4 naira Kid Gloves, 3 pairs
2 pieces (7 yards)
26th MS S Moravian, 1 Shawl,
Woole“ Clothi. WASHBUBN, JR., Collector,
apis
_,_dlawGwTn
District

NONICE

ETC.

JOHNSON &

1873.

ami

CIT^ BUILDING, !Pino

T,
Stroet,

LEWISTON, MAINE.
LEWI8 C.

j111122

JOHNSON,

JOSEPH A.

.1. S. BAILEY & CO.

Commission

OF THE

—

&

2,

On Thursday evening tbeie will bo an entertainment by tbe children and a hot supper will bo served.
On Friday evening there will be several of the Jubilee songs sung and other entertainments. Refreshments will be for sale on both evenings. A fancy
table will be well supplied with useful and ornamental articles for sale at fair rates.
Admission 15 cents; Supper extra.
d3t
ap29

Next below Merchants’ Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO. W. PARKER.
Reference*—Messrs. II. J. Libby & a-o., and Hon
CharlesP. Kimb.il t’onkind, Me.; Messrs. Leonard
& Co., and Lee & Shepard, Boston.
apllt

Those Baked

HALL.

—

selling BY

OWENS

,

FRY,

.hi,

HOSPITAL,

which occasion he will present Poole’s Comedy in
3 acts, of

PRY!

PAUL

his Farcical pieco of absurdity, the

INDIAN.

Mr. Owens in 4 Distinct Characters
S.VTtnDAY

have been tested

]R Y

General admission 50.
gy-The salo of seats will begin at Stockbridze’s
music store, 156 Exchange St., on Tuesday morning,
aprt'8d 1 w
April 29.

CLARK &C0.,
—

JOHNSON,

like.

UNDER CONTRACT FOR THE CARRYING OF IBS

Canadian aad United States Malta.
Passengers booked o Londonderry and Liverpool.
Return TicUeta
granted at Reduoal Rates.
The Steamship

on

SATURDAY, May 3d,
Immediately after thb arrival of the Train of tb
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).$70 la $SO
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage Inward and outward, and tor
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
Portland. Nov. lathy 1672.

No. 3 India Stieet.
nov2««f

Extra Baldwin Apples
100

BARRELS,

Extra Baldwin

.Apples, repacked
landing

this week and

—

JOB SALE BY

—

ALLEN, JR.

WM.

11 Exchange Street.
apr24

dlw

W JEW*
Custom
Hand

BOOTS,

Made,

Sewed,

Easy Fitting,
ICE

—

ASD

just received at

—

3a EXCHANGE

ST.,

Parc Icc supplied Tor all purposes, and .it any quantity at the
LOWEST
apr3

RATES.

500 Bbls. Algae Fertilizer.
200 Bbls. Fish
Chum,
FOB SALE BY

133

COWANT A RAND,
COnaKECUL STREET

.mm____d3w
New
^

Genteel Looking
and Serviceable

HOUSE, MARKET ST..

Boarding

House.

^€r' ^av-n8 loased the new and comVkhouse,
+
recently orocted by Geo. R. Da“Pen the “Blanchard property,” 301 High
u.s ,

P*®Mure In announcing to tbo public that
vi’lim
no will about the
It lor a flratfirst
of

April epen

bo seen and full
boarding bouse. Rooms
particulars as to terms. &c., obtained. by calling at
the house from 10 A. M. to 12 M., and from 2 until 5
S. S. KNIGHT.
P. M.
aprSeodtf
can

dlynewo&n

am von

TO-DAY,

Mr. Owens in Fonr Characters.
Scalo of Prices—Reserved Seats, Orchestra and
Parquetto SI.no. Reserved Seats, Balcony, 75 cts.

IS

not,

Allan_Line.

May 3—The performance
Poole’s Comedy, in 3 acts,

I)CALEBS

or

tf

To conclude with the

—

and pronounced

Now if you wish to try them, yon can by sending
in your order have them brought right from the oven
to your door any morning during the week. Or, if
you say you want them Sabbath morning (as is the
custom) Mr. Cobb will have a fresh lot ready which
he will send you Saturday evening. Then by putting them in your own ov» n you can find them there
at breaklast time and save the unpleasant task of
rising before you are ready and hurrying to the bakery.
P.
BROWN
8.-Take aouic choice

“I Hope I Don’t IntrnJe.”
Paul Pry.MR. OWENS.

b7w.

Bakery,

GOOD !

Emm,

XJ

at his

AUSTRI IS, Capt. Ritchie.

May

samraay,

LIVE

QUART,

Will leave this port for Liverpool

—

FOR THE

And

THE

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

requests that he would appear

ON

—

aplS

Has made arrangements to deviate from hie arranged
route, and will appear

a ext

wnicn

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL STREET,

M.iNAOEIt.MB. THEO. HAMILTON.

PAUL

Beans.

THOSE BAKED BEAKS

BREAD with ifccnt

~MUSIC

Merchants,

AITCTIONLERS

is

AFTERNOON AND EVENING.

SON.,

Merchants’

B E S T A l' it A N

Adm’r of Estate of Levi A. Cates.
1873.
apr22doaw3w.

Freeport, April 22,

W. C. COBB

Festival

Thnrgday and Friday, May 1

REBTA.ITKAl^T

Mamifacturcrs’

■

—

Ladies of the St. Lawrence St. Society
will be held In their Yestry on

—I?AVISO TAKEN THE—

under the New City Building in Lewiston, for the
term of five years, would now nay to the public that
wel nta d to keep a first-class place in every respect.
Our Biu of Fare shall be in keeping wi'h the Portland
and Boston Markets. Tlioso visiting Lewiston do not
forget to call at

The lot is sufficient hi size

Dentist.

for two
stores, which will be wanted in a few
years—the premises being within a few rods of wellest uhl ished business houses. The above property wll 1
be offered by auction, on Monday, May r*tb, at 2$
o’clock, P. M.
F. O. BAILEY & CO , Aactismvn.
*dlw
apr29

LIVE INDIAN.

SO. 4 DEERIHO BLOCK.

np21__-

BAILEY A CO.. Auctioneer*.

For Male at Auction.
centrally located brick house, No. 28 Free
Street, corner of Cotton. A good location for a

ANNUAL

and

PAUL

LOBENSTEIN,

28,-Cotton quiet; Middling up

LONDON, April 28—11.60.—Csnsols Oiiened

music by

THE

will commence with

I

uplands 18}c.

dling uplands 18 @ 18}c.
New Orleans, April 28.—Cotton in moderate
maud and easier ^Middling uplands 18}e.

—

An extra train will leave the Boston & Maine Depot, (Walker House) Portland, at 7 o’clock I*. M
running to Steep F-alls and also to Baldwin, provided
10 couples from the latter town attend the Ball, and
-returning after the Dance. Half iare cn the train.
Admission $1.00.
apr29d3t

Domestic,

prices,

or

F. O.

apr24td

at the

Chandler’s Full Quadrille Band

GOODS
and

dle street,

NO. iJ KXCn AKGE 8TKF.br.

season

Evening of May-Bay,

On

ill Ike greatest variety. Soliciting your
esteemed calls to examine goods and

Cincinnati, April 23.—Provisions opened quio
and closed firmer. Pork nominally at IS 50on spot.Lnrd is quiet: held at 9}c for steam; kettle 9}c. Bull
Meats opened quiet and closed more active and firm
er: sales of shoulders at 7c: clear rib sides hold at 9
sales at 9$ buyer June; sides of clear rib at 94c oi
spot; 9} buyer May; 10 seller July. Bacon is firm ;
sales of shoulders at 8cc; clear rib sides held at U3c
clear sides held at lU}c. Whiskey steady at 85.
lOLEDO. April 28.—Flour in fair demand and firm
Wheat dull and lower; No 1 White Michigan 198 ;
Amber Michigan on spot 174}; seller May 174*
seller June 1 78}; No 1 Rod 1 85; No 2 do 1 76.
Cori ,
dull and lower; high Mixed on spot and seller May a t
45}c; seller June 66}; seller July 47} @474; selle :
Aug 49; low Mixed seller May 45}c. Oats quiet am

Savannah, April

Sebago Lake,

PAVILION,
ON-Till"

CHICAGO, April 28.—Flour quiet and uncliamred

Spring 6 00 @ G To. Wheat active, higher and
irregular, closing weak: No 2 Spring l 20} lor cash
seller May 1 26$; 29} seller June; No 3 Spring at 1 17
rejected 97 @ 97}c. Corn is firm for futures am.
quiet for cash; No 2 Mixed at 38c cash; 38Jc for sellei
May; 40*c for seller June; rejected 34} @ 34.}. Onto
active and higher; No 2 at 31}e for regular and cash
31}c for seller May; 34}c seller June; rejecod 29} (g
30c. Rye quiet and unchanged; No 2 at 69}@7l><
for fresli. Bariev quiet and unchanged; No 2 Fal
regular cash 70 @ 71c. Provisions quiet and weak.-

Exchange
north-easterly

—JLNI>—

(See correspondence.)

extra

Post Office lot. in Portland, and bounded, beginning
the westerly side of Market street, seventy^-seven

on

and eight-tenths feet from the southerly side of Congress street, thence south-westerly by land of heirs
of James Peering fifty-four feet, to Exchange street,
thence north-westerly by said
street seventy-one feet to a stake, thence
parallel with the south-easterly line herein described fbrty-elght feet, more or less, to Market street, thence
by said Market street seventy-one
to the point of beginning.
leet, more or
For particulars call on J. & E. M. Rand, 121 Mid-

BALL!

MAINE GENERAL

—OF—

at 12 o’clock M., Wo
lot of land situated
Streets, north of the Old

BY

HALL,

—

TUE LATEST NOVELTIES

SATDBDAY, May 3d,
shall sell the very desirable
ON
Exchange and Market

virtue of a license from the Hon. JwC.-e of
Probate for Cumberland County, I shall ell at
the
public auction, on the premises, on Thufsd;
twenty-second day of May next at 11 A. M.. ail the
real estate belonging to the estate of Levi A. Cates,
late of Fre port, in said County deceased. Said real
estate consists of about 35 acres of land situated on
the road leading trom Freeport to South Durham,
about 3 miles from
Freeport Village, containing mowing. pasturage, «&€., witn good barn standing thereon.
Also about three acres of salt marsh near Israel
True’s, in said Freeport about one mile below Freeport Village. The reversion of the Widow’s dower
in the first described property will be sold at the same
time ami place.
Terms made known at time of sale.
EDWARD P. OXNARD,

—

ONE NIGHT MORE,

j Wednesday, April 23.

Mar

AT

—

exhibit

5}d.

Pork nominally at 17 30 @ 17-40 on spot; 17 50 @ 17 9(
for seller June; closed at. 17 75. Lard quiet at 9 25 (a
9 30 for seller June. Bulk Meats quiet, weak aut
nominally; shoulders 6$ @ G4c; short rib mildles 8;
@8$c. Bacon steady; shoulders 8e; clear rib sidci
10c; clear sides 10}c. Whiskey is steady at 87c.
Receipts—7,500 bbls flour, 7,000 bush wheat, 93.
000 bush corn, 41,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 4,00'
bush barley, 00.00U hogs.
Shipments—7,000 obts flour, 50,000 bush wheat, 219,
000 bush corn, 77.000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 16,00'
b ash barley, 0300 hogs.

THE—

as

I

Exchange and

on

Administrator's Male of Real Estate
at Public Auction.

response to many

bes leave lo inform my Customers
and the Public in general that V will

dealer.
CO., Aaelieoevs.
dtd
ap29_

SECOND PARISH

EXHIBITION. InMR.
I

at
to

ON

close the estate of a deceased
E.O. BAILEY 8k

or a

FESTIVAL

—OF

td

Tea at Auction.
FRIDAY, -May 2d, at 2} o'clcck P. M.,
offic., we shall sell 13 Chests choice Tea, sold

Rose.” THE
Physician
good

Cantata by Geo. F. Root, to be performed at the

Fair

PRICES !

ON

south-easterly
less,

__

Strip-

complete

and

—

npr23

at very

Stocks:

Eriopreferrcd. '<4
Union Pacific stock. 30}
The following were t he quotatious for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.1C34
Union j Pacific do. 80}
Union Pacific land giants.
744

& 30.

ins.

A

FRIDAY, 51 ay 2, at 11 o'clock A. M., at office.
We shall sell One Fine Waltham Watch with
Gold Hunter Case, full jeweled Chronometer balance,
A Gold Chain, also new
new and In perfect order.

on

Y. F. Y’s.

—

Western Union Telegraph Co. 83V
Pacific Mail. 55§
N. Y. Centra’ aud Hudson River consolidated.... 100}

HOSPITAL.

“Crowning the

nud

ket Streets at Auction.

Ear-Room.

THE

FRI-

ami

lluutcr cusc Watch
Chain at Auction.

Beal Estate

Doors open at 7; to commence at 8 o’clock. Admission 35cents. Reserved seats 50 cents. Tickets
lor sale at Custis’s, 293 Congress St., Hawes & Graand at tbe door. Reserved seats for sale at the
Hall on and after Mcnday morning tho 28th.

...

Union Pacific income

BY

on

By J. H. KAIliF.Y A CO., Auctioneers.

THE

will givo their last Ball of the

prices

Cariiets, Brussels, 3-ply

Gold

apr23dlw

GRAND ARMY HALL
Tuesday and Wednesday, April 29
a

salesroom

our

pets, Lounges, olio 15. W. Parlor suit in Hair Cloth,
Chairs. Bateaus, Tables, Bodstea,Is, Crockery, Glass
and Wooden Ware, llr unis, Trunks, about 30 tine
Pictures In Frames, G ass. Sash, Doors, Blinds, «c.
Also one second hand Wagon and Harness.
dtd

——■

Ten Nights in

auction at

apr29

First Grand Amatenr Benefit!
GENERAL

at eaat side of Commer-

BY J. «. BAILEY A CO., AaclUaten

BAND

appear in Uniform.

order.

Per

--

—

BLACK

Tobin,

Priv

PRICES OF ADMISSION:—Floor Tickets, admitting Gent and LadieB. $1.00; Gents Galleiv tickets, 50 cents; Ladies Gallery ticket. 25 cents.
■

51.,

A. D. 1873. atP.

..

Ryan,

To be Found, in Portland

left otf weak. The money stringency aud the fears of
other bank troubles were the impelling causes of the
decline. There was a rumorthat 10,000 shares of various stocks held by Taint or, tbe defaulting cashier of
the Atlantic Bank had been thrown on the market.
The following were the quotations of Government

HALL,

Piiv. P.

of

and F.lcgant varieties nqycr
seen in this market.

did

_____

ap26

Sergt. M. H. Cunningham.
W. J. McCalaids:—Sergt. M. J. Lawless. Sergt.Thomas
Hinds,
lam, Sergt. L. B. Howard, Sorgt.
Corn. Ja'. Flaherty, Corp. Wiu. O’Brien. Priv, John

Comprising many New
before

—

Evening, April 30th.

FLOOR DIRECTOR.

GOODS!

DRY

—

very compact, there being not’an inch of unavailable
land, very desirable on that account, and also on account of location. They will bo noli ou easy term*
of payment.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneers.

an

—

a

OX

shall sell at

A Drama in five acts from the pen of T. S. Arthur,

corporation organized tinder the
! lawB of the State of Iowa, which is tho most prosperous State in the Northwest, being the only State in
the Uhion free from debt. The Minnesota Division, running from Burlington, Iowa, to Austin,
Minnesota, a distance of 2t>0 miles, was completed in
February, 1872, and earned during that year an average of §83,000 per month, being a monthly increase
of $35,000 on the earnings of 1871. Tho earnings for
1873 are estimated to exceed §1,500,000, or more than
§125,000 per month. The Milwaukee Division, from
Cedar Rapids to Postville, on the Milwaukee and St.
Paul Railroad, a distance of 110 miles, passes through
one of the richest sections of the State of Iowa, and
furnishing an outlet to Milwaukee and the lakes.
The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
Railway bonds have been admitted to the New York
Stock Exchange, and are daily dealt in and quoted on
the official lists, thus furnishing dealers an advantage
enjoyed by few of the new issues of Railway Bonds.
The entire loan has been sold, except about $300,000, which we now offer, to close it out.
All marketable securities taken in exchange atcur! rent prices, without commission.
For salo in Portland by

(Sales at the Broker’s Board, April 28.|
Eastern Railroad.107

THE

CITY

—

AWD COMMERCIAL.

Erie.

OF

—

GOLD BONDS
—

dtd

assortM-,
WEDAY. .May 2d, at 10J o’chck A. Ctisiober
Car-

Portland Montgomery Guards !

MAINE

limited number of the

Jdtd

Assembly !

IX FAVOR or

CO.,

aplS_

Furniture, Carpels. Pictures, dec.,
at Auction.

ore.

Q.

Grand

wl

Pi. rLKRY,
late Sherifl of Cumberland County.
AKIiuwn.
A
I'O,,
F. O. BAILEY
old
ap3C

AMD EXHIBITION DRILL,

cilot

OlTer for Male

M.

new

Three Valuable Lots of Land ou
Union .Street at Auction.
Wednesday, April 30th, at 3 P. M.,*we shall
sell three lots of Land on the easterly side of
Union Street, next below I. P. Merrill & Co., and adjoiuiug each other; two lots 20} by 66 feet the other
34 by about 50 feet.
Tbis is an opportunity rarely offered, the lots being

ment of

First

Major of Ordnance.

HENRY CLEWS &

Hamilton for Pioclie was robbed Iasi
niglit near Hamilton and the driver killed b.v
three men painted to resemble Indians, anil
having gunny sacks over their heads. No resistance was offered. The driver stopped the
stage when ordered, aud on demand banded oul
Wells, Fargo & Co.’s treasure box. The shut unchanged.
Receipts—3,000 bbls flour, 14,000 bush wheat, 38.00 )
which killed the driver way fired unintentioncorn, 1,000 bush oats.
ally through the nervousness of one of the rob- I bush
Shipments—oOOObbls flour,19,000 bush wheat ,126,00 )
bers. Tho passengers, 13 in number, were un- 1 bush
com, 10,000 bush oats.
molested. Loss io tho Express Company b
Detroit, April 28.—Flour quiet and
robbers.
in
of
the
Parties
are
search
unchanged ,*
trifling.
W heat, dull ami declining; extra White at
2 02- N
1 White at 180 @191}; “imUer
at 175I
MicUisan
Corn is steadyc. Oats in good demand at 4ulc.
.UETEttKOLltKJt.il..
Ueceipts-O.OOO bbls flour, 9,000 bush wheat, 3,00 )
PROnARIDITIES FOR THE NEXT TWESTY-FOI.'D ;
bush corn, 1,000 busli oats.
HOURS.
.Shipments—2,00'J bbls Hour, 0,000 busli wlicat, 0,00 )
I bush corn, 4,000 bush oats.
War Dep’t, Office Chief Signai, 1
Freights dull; Wheat to Oswego 10.
!
Officer, Washington, I). C.,
Charleston, April 28,-Cotton quiet; Midilliu !
April 28. 7.33 (P. M.l !
from the Ohio Valley to Tennessee will probably move north-eastward quite rapidly. For
the Southwest, Tennessco and Gulf States, ex
cept occasionally rain to-night, cloudy and clearing weather, south westerly and north-wosterlj
winds and slightly diminished temperature.—
For the South Atlantic States rain to-night, followed by clearing and partly cloudy weather,
with south-westerly winds and increasing pres
For the Middle States ami
sure on Tuesday.
lower lakes north-easterly winds, tailing barour
anil rainy weather.
warmer,
threatening
eter,
For the Northwest and upper lakes and thenct
southward to Kentucky and -Missouri occasion a
light rain, northwest winds, partly cloudy nni
clearing weather. For Canada and New Eng
land increasing cloudiness, falliug barometer,
winds veering to uorth-easterlv and rain bj
Tuesday.

P.

Remington Kill*,

ammunition. Also, one nickel plaited Smith 4l\Vm
ton’s Revolver, new with ammunition. Also
on*
double barrel shot Gun, with fixtures.
House will be leased for one to three years.
V. O. KA1LFY A VO. Auctientm.

°rDatod at Portland, Ayril 25, 1873.
K.

Reserved

ftpr26

Proposals will bo addressed to tho U. S. Ordnance
Agency, N, Y., (P. O. Box 1811,) and should bo en-

32 WALL STREET, NEW YORK,

o’clock,

one

cial wharf, in Portland, and said county, the following i>erflonal property, to wit :-»The Brig JI bare, together with her tackle, apparel and furniture. Said
brig Is 135 tons N. M-, was built in 1.86 and I, In good

18 Star Performers 18

where stored.

apr28

sSia^wK^I

gee
Also. at 12

ATTACHED

explicitly

dorsed “Proposals .for Purchasing Obsolete and Unserviceable Ordnance and Ordmince Stores.” with
the names of the Arsenals, Forts or Depots where
I stored, aud the names of States or Territories in
j which tho stores reposed to be purchased are locat| cd.
L
By authority of tlic Chie' of Ordnance,
».
Brcvrt.Col. 1J. H. A.

« 10 o'clock A.
we
conMKtng ^*“ Home l«
Furoltur. *■
Black Walnut, Center TaUc,
Ehalt.
Chromoe. Paintings, Eograving,,
uettos, Black \\ alnut and Chestnut UhamhU’ o1**'
Curtains, Ingrain and TapesiiVr.. U»
Spring lief Is.Walnut
Extenalou Table,
Sofa, Black
Ware. Tee Pitcher. Castor, U Inland
w
wiery, MaCook Stove.

April,

VARIETY TROUPE.

Doors
open at 7. Commences at 8.
Admission ^5 cents, Parquet 50 cents.
seats 75 cents.
Tickets for sale at Stockbridge’s Music Si

—

Hww

SlicrilTn Sale,
STATE OF MAINE, 1
C'CMBKRLANDSS. )
on a writ, and will 1* w>ld at nubile
auction on WEDNESDAY, the 30th day of

Sheridan & Mack’s

co^-Washington

lSo*toa Stock Jii*rr

on

29th,

sales.

7_.~

at

WEDNESDAY
shall wll flS
ON
M.,
Bramhall street.

ap2o

and Wyoming.
vor list ot stores in detail, location, terms. Ac., see
which
can be procured on
Catalogues,
application to
tho Orduance Offico, War Department, Washington,
D. C., at this Agency, or at auy of tho Arsenals or
Depots, and Commanding Officers of other posts will
furnish, on application, information as to what stores
on hand at their respective posts for sale.
Tho Department reserves the right to reject all bids
which are not deemed satisfactory. Prior to the acceptance of any bid, it will have to be approved by
the War Department.
Terms cash: Ten per cent, at tho time of tho
award, and tho remainder when the property is delivered. Thirty days will be allowed for tho removal
of the stores. Packing boxes will be charged at prices to bo determined by the Department.
Bidders will state
tho Post where the
stores are located which they bid for, and will give
the kinds aud qualities they propose to purchase.
Deliveries will only be made at the various Posts

Foreign Import*.
SAGUA. Schr Ananconia—302 lilids 35 tes molassto E Churchill & Co
WINDSOR, NS. Schr Plymouth—140 tons plaster to Knight & Wliiddon.

some

all
tlie unfriendly tribes in northern California and
The
outside
Indians
are
well
Oregon.
posted
in regard to tlie Modoc war.
No satifactory moveraeiitbas been made since
the 17th inst. Gen. Gillein requires at least
double his present fore?, and sharp shooters
and experienced Indian fighters arc bally
needed.
The last reports are tint the .Modocs are entrenched in a new ambush, aud are gradually
approaching tlie edgo of the lava beds.
San Francisco, April 28.—Nothing important has been received from tbe lava beds sinco
the 20th inst., whon Lieut. Leary’s company
was attacked near the camp.
Donald McKay
reports that the Modocs are encamped at tbe
base of tlie mountains at the south end of the
lava beds. The troops are now divided into
three companies. Capt. Thomas left ou the
26th inst. with cavalry and Warm Spring
Indians to reconnoitre in tbo vicinity of tlie
Modocs’ position. Lieut. Egan is convalescent.
Nearly all of tbo cavalry horses are sick with
the epizootic.
The Modocs Scattered.
A special courier arrived at Yreka last night
from the lava beds. The opinion prevailed at
headquarters that the Modocs will not make
another stand but will break up in small parties that must be liuuted, iu detail making au
all summer’s work for the cavalry. Gen. Jefferson C. Davis and staff reached Yreka yesterday afternoon aud will proceed immediately to
tbo front.

APRIL 28th &

Ordnance Storms, embracing Cannon, Small Anns,
Leather-work. Load, Ac., at the various Arsenals,
Fort8 and Depots, in the United States.
Bids will be opened at 12 o’clock, M., on Wednesday, tho 23th day of May, 1873, for stores located at
Posts in the following named States, to wit: Conliectieut, Delaware, Indiana, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, New’ Hampshire. New Jersey, New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania,
Illiode Island, Virginia, and the District of Columbia.
Bids will bo opened at 12 o’clock,
on Thursday,
M„
the 12th day of June, 1873, for stores located at Posts
m the following named States ami
Territories, to wit:
Alabama, California, Florida, Georgia, Kansas,
Louisiana, Minnesota,Nebraska, Nevada, North Carolina. Oregon, South Carolina, Texas, Arizona, Colorado, Dakota, Idaho, Indian, Montana, New Mexi-

es

New York, April 28.—A San Francisco despatch lias tbo following:
Reports frcin the lava beds iudioato that
Gen. Gilltm is puzzled as to tbe whereabouts of
tbe Modocs. It 1s supposed that they are scattered. Small parties are at times visible in a
number of places, bat are not found when the

Tuesday,

AGENCY.

proposals in duplicate, will be received
^BALED
at this office, for the uurchase of Ordnance and

do coal tar.

THE MODOC WAK.

musk

New York, April 17,1873.

Foreign Export*.
CARDENAS. Brig H E Wheeler—6164 box shocks,
35 empty casks, 10,775 hoops.
ST. JOHN, NB. Schr Carrio~t000 bbls flour, 250

Tbs Comptroller of tlie Currency has declared a dividend of 32 per cent, in favor of tiio
creditors of the Uuadella National Bank; also'
a dividend of 25 per cent, in favor of the creditors of tlie Scandinavian National Bank of
Chicago. Tbe Comptroller also has directed tbe
receiver of the 8th National Bauk of New York
to make a requisition of 31 porceut. upon tbe
shareholders to supply the deficiency required
for the full payment of the creditors. A small
requision is also to be made upon shareholders
of the Farmers’ and Citizcus National Bauk of
Brooklyn for the same purpose.
The Atlantic National Bauk was examined
ia February and October, 1872. The reports of
tbe examiners show that tbo capital of tbe
bank was seriously i mpaired. The Comptroller
directed that no further dividends be declared,
and accordingly no dividends were made during
the year 1872. Bad debts to tlie amount of $32,400 were charged off during the same year. Tlie
defalcation is' supposed to have occurred from
(he use. of special deposits and collaterals by
the cashier.

planes are captured, having escaped by
underground connections.
Gillein’s inactivity has had abad effect

ORDNANCE

Cor. of ItouMtou ami Gmu. Him.
Entrance on Greene Street, (P. O. Box 1811.)

Receipt* by Kuiiroati* and .Steamboat*.
Grand Trunk Railway—10 cars sundries, 1 do
for New York, l do horses. 4 do for Boston, 1 do clapboards, 1 do iron. 56 do lumber,1' do laths, 1 do bran,
3 do corn, 1 do oats, 10 do G. T. It., 2 do piles, 1 do
skins, 2 do hoops, 3 do for Halifax, 5 do fir St. John,
NB, 1 do bark, 1 do Hour.

up Banks.

Stockbriilgi.

_ta
HAL L.
IJSTo
NT
Monday and

Rapids
Railway

FIKAflicitX

Scale of Prim-Bfaned SeaU »J ceato
$1.00; General Aduiiniou 30 eeul«
Tho latter may be had at the following places:
Stock bridge’s music store, GUkcy’s apothecary stoie
ltanas
Falmouth House,
Abner Lowells jewelry
Preble
United States Hotel,
.ta?™ihri«t<.A’»s m„.i,.
and

stoie, 136 Exchange street, only.
ap29

White Frost.
& MinBurlington, tcdar
A white frost has destroyed the vines iu the
nesota
Line.
vicinity of Lyons. The disaster is similar to
that of 1817.
At 90 and accrued interest in currency.
Reported Withdrawal of the Carlint#.
London, April 28.—Reports are in circulation ! At 'wMeli price they yield over 9 per cent., and aro
strongly recommended as a
that the Carlists.intend to withdaw from Spain
and give up the struggle for the present.
Safe and Profitable Investment*

expedition will leave Fort R'ce with sixty days subsistence and forage. Subsequent arrangements will be made for farther supply of
the command either from a depot to be established on the Yellowstone or from Fort Bufford.
Over 200 six-mule teams will accompany tlie
expedition, and authority is given to hire such
a number of private teams as will be required
for the use of the sick of the command. Not
less than five ambulances will be taken. Tbe
ammunition allowance is fixed at 200 rounds
per man for cavalry and infantry, forty rounds
to be carried habitually in their cartridge boxes
and the remainder in bulk in wagons.
The
commanding officer will determine the amount
of artillery ammunition to be taken.
The expedition will remain in tbe field until
tbo loth of Oct. if its services arc required that
length of time, and may at the discretion of the
commanding officer be” kept, out till the first of
This expedition has
November, but no later.
been organized by Gen. Terry, commanding tbe
of
Darkota
under
instructions of
department
tbo Geueral of the army.

Saturday Night, May 3, 1873.

Stores.

UVilU.

Tho

—

Reserved seats to be hail at

XT. S.

1’nrnirure

Hospital Fair,

Maine Gen.

Obsolete and Unserviceable
Ordinance and Ordnance

radical organs express surprise at tho vote
the department of the Seine. The conservaUve papers say it is due to Thiers
leaning to the
left. The Republican
journals attribute, it to
mistakes in the Assembly. The Bien Public
looks upon Barodet’s
triumph as a serious event
but repudiates that it
party is discouraged.
The Monarchical press generally regard; the.
election as a terrible awakening for tlic conservatives. Tho Lo Temps pionounee it a warning to the government. Tho moderate Republicans who supported Count Do Remusat are
Remusat has exembarrassed by his defeat.
prossed a desire to resign the Ministry of Forhas induced
Thiers
President
but
eign Affairs,
him to remain in office.
President Thiers Discourage;!.
Paris, April 28.—Couut Do Remnsut’s electorlal committee this afternoon visited President Thiers, who appeared discouraged. It is
reported that when the President first received
the news of the Count’s defeat he retired to his
room and remained an hour alone.
There are
fears that the “Right” in the Assembly will
now insist on restricting an&othorwise ModifyThe Bouapartist jouring universal suffrage.
nals declare that the conservative republic is

staff from bis command.

THE

TO

—

SALE OF

in

Col. D. S. Stanley of the 22d mfautry is assigned to tlie command of tbe expedition. Excepting such staff officers as may hereafter be
assigned to him, ho will select tbo requisite

_AUCTION

OWEN’S BENEFIT

coast.

Paris, April 28, evening.—The total result of
the voting in Paris dhd other
parts of France
yesterday, to fill the vacancies in the assembly
was the election of three
radicals, four Republicans and .one legitimist. All the
journals except
the

pedition.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

and

aged

Court

Closing

sta-

tion house at the crossing of tho Louisville,
New Albany & Chicago & Lake Shore railroads
was burned on
Saturday night, and a man
70, named Klees, liis daughler and live
children, living in the station house, perished
in the flames.

appropriated

fiscal year.
Supreme

Huvnua Market.
Havana, April 28.—Sugar—market opened active
closed dull and irregular with a downward tendency. Holders have to reduce their prices in order
to effect sales. Stock in warehouses at Havana and
Matanzasis 357,000 boxes and 35.500 hbds; receipts
for the week G4,000 boxes aud Il f 0J hhds; exported
43,500 boxes and 5000 hbds; including 39,000 boxes
and 4100 hbds for the United States; No 1 d. s.
quoted at 8|@yirs; Molasses Sugar Ci@7irs;
Muscovado Sugar, fair to good refining, 7J ® 8 rs;
grocery grades 0 @ 9J rs.
Freights steady but a decline is expected; per box
Sugar' loading at Havana or ports on north coast of
Cuba to U. S. 1 00; 1 00 @ 1 25; per hhd of Sugar
loading at Havana for U. S. 5 00 @ 5 B0: per hhd Sugar from ports on north coast to U. S. G 50 @ 6 75 per
hhd; per hhd Sugar loading at Havana or ports on
north coast ol Cuba for U. S. 3 50 @ 3 75.
Molasses
loading at Havana tor U. S. 4 23 @ 4 50 per hhd; to
Falmouth aud orders, 52s 6d from ports on north

Seven Persons Burned to Death*

Cincinnatti, 0., April 28.—The railroad

132 MIDBEE ST.,
G. PALMER.
eod3w

apl9_
Portland Savings Bank,
I*. 91 Euhaage Street.

ThEPOSITS made In this Dank on or beforciiATJLF URDAY, May 3d, will commence interest on
thu first of that month.
FRANK SOVF8. Treasurer.
aprlMtd
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Portland. April
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Moans, two thouo*
,ioiiurs; messenger
•lctlr't'* Committee
w1"1
ji. aas, one thousand
r,:m;l live liimlral
auj
°t
to Committee
-tetn dollars; clerk to Cornand
three hundred
*tionSl two thousand fiveliunmlttee on .yyi.-wo dollars; messenger to Commit,lredand ninr.yatlon3 oni thousaatl three hundred
tee
dollars; clerk to the Committee of
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AN ACT making
exeuuiive, anil ju.ilefil■ J-u thirtieth, eighteen
f ,1 other piuiKwea.
incut fir the year
hundred and .event}-_
anl, //oueeqf Jtepreof America in ConBe it enacted
m\'.ative3oftht U»}"“ ^ f„Uosrins sums he and
uttemMed,
cre.w
°n,)1>nq,riated. out of any money

appr.;ji;,:itloM
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dollars;

twenty dollars:

receive

directly

Provided,

or

That hereafter he

i„J

objects

LEGISLATIVE.
SENATE.

comi»onsatiyn aud mileage of Senators, four
dollars.
hundred aud live thousand
For compensation ot officers, clerks, messengers
For

and others receiving an annual salary in the service
of the Senate, namely: Secretary of the Senate, four
thousand three hundred and twenty dollars; officer
charged with disbursements of the Senate, five hundred and beveuty-six dollars; chief clerk, three thousand dollars, and the additional sum of unj thousand
dollars whilo the said office is he held
t»y the piesenr incumbent, and no longer; principal clerk, three thousand six hundred doll.- rs. That on and after the fourtli
day ot Ma ch, eighteen hundred and seventy-three
the President of the United States shall receive in
lull ior his seevice.s
during the term for winch ho
laa;l l avr been
elected, the sum of fifty tliousau
uollars per annum, to bo
paid monthly; the VicePresident f tho United States shall rccei-.c in lull
for his services,
(.lining the term for which he shall
have been elected, the sum of ten thousand dollars
per annum, to be paid monthly; and the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States
shall receive the sum of ten thousand live hundred
<
liars per annum; and the justices of the Supreme
C irw the United States shall receive the sum of
I.:; thousand dollars per annum each, to be paid
xn.du.Uly; the Secretary of State, tho Secretary of
Uio Treasury, the Secretary of War, the Secretary of
the Navy, tlie Secretary of the Interior, the Attorney
C?*»?.?■-»1. and the Postmaster-General shall receive
ten tuoiisaud dollars per annum each for their services* to be paid monthly; aud each assistant secretary of the Treasury, Stale, and Interior Depart>

dollar^;

ments shall receive sru annual compensation, to lie
paid monthly, bix thousand dollars; aud the Speaker of the Iloilo of Representatives shall, after the
present Congress, receive in full, for all liis services,
compensation at the rate of ten thousand dollars per
iinuuin; and Scuators, Representatives, and deleSenators, Representagales in Congress, including
tives, and Delegates in the Forty-sec- >nd Congress,
holding such office at tho passage of this qcl, and
whose claim to a seat has not been adversely decided,
shall receive seven thousand live hundred dollars per
annum each, am this shall be in lieu of all pay and

allowance, except actual individual travelling expenses from their homes lo the seat of government
and return, by the most direct route of usual travel,
once fir each session, of the house to which such
Senator, member, or Delegate belongs, to be certified
to under his baud to the disbursing officer, aud tiled
as a voucher; Provided, That in settling the pay and
allowances of Senators, Members, and Delegates in
the Forty-second Congress, all mileage shall be de-

prosecuting or defending the same.
For newspapers and stationery lor Representatives
and Delegates, at one hundred and twenty-five dollars each per annum,thirty-six thousand six hundred
and tv/euty-five dollars; and for stationery for committees and oiiicers ot the House, five thousand dol-

ducted and no allowance made for expenses of travel.
Ali i there is hereby appropriated a sum sufficient to
lars.
make the annual salaries of such of the clerks in
For .twenty-eight pages, including three ridingthe office of the Clerk of the House of lie presen tapages, at the rate of three dollars per day while actives as receive two thousand five hundred dollars and
t
hree
thousand
inless
than
tually
employed, seventeen thousand seven hundred
and
dollars,
upwards
and sixty dollars.
cluding the petition clerk and the printing clerk,
For the usual additional compensation io the rethree thousand dollars each, and of such as receive
porters of the House for t he Congressional Globe for
two thousand dollars and upwards, and lc3s than
two thousand live hundred dollars, the sum of two
reporting the proceedings of the House for the session
of the Forty-third Congress beginning on llie first
thousand five hundred dollars each? and of such as
receive eighteen hundred dollars and upwards, and
Monday in December, eighteen hundred and peventvless than two thousand dollars, the sum of two thouthree, eight hundred dollars each, four thousand dollars.
sand dollars each; and of the Secretary of the SenPUBLIC PRINTING.
ate and the Clerk of tho House, five thousand dollars
each; and of the chief clerk and journal eleik of the
For compensation of the Congressional Printer,
House, while such positions are held by the present and the clerks and messenger in his olncc, thirteen
incumbents, and no longer, three thousand six hunthousand nine hundred and fourteen dollars.
dred dollars each; and of the Doorkeeper of the
For contingent expense* of his office, namely: For
House and the assistant-doorkeeper of the Senaio,
stationery,
postage, advertising, travelling expenses
while the position is held by tho present incumbents,
horses and wagons, and miscellaneous items, two
and no longer, three thousand dollars each; and of
thousand five hundred dollars.
the Postanauier to the Senate, two thousand live hunLIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
dred and ninety-two dollars: assistant postmaster,
For compensation of the Librarian, four thousand
two thousand dollars; and of two mail-carriers, ono
dollars: and lor fourteen assistant librarians, three
thousand seven huudred dollars; and of the superintendent and first assistant of the Senate-document- i at two thousand five hundred dollars each; two at
one thousand eight hundred dollars each; one at one
room, twr< thousand live hundred dollars each; and
thousand six hundred dollars; two at one thousand
second assistant in ’said document room, eighteen
four hundred and forty dollars each; three at ono
hundred dollars; and of the additional compensation
thousand two hundred dollars each; two at one thouto the reporters of the House and Senate for tie
uumueu uunara
imeeu
sand dollars each; and one at nine hundred and sixuiooe,
congressional
each;
aud ot auditional pay to tlie chief engineer of the
ty dollars per annum; in all, twenty-six thousand
and
hundred
three
sixty
as
one hundred and forty dollars.
dollars,
to
(so
House,
For purchase of books for the library, e«gnt thouequalize his pay with that of the chief engineer ot
sand dollars; for purchase of law-books for the libra
the Senate.) And it is hereby provided that tlie increase of compensation to the officers, clerks, and
ry, two thousand dollars; for purchase of files of peof the Senate aud House of
riodicals and newspapers, one thousand five hundred
others In the
this act, shall begin
dollars; for expenses of exchanging public documents
Ucpresoutatives, provided for
for the publications of foreign governments, ono
with tlie present Congress; and tlie pay of all the
thousaud live hundred dollars; in all, thirteen thoupresent employees of tlie Senate aud House of ltepin
the
the
employees
resentatives, including
library sand dollars.
For the purchase of new books of reference for the
of Congress these under the Commissioner of Public
and
now
Buildings
Grounds,
employed in judges ot the Supreme Court, two thousand dollars.
For contingent expenses of said library, two thouthe Capitol building, and also the House reporters,
sand dollars.
whose pay lias not been specifically increased by this
For expenses cf copyright business,; five hundred
act, holding their places by appointment under the
or
the
dollars.
officers
of
the
respective
thereof, by
authority
For Botanic garden, grading, draining, procuring
committee of contingent expenses of the Senate, or
the Committee of Accounts of the House, bo Inmanure, tools, fuel, nnd repairs, and purchasing trees
and shrubs, uuder the direction of the Library Comcreased fifteen per cent, of their present compensation .n the amount actually received and payable to
mittee of <:engross, live thousand dollars.
For pay of superintendent and assistants in Botanthem respectively from the beginning of the present
or
from
the
date
of
their
ic garden and green-houses, and two additional laborappointment
Congress,
duriug the present Congress, and who shall bo actu- ers, unacr the direction of the Library Committee cf
ally employed at the passage of this act, and the Congress, twelve thousand one hundred and fortyamounts of money necessary to carry the foregoing j six dollars.
provisions iuroetlect are hereby appropriated out of
PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS,
any moneys in the treasury not otherwise appropriFor pay of clerk in the office of public buildings
ated; principal executive clerk, minute aud journal and
grounds, one thousand four hundred dollars.
clerk, and financial clerk, in the office of the-SecreFor messenger in the same office, eight hundred
tary of tlie Senate, at three thousand dollars each; ! and
forty dollars.
librarian ami seven clerks iu the office of the SecreFor the public gardener, one t housand four hundred
tary of the Senate, at two thousand five hundred doland
;
forty dollars.
lars each; koejier of the stationery, two thousand
For a
one thousand eight hunof the staassistant
lour hundred

j

one

dollars;
keeper
thousand eight hundred dollars;

iaudscape-gardeucr,

dred dollars.

one

For the laborer in charge of the water-closets in the
Capitol, seven hundred and twenty dollars.
For a foreman and laborers employed in the public
and
twenty-dollars; Sergeant-at-Arms
Doorkeeper,
grounds, nineteen thousand two hundred and ninetyfour thousand three hundred aud twenty dollars:
six dollars.
he
shall
That
hereafter
or
receive,
directly
Prodded,
For furnace-keeper, in charge of heating-apparatus
indirectly, no fees or other compensation or emolu- under
the old hall of tho House of Representatives,
ments whatever, for performing tlie duties of the
hundred and sixty-four dollars.
eight,
offioe, or in connection therewith otherwise than as
For furnace-keeper at the President’s House, seven
aforesaid; assistant doorkeeper, two thousand five
hundred and twenty dollars.
hundred and ninety-two dollars; acting assistant
For two poli. cmcn at the President’s house, two
doorkeeper, two thousand five hundred and ninetythousand six hundred and forty dollars.
i
two dollars; Postmaster to the Senate, two thousand
For one night-watchman at the President’s house,
one hundred dollars; assistant postmaster and mailnine hundred dollars, and one usher, one thousand
carrier, one thousand seven hundred and twentytwo hundred dollars.
eight dollars; two mail carriers, at ono thousand
For two doorkeepers at the President’s house, ono
two hundred dollars each; superintendent of the
document room, two thousand one hundred and six- I thousand two hundred dollars each.
For two draw-keepers at the bridge across the
ty dollars: two assistants in document-room, at one
Eastern Branch of the Potomac, and for fuel, oil,
thousand four hundred amKorty dollars each; superand
lamps, one thousand six hundred dollars.
of
the
two
thousand
one
intendent
folding-room,
For watchman in Franklin square, seven hundred
hundred and sixty dollars; three messengers, acting
and twenty dollars.
as asa stant doorkeepers, .it one thousand eight hunFor the person in charge of the heating apparatus
dred dollars each; nineteen messengers, to heapof Co gross and other
steam-healing
pointed and removed by the Sergeant-at-Anns, with cf the Library
apparatus in the central building, eight hundred and
the approval of the Committee to Audit and Control
sixty-four dollars
the Contingent Expenses of the Senate, at one thouFor five watchman in reservation number
sand four hundred aud torty dollars each; onemestwo,
three thousand six hundred dollar
*
sengcr, as authorized by the Senate resolution of
For watchman at Lincoln square, five hundred and
June tenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, at
one thousand four hundred and lor y dollars; secre- : forty dollars.
For watchman at Lafayette square, seven hundred
tary' to the President of the Senate, two thousand
|
and twenty dollars.
one hundred and two dollars aud forty cents; clerk
For watebmau for circle at intersection of Pennto the Committne on Finance, two
thousand
svlvana avenue and. Twenty-fourth street, live huntwo
hundred and twenty dollars;
clerk to
dred and forty dollars.
the Committee on Claims, two thousand two hunFor one bridge keeper at Chain bridge, seven hundred and twenty dollars; clerk of printing records,
dred and twenty dollars.
two thousand two hundred and twenty dollars; clerk
For watchman for circle at intersection of Massato Committee on Appropriations, two thousand two
chusetts and Vermont avenues, five hundred and forhundred aud twenty dollars; one laborer in elm rgc
ty dollars.
of private passage, eight liunored and sixty-four
For contingent and incidental expenses, two thoudollars; one laborer in stationery room, eight hundred
sand dollars.
and sixty-four dollars; ane special policeman, one
EXECUTIVE.
thousand two hundred and ninety-six dollars; Chaolain to the Senate, nine hundred dollars; chief engiFor compensation of the* President of the United
neer, two thousand one hundred aud sixty dollars;
twenty-live thousand dollars.
States,
throe assistant engineers, at one thousand eight liuuFor compensation of tho Vice-President of tho I
dred dollars each; two firemen, at one thousand aud
United Slates, eight thousand dollars.
For compensation of secretary to sign patents for
ninety-five dollars each; three laborers, at sc.cn
hundred aud thirty dollars each.
public lands, one thousand live hundred dollars.
For compensation to private secretary, three thouFor temporary clerks in the office of the Secretary
of the Senate, ten thousaud dollar*.
sand five hundred dollars: assistant secretary, two
For contingent expenses of the Senate, namely:
thousand five hundred dollars: two executive clerks
For stationery and newspapers for seventy- ourSenat two thousand three hundred dollars each, steward
at two thousand dollars, and messenger at one thouators, at tne rate of one hundred and twenty-tiv#
dollars each per annum, nine thousand two hundred
sand two hundred dollars, of the President of the
aud fifty dollars.
United States; in all, thir teen thousand eight hunFor stationery for committees and officers, five
dred dollars.
4-U_.1^11
For contingent expenses of the Executive Office,
For clerks to committees, thirty thousand dollars.
including stationery therefor, six thousand dollars.
For fourteen pages for the Senate chamber, two
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
riding pages, one page for the Vice-President’s room,
For compensation oi tnc .secretary oi &tatc, cigut
and one page for the office of the Secretary of the
two assistant secretaries of State,
thousand
dollars;
in
of
all, at the rate
Senate, making ightoen pages
at three thousand five hundred dollars each; for
three dollars per day while actually employed, said
thousand
live hundred dollars; ten
two
chief
clerk,
page: to bo appointed aud removed by tbe Sergeantclerks of class four, additional compensation to one
al-Arms, with the approval of the Committee to
as disbursing clerk, nine clerks oi
four
of
class
clerk
tbe
Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses of
class three, three clerks of class two, eight clerks of
Senate, eleven thousand dollars.
class one, one messenger, one assistant messenger,
For horses and carryalls, nine thousand dollars.
nine laborers, and four watchmen; in all, seventyFor fuel an l oil for the heating apparatus, nine
four thousand eight hundred and twenty dollars.
of
furthousand dollars; for furniture and repairs
For publishing the laws of the third session of the
niture, ten thousand dollars; far labor, fifteen thouForty-second Congress in pamphlet form, aud in
sand dollars; for folding documents and materials
newspapers, fifty t housand dollars.
therefor, eight thousand dollars; for packing-boxes,
For proof-reading aud packing the laws and docuseven hundred and forty dollars; for miscellaneous
ments for the various legations and consulates initems, exclusive of labor, including one hundred dolboxes and transportation of the same, three
of
cluding
lars for contingent expenses
Capitol police, forty
thousand dollars; for stationery, furniture, fixtures
thousand dollars.
five thousand dollars; for books and
and
additional
usual
repairs,
the
to
the reFor
compensation
maps, two thousand five hundred dollars; for extra
porters of the Senate for tho Congressional Globe,
and
clerk-hire
of
tbe
the
copying, four thousand dollars; for
Senate
far
tho
for reporting
proceedings
contingent expenses, namely, rent, fuel, lights, resession of the Forty-third Congress, beginning on
and
miscellaneous
in
expenses, Lhirty-two thouhundred
and
December, eighteen
pairs,
the first Monday
seventy-throe, eight hundred dollars each, four thou- sand dollars; iu all, forty-seven thousand dollars.
sand dollars.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
CAPITOL POLICE.
Secretary’s Office.—For compensation of the
For one captain, two thousand and eighty-eight
Secretary of the Treasury, eight thousand dollars;
dollars; three lieutenants, at one thonsanu eight two assistant secretaries of the Treasury, at three
hundred dollars each; twenty-seven privates at one
thousand five hundred dollars each; chief clerk, two
and
dollars
thousand live hundred
eighty’-four
each, thousand two hundred dollars, and three hundred
forty-two thousand seven hundred and sixty-eight i dollars additional tor acting as superintendent of the
dollars; and eight watxhmen,at one thousand dol- j buildiny; forty-nine clerks of class four, addit ional
That the appointlars each, eight thousand dollars.
compensation of two hundred dollars to one clerk of
ment of tbe Capitol police shall hereafter be made by |
class four as disbursing clerk, thirty clerks of class
the Sergeant-at-Arms of the two houses, and the Ji
three, twenty-six clerks of class two, twenty-seven
arehitoct of the Capitol extension; and the captain
of class one, thirty-two fema.e clerks at nino
clerks
of the Capitol police force may suspend any member
hundred dollars each; eleven messengers, one asof said faice, subject to the action of tlic officers
sistant messenger, and ten laborers; one clerk of
above referred to; making, in all. fifty-eight thouclass four, and one clerk of class one, to assist the
sand two hundred aud fifty-six dollars, one-half to
chief clerk in superintending the budding; one capbe paid into-tbc contingent fund of the House of
tan of the watch, one thousand four hundred dol-,
and
the
other
half
to
bo
paid into
Representatives,
Iars; one engineer, one thousand six hundred dollars;
the contingent fund of the Senate.
messenger, at

one thousand
ono page,

ty-six dollars;

two hundred and nineat seven hundred and

1

one

machinist and

gas-fitter, one

thousand

two

hun-

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
dred dollars; cue storekeeper, one thousand four
hundred dollars: six Ip watchmen, at seven hundred
For compensation and mileage of members of the
and tw- nty dollars each, and additional to two of
and
from
TerriDelegates
House of Representatives
said watchmen, acting as lieutenants of watchmen,
tories. one million six hundred and iifly thousand
two hundred and eighty dollars each; thirty laborers
from
after
the
available
and
dollars, the same to he
at seven hundred and twenty dollars cacli; one asfirst-dav of March, eighteen hundred and seventysistant
engineer, at one thousand dollars: uiLe fireand
Delegates
three. Ami hereafter Representatives
men, at seven hundred and twenty dollars each;
elect to Congress whose credentials in duo form of
at one hundred and eighty dolcharwomen,
ninety
of
the
House
law have been duly filed with the Clerk
lars each; in all, three hundred and sixty-six thouof Representatives in accordance with the provisions
hundred
dollars; and for additional clerks
three
sand
of the act oi Congress approved March third, eightaud additional compensation to clerks in liis office,
een hundred andHxty-three, may receive their comfive hundred dollars.
thousand
twenty-two
pensation monthly, from thg ha^gMing of their term
Supervising Architect.—In the constructing
until tho beginning of the first”session oT"each Conof
the
Treasury:
For'Suucrvismg Architect,
brunch
gress, upon a certificate in tho form now in use to bo
assistant supervising archiby the Clerk of tho House, which certificate lour thousand dollars;
BfiPJpdhave
hundred
live
thousand
two
dollars; chief clerk,
shall
the like force and effect as is given to tho
tect,
certificate of the Speaker under
two thousand dollars; photographer, two thousand
existing laws: Protwo
assistant
hundred
photographers,
five
dollars;
viacd, That in case the Clerk of the House of Representatives shall be notified that the election of
one at one thousand six hundred dollars, and one at
any
hundred
two
such holder of a certificate of election will bo condollars; two clerks of
one thousand
sllali uot be placed upon the roil of 1 class four, four clerks of class three, three clerks of
one
and
class one,
1,im tu 1,0 paid, until
messenger; in all, twenty-eight
vi° as t0 tntitle
111 as a member, or until I thousand two hundred and forty dollars.
ouch eonuat snail k
be T",n
First Comptroller of the Treasury.—For
determined
For compensation of the officers clerks mnssen- • First Comptroller of the Treasury, five thousand doland
others
gere,
receiving an annual salary in the •i lars; chief clerk, two thousand dollars; ten clerks
service of the House ot
of class four, twelve clerks of class three, twelve
m-’vOleik of the dousoof Boprcsentmivo,,
i clerks of class two, six clerks of class one; sixcopythree hundred and twenty dollars ; and that tw
i iats, at nino hundred dollars each; one messenger,
allowed to the officer disbursing the
fmhl I one assistant messenger, and three laborers; in all,
!
and other expenses of the House of
seventy-seven thousand three hundred arid twenty
of
five
sum
hundred
an annual
and seventy-six dnl
| dollars.
lara; Chief clerk and journal clerk, three thousand
Sec- >nd Comptroller of the Treasury.—For
dollars each; six assistant clerks, at two thousand
Second Comptroller of the Treasury, five thousand
five hundred and ninety-twoTlollars each; one assistdollars; chief clerk, two thousand dollars, twelve
act clerk, at two thousand five hundred anl twenty
clerks of class four, twenty clerks of class three,
dollars; ten assistant clerks, including librarian and
twonty-eight clerks of class two, twenty-one clerks of
assistant librarian, at two thousand one hundred and
class one; twelve copyists, at pine hundred dollars
sixty dollars each; four assistant ciorks, at one thoueach; one messenger, one assistant messenger, and
sand eight hundred dollars each; one chief messentwo laborers; in all, one hundred and
thirty-eight
in the o ffice of the Clerk of the House, at five dolthousand eight hundred dollars.
ors aud seventy-six cents per
Commissioner of Customs.—For Commissioner
day; three messs nof Customs, three thousand
gers, at one thousand four hundred and forty dollars
doiars; chief clerk two
thousand dollars; three clerks of class four seven
messenger in the House library, one thouof class thrco.ten clerks of .class
llt*ndreu
clerks
and
forty dollars; one engineer,
US ,v0ur
two, nine
el8bt hundred dollars; three assistant c erks of class one.jono messenger and one laborer; in
all. forty-six thousand four hundred dollars.
““i
First Auditor.—For the First Auditor ef the
lighting of trio bull
“PifrotUB for tho
Ireasury, three Ihousand dollars; threo clerics of
and old ball of
rotunda, clrss
t,he,'1<}mo>
,JC
of
tho
tour, ten clerks of class three, ten clerics of
Placed in
Charge
l"}la11
class two. thirteen clerks of class one. one messenger,
person ot persona imderM^ka^rc operated by t,le
otic
to
assistant
messenger, and one laborer; in all,
by him. subject the contribSriu VmJ?,? At!alSnated
°f tho
lif y-eight thousand two hundred and eighty dollars.
Architect of the CapitolSa the
Skoo.ni>
For Second Auditor, three
of
Auditor.-and
Public Buildings
Grounds, and
thousand dollars; chief clerk, two thousand dollars;
alii assistant
of
electrician
electrietaii
six clerks of class four, nnd for additional to the diss:x
firemen, at one thou- bursing
hereby abolished;
two hundred dollars ;■ fifty-four clerks
sand and ninety-uvo dollars each per annnro; for of clats clerk,
three, one hundred and nino clerks of class

HcpresJnuuivoan-

four’tKand

contingent
RepresStaSSS

f;er
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dfetiiTr11.
?°ur
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1

wastage, new machinery, and
thousand dollars.
For specimens of
tbe cabinet of the

thousand dollars.
For salaries and expenses of collectors, officers and
agents, surveyors of distilleries, gaugers, and storekeepers. together with the expense of carrying into
effect the various provisions of the several acts providing internal revenue, excepting items not otherwise estimated for, four million six hundred thousand dollars; and hereafter the total net compensa-

tion of collectors of internal revenue shall in no
case exceed four thousand five hundred dollars per
annum.

i? or ueiccung ana orragins ro trial ana punishment
persons guilty of violating the internal-revenue laws,
or conniving at the same, including payments for information aud detection of such
one hundred thous rad dollars.
Light-House Board.-—For chief clerk of the
Light-House Board, two thousand dollars; two clerks
of class four, two clerks of class three, ono clerk of
class two, one clerk of class one, one female copyist,
one messenger aud one laborer: in all, thirteen thousand eight hundred and sixry dollars.
Bureau of Statistics.—For one officer in charge
of the Bureau of Statistics, two thousand five hundred dollars; chief clerk, two thousand dollars;
twelve clerks of class four, eight clerks of class three,
ten clerks of class two, five clerks of class ono, five
copyists at nine hundred dollars each, one messenger,
one laborer, and one charwoman at four hundred and
eighty dollars; in ail, sixty-five thousand four hunnred and forty dollars.
For temporary clerks for the Treasury Department

violations,

tempo-

rary clerk shall receive a greater compcnsat ion than
at the rate of oac thousand two hundred dollars per
annum for the time employed.
For stationery for the Treasury* Department and
its several bureaus, fifty thousand dollars.
For postage, books, newspapers, arranging and
binding cancelled marine papers, sealing ships’ registers, care ot horses for mail and office-wagon, repairs of wagons and harness, washing towels, invesligation of accounts and records, brooms, brushes,
crash, cotton cloth, cane, chamois-skins, dusters,

fiour, keys, lye, matches, nails, oil, powders, repair-

ing liand-stamps, sponge, soap, tacks, wall-paper,
and the other miscellaneous items required for the
current and ordinary business of .the Department,
sixty-five thousand {dollars.
For furniture, such as carpets, desks, tables, chairs
shelving for file-rooms, boxes and repairs of furniture, cases, oil-cloth, matting, rugs, chair-covers and
cushions, repairs and laying of carpets, and other
miscellaneous articles cf the like character, forty
thousand dollars.
For coal, wood, lighting the Treasury building,
baskets, books, spittoous, drop-lights and tubing,
water coolers, tumblers, hatchets,
files, blank
ice-picks, mail-sacks, match-safes arid matches,

keys,

pitchers, towels, traps, thermometers, buckets, dippers, saws, ami other miscellaneous items, fifty thoudollars.

Independent treasury.

Office of the assistant treasurer at New York: For
assistant treasurer, eight thousand dollars; for deptreasurer, three thousand six hundred
uty assistant
dollars; cashier and chief clerk, lour thousand*two
hundred dollars; chief of coin division, four thousand dollars: chief of note-paying division, three
thousand dollars; chief of note-receiving division,
three thousand dollars; chief ol check division,
three thousand dollars; chief of registered-interest
division, two thousand eight hundred dollars; cliief
of coupon-interest division, two thousand live hundred dollars; chief of fracticffial-currency division,
two thousand fivo hundred dollars; cliief of bond
division, two thousand four hundred dollars; cliief
of cancelled-clicck and record division, two thousand
dollars; two clerks, at two thousand four hundred
dollars each; six clerks at two thousand two hundred dollars each; ten clerks, at two thousand dollars each; nino clerks at one thousand
eight hundred
dollars each; four clerks at, one thousand seven hundred dollars each; tour clerks at one thousand six
hundred dollars each; ten clerks, at one thousand
four hundred dollars each; three clerks, at one thousand two hundred dollars each; five messengers, at
one thousand thteo hun Jred dollars each; one messenger, one thousand two hundred dollars; keeper
Of building, one thousand eight hundred dollars;
chief detective, one thousand eteht hundred dollars;
assistant detective, one thousand four hundred dollars; four halMnen at ono thousand dollars each;
six watchmen, at seven hundred and thirty dollars

each;

one engineer, one thousand dollars; one reporter, nine hundred dollars; in all, one hundred
and forty-eight thousand nine hundred ami eighty
dollars.
Office of the assistant treasurer at Boston: For
assistant treasurer, live thousand dollars; for chief
clerk, two thousand seven hundred dollars; pavingteller, two thousand live hundred dollars; chief Interest clerk, two thousand live hundred dollars; receiving teller, one thousand eight hundred dollars;
first book-keeper, one thousand seven hundred dol-

lars; second

accounts, one
book-keeper, “depositors” and

thousaud five hundred
tional currency clerk,

dollars; specie clerk,

dollars; stamp

new fracone thousand eight hundred
one thousand five hundred dol-

lars: two coupon clerks, at one thousand four hundred dollars each; fractional currency redemption
clerk, one thousand two hundred dollars; receipt
clerk, one thousaud two hundred dollars; assistant
nooK-Kcoper, eigne nonurea aoiars; money clerk,
one thousand dollars;
assistant currency redemption clerk, ono thousand one hundred dollars; assistant currency redemption clerk, one thousand dollars:
messenger and chief watchman, one thousand ami
sixty dollars; two watchmen at eight hundred and
fifty dollars each; assistant specie clerk, one thousand four hundred dollars; in all, thirty-five thousand one hundred and ten dollars.
Utfice of assistant treasurer at San Francisco: For
assistant treasurer, m addition to his salary as treasurer of the branch mint, one thousand five hundred
dollars: for cashier, three thousand
dollars; for
book-keeper, two thousand five hundred dollars; for
assistant cashier, two thousand dollars; for assistant
book-keeper, two thousand dollars; tor stamp-clerk,
two thousand four hundred dollars; for one clerk ono
thousand eight, hundred dollars; for three night
watchmen, four thousand five hundred dollars; for
one .slay watchman, nine hundred and sixty dollars;
in all, twenty thousand six huudred and
dol-

'sixty

lars.
Office of assistant treasurer at Philadelphia: For
assistant treasurer, in addition to ins salary as treasurer of the mint, one thousand fivo hundred dollars;
for cashier and chief clerk, two thousand seven hundred dollars; chief book-keeper, two thousand five
huudred do lars; cnief interest clerk, one thousand
nice hundred dollar's; assistant booh-keeper, ono
thousand eight hundred dollars; coin teller, one
thousand seven hundred dol ars; registered interest
clerk, ono th us.ind seven huudred dollars; assistant coupon clerk, one thousand six hundred dollars;
fractional currency clerk, one thousand six hundred
dollars; assistanc registered-loan clerk, ono thousand
fivo hundred dollars; assistant registered-loan clerk,
one thousand four hundred dollars; assistant coin
teller, ono thousand four hundred dollars; assistant
fractional currency clerk, one thousand four hundred
dollars; receiving teller, ono thousand three hundred
dollars; assistant receiving teller, ono thousand two
hundred dollars; superintendent of building, one
thousand one hundred dollars; seven female counters, at nine hundred dollars each, six thousand
three hundred dollars; four watchmen, at nine hundred and thirty dollars each, three thousand seven
hundred and twenty dollars; in all, thirty-six thousand three hundred and twenty dollars.
Office of assistant treasurer at Saint Louis; For
assistant treasurer, five thousand dollars; chief clerk
and teller, two thousand five hundred dollars; assistant teller, one thousand eight hundred dollars; bookkeeper, cue thousand five hundred dollars; assistant
book-keeper, one thousand two hundred dollars*
messenger, one thousand dollars; four watchmen at
seven huudred dollars each, two thousand
eight hundred dollars; iu all, fifteen thousand eight hundred
dollars.
Office of assistant treasurer at New
Orleans For
assistant, treasurer, four thousand fivo hundred dollars, for chief cletk and cashier, two thousand five
hundred dollais, one cle k, two thousand dollarstwo clerks, three thousand dollars:
hundred dollars; two watchmen, one hou
hundred audforty dollars;
amounting, in all,
teen thousand three hundred and fortv dollars
Office of assistant treasurer at
South
Carolina, I-or assistant
treasurer, tour thousand dollars; one clerk, one thousand
hundred
dollarsone clerk, one thousand six
dollars; one assistant messenger, seven hundred
and twenty dollars
0RS
,0«r hundred atni
’
Rm0tUousand «ve hundred and

ononorterS
^i toSr
““four-

ChlrloS

eigiit
hundred

■

sixty

dollars’

tJl,0USI,nd

at Baltimore:
atSSS0.** assistant treasurer
U^asand
for

Foras-

dollars;
cashier,
two thousand flvo vVe
hundred dollars; for three clerks
dollars; for three clerks,
d.four
h,lmdr(id
thousand two hundrotl
for two clerks,
two thousand four hundred dollars;
dollars; for ono raessenger, eight hundred and forty dollars; for fivo vaultwatelimen,three thousand six hundred dollars; in
all,twenty-three thousand nine hundred audforty
dollars.
Office of depositary at Chicago: For cashier, two
thousand fivo hundred dollars; for ono clerk, one
thousand eight hundred dollars; lor two clerks,
three thousand dollars: lor ono clerk, ono thousand
two hundred dollars: for ono mossengor, eight hundred audforty dollars; for one watchman, seven hundred and twenty dollars; in all, ten thousand and

?^et;L
Jour

Office of depositary at Cincinnati: For cashier, two
thousand dollars; tor cno clerk, one thousand Uvo
four
hundred dollars; for two clerks, two thousand
nothundred dollars; for two clerks, two thousand
lor two
lars; for one messenger, six hundred dollars; uouars
and
twenty
at
hundred
seven
watchmen, one
and one at two hundrotl and forty dollars; man,
eleven thousand two hundred and sixty dollars.
Office of depositary at Louisville: For cashier, two
thousand dollars, for one clerk, one thousand live

repairs, thirty-five

and coins, to bo
mint, six hundred

ores

preserved in
dollars; for
bullion and coin, five thousand dollars.
Branch Mint at San Francisco, California.—
For salaries ot superintendent, treasurer,
assayer.
melter and Tefiner, coiner, and six clerks, thirty
thousaud live bundled dollars.
For wages of workmen and adjusters, two hundred thousand dollars.
For incidental and contingent expenses, repairs,
and wastage, fifty-nine thousand five hundred and
forty-five dollars.
Branch Mint at Carson City, Nevada.—For
salaries ol superintendent,assayer, melter and refiner,
and coiner, and four clerks, seventeen thousaud nine
hundred dollars.
For wages or workmen and
adjusters, sixty-seven
thousand dollars.
For chemicals, charcoal, wood, and incidental expenses, fifty-three thousaud two hundred dollars.
Assay Office, New York.—For salary of superintendent, four thousand fivo hundred dollars; for
for salary ot assayer, three thousand dollars;
salary of melter and refiner, three thousand dollars
for compensation of clerks, at tbe discretion of the
Secretary of the Treasury, ten thousand two hun-

freight

thirty-four*'

sand

depositaries, including

coiner and engraver, assistant assayer, and seven
clerks, thirty-seven thousand nine hundred dollars.
For wages of workmen and adjustors, one hundred
and twenty-five thousand dollars.
For incidental and contingent expenses, including

ury.

no

sub-treasuries and

acting as depositaries under the
act of the sixth of August, eighteen hundred and
forty-six, six thousand dollars.
For contingent expenses under tho act of the sixth
of August, eighteen hundred and forty-six, for the
collection, safe-keeping, transfer, and disbursement
of the public revenue, one hundred thousand dollars: Provided, That no part of tte said sum shall
be expended for clerical services.
For additional clerks under tho act for the. better
organization of tho Treasury, at such rates as the
Secretary of the Treasury may deem just and reasonable, ten thousand dollars.
UNITED STATES MINT, BRANCHES, AND ASSAY OFFICES.
Mint at Philadelphia.—For salaries of the
director, treasurer, assayer, mciter and refiner, chief

Register of the Treasury.—For compensation
of the Register oi the Treasury, lour thousand dollars; assistant register, two thousand dollars; chief
clerk, two thousand dollars; eight clerks of class
four, twelve clerks of class three, fifteen clerks of
class two, ten elerks of class one; eight copyists, at
nine hundred dollars each; one messenger, two assistant messengers end two laborers; in all, cighty-live
thousand five hundred and twenty dollars.
Comptroller of the Currency.—For Comptroller of the Currency, five thousand dollars; deputy
comptroller, two thousand five hundred dollars;
twelve clerks of class four, fourteen clerks of class
one, thirty-three female clorks, four messengers, four
laborers, and two night watchmen; in all, one hundred and twenty thousand and eighty dollars.
For expanses of special examinations of national
banks, and bank-note plates, and ono clerk of class
four, four thousand eignt hundred dollars.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.—For
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, six thousand
dollars; deputy commissioners, three thousand five
huudred dollars; two deputy commissioners, at threo
thousand dollars each; seven heads of divisions, at
two thousand five hundred dollars each;
elerks of class four, forty-eight clerks of class three,
tif y-two clerks of class two, twenty clerks of class
one: seventy-five copyist a, at nine hundred dollar^
eaeh; *even messengers, three assistant messengers,
and fifteen laborers; in all, three hundred and lifty; four thousand one hundred and forty dollars.
For dies, paper, and for stamps, four hundred

>

tionery,

several

five hundred dollars are hereby appropriated to be
expended in the office of the Treasury of the Unilod
States at the discretion of the Secretary of the Treas-

forty thousand: Provided, That hereafter

one

national banks

of class three, eleven clerks of class -two, nine
clerks of class one; sixty female clerks, at nine hundred dollars each; fifteen messengers; five male laborers, at seven hundred and twenty dollars, and
seven female laborers at two hundred and forty dollars each,in all.one hundred and eighty-nine thousand
four hundred dollars: Provided, That eight thousand

by

clerk,

Office of depositary at Tucson, Arizona: For depositary, in addition to Ills pay as postmaster, one
thousand live hundred dollais.
For compensation to designated depositaries, for receiving, keeping, and disbursing public monev, five
thousand dollars.
For checks and check-books for
disbursing officers
and others, and certificates of deposits for me treasurer, assistant treasurer, and designated depositaries, thirteen thousand dollars.
For compensation to special agents, to examine
the books, accounts, and money on hand at the

two

sand two hundred dollars each; two principal
book-keepers, two thousand two hundred doleach; two tellers, at two thousand two
hundred dollars each; ono chief clerk, two thousand dollars; two assistant tellers, two thousand
dollars each; fifteen clerks of class four, fifteen clerks

i

one

lars.

lars

eighty

dollars.
For folding documents, including pay of folders iu
the folding-rooms and materials, one hundred thousand dolla.s.
For fuel, eight thousand dollars.
For horses and carriages for transportations of
mails, and saddle-horses for use of messengers, ton
thousand dollars.
For furniture, and repairs of the same, sixteen
thousand dollars; and hereafter accounts for the public property in the Capitol building, President*house, and Botanical garden shall, lie kept, and reports thereof made annually to Congress, only by the
respective officers having the custody of such* property ;m-l responsible far the same.
For packing-boxes, three thousand ana twenty
dollars.
For miscellaneous items, including one hundred
dollars for contingent expenses of Capitol police, fifty thousand dollars: Provided, That after the expiration of the Forty-second Congress no payment
shall be made by the House of Representatives, out
of its contingent fund or otherwise, to either party to
a contest ;«1-election ca?e for expenses incurred in

Auditor throo

cli'rks
cla^one;

the Serzeant-atkundred
the Sorgeant-ai-Aima, one thousandpaying
eight
messenger to the Scrgeant-atAtius, one thousand tour huudred aud forty dollars;
two
thousand five hundred and liinctylioorkeopor,
t'VO dollars; first assistant
doorkeeper, two thousand
nve hundred .and
ninety-two dollars; Post mas: or,
two thousand live hundred an 1 ninety-two dollars;
first assistant postmaster, two thousand and eightyeight dollars; four messengers,at one thousand seven
hundred and 1 wentv-eiglit dollars each; ten mailand
carriors, three at cue thousand seven hundred
at one thousand
twenty-eight dollars each, and seven
and eighty dollars each; Chaplain of the Rouse, nine
hundred dollais; two stenographers, tour thousand
three huudred and eighty dollars each ; superintendent of the folding-room, two tnousand one hundred
an-l sixty dollars; superintendent and assist an', superintendent of the document-room, at two tliousand
document fileone huudred Mid sixty dollars each;
eleven
c erk one thousand eiglfi hundred dollars;
messengers, five at one thousand eight huudred dolfour
hundred
and
thousand
forty
lars, and six at one
dollars each; twelve messengers during the session,
at. the rate of ono thousand lour hundred aud forty
dollars each per annum, ton thousand aud eighty
dollars; fifteen laborers, seven hundred and twenty
dollars each; seven laborers during the session, at
the rate of seven hundred and twenty dollars per
annum; aud one laborer at eight hundred and twenty dollars.
For contingent expenses of the House of Representatives, namely:
Fo, cartage, two thousand dollars.
For clerks to comiuitttios of the House of Representatives. twenty-six thousand nine hundred and

exprewed,

employ

tlionsiud'doliar^chicf

eh"

^

thousand dollars;
cleric,
clorks of class
of class four, clgkccu
live
class
of
two, eleven clerks of
thr™. rwclrc clerks
seven female clerks, at nine hundred dolone assistant messenger,
lars each' oua messenger,
three laborers; in all, elghty-two thousand eight
dollars.
hundred and twenty
Fifth Auditor.—For the lifln Auditor, three
thousand dollars; chief clerk, two thousand dollars;
four clerks of class four, eight clerks of class three,
eight cclrks of class two, twelve clerks of class one;
seven copyists, at nine hundred dollars each; one
messenger, one assistant messenger, and two laborers; in all, fifty-nine thousand nine hundred dollars.
Auditor oi* tiie Treasury for tiie PostOstice Department.—For compensation of the
Auditor cf the Treasury of the Post Office Department, three thousand dollars; chief clerk, two thousand dollars; nine clerks of class four; additional to
one clerk of class four as disbursing clerk, two hundred dollars; forty-nine clerks of class three, sixtynine clerks of class two thirty-seven clerks of class
one, one messenger, one nssisthnd messenger, and
fifteen laborers; also eight additional clerks of class
three, and fifteen assorters of money orders at nine
hundred dollars each, and three additional laborers,
at seven hundred and twenty dollars each, for the
money-order division; in all, two hundred and eighty
one thousand six hundred and twenty dollars.
Treasurer.—For the compensation of the Treasurer of the United States, six thousand five hundred
dollars; assistant treasurer, two thousand eight hundred dollars; cashier, two thousand eight hundred
dollars; assistant cashier, two thousand five hundred dollars; five chiefs of division, at two thou-

indirectly, no fees or other eompoT•-

ti?l?«frt?*?i»tvJ,U8a,ld4.flve

thousand two hundred dollars;
two watchmen, each seven hundred and twenty dollars; in all, four thousand six hundred and forty dol-

lars;

.two

hundred and eighty dollars.

satUn or emolument whatever for
duties ot the olneo, or in connection performin'- the
therewith otherwi>e man as
aioresaid; clerk to

tho
i‘<-‘Jbcnvisc appropriated, for the
In the treasury,
^ ending the thirtieth of

hereinafter

one

Sergean'-at-Arms. four thousand three hundred •md’

same are

and seventy-four, f
^'iJhwnhundrednamely:

thousand

one

live assistant

hundred and sixty
dollars;
Vo the Committee on the Pulilic Lands, two
and sixty
clerk at tile
thousand one hundred
five dollars and
Sneaker's talMC, at
seventy-six cents
so retary to the
Speaker, two thoujx day; private
and two dollars and lortv
one
hundred
sand
centstwo

thousand two
hundred dollars; for one clerk, one
seven hundred
hundred dollars; for one watchman,
thousand
in
live
four hunall,
and twenty dollars;
dred and tweuty dollars.
For
Office of depositary at Pittsburgh:
cashier, one
thousand eight hundred dollars; one clerk, one thousaud fo ir hundred dollars; oae watchman, seven
hundred and twenty dollars; in all, three thousand
nine hundred and tweuty dollars.
Office of depositary at Santa F6: For depositary,
in addition io his pay as receiver, two thousand dol-

-inndred clerks of class one, one
messenger,
messengers, and seven laborers; in all,
three hundred and
eighty-four thousand four hundred and eighty dollars.
TiiirdAuditor.-Foi* Third Auditor, three thousand dollars; chief
clerk, two thousand dollars;
fourteen clerks of class four, additional to one clerk
dolof class four as
disbursing clerk, two hundred
thirty-two clerks of class three. ®inct>-two
ors;
ten
ont
clotks of class two, fiftv-onn clerks of class
each; two mess<*B’
copyists, at nine hundred dollars and
seven laborers,
gers, three assistant messengers,
“i eighty-nine thousand, four
in all

two,

on

dred dollars.
For wages of workmen, sixty-eight thousand dollars.
For incidental and contingent expenses, twentv3
two Thousand dollars.
Branch Minx at Denver.—For
assayer,
(who
shall have charge of said mint,) two thousand five
hundred dollars; for melter, two thousand five hun-

dreu dollars.
For three clerks, at one thousand eight hundred
dollars each, five thousand four hundred dollars.
For wages of workmen, fifteen ihousand three hundred and iliirty-llve dollars.
For incidental and contingent
expenses, including
repairs and wastage, five thousand dollars.
Assay Office at Boise City, Idaho.—For salaries of assayer, who shall have
charge of the assavoflice, melter and refiner, and clerk, fivo thousand
four hundred dollars.
For wages of workmen, three thousand
dollars.
ar«m
,ental and contingent expenses, one thousand
five hundred dollars.
Office at Chaulotte, Nobth CaboLLSA.—Fcr salaries: assayer, one thousand five
hundred dollars: melter and refiner, one thousand
two
hollared dollars;
ot firemen, laborer, man of
wages
all work, two hundred and ninety-two dollars
Contingent expenses: charcoal, fuel, lights, acids,
fluxes, crucibles, freights, pastage, books, stationery,
miscellaneous items, repairs of assaying department,
ami incidental expenses, one thousand fivo hundred
dollars.
UOVJSBNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES.
Territory of Arizona.—For salaries of governor, chief Justico, and two associate judges, secretary. interpreter, and translator, in tho executive office, fourteen thousand dollars.
For rent of office, fuel, lights, postage, storage of
furniture of the legislatsvo assembly, and
expense*
of library, three thousand dollars: Provided, That
no law of any territorial legislature shall be made or
enforced by which the members or officers of anv territorial legislature shall be paid anv compensation
other than that provided by the laws of the United
States.
For contingent expenses of the
sand dollars.

Territory

of

Colorado.

Territory,
For

one

thou-

salaries of gov-

superintendent of Indian affairs, chief justwo associate judges, and
secretary, thirteen

ernor ana

tice and
thousand threo hundred dollars.
For contingent expenses of the

sand dollars.

Territorv, one thou-

For contingent expenses of thesecrct-aiy’# office,
two thousand dollars.
Territory of Dakota.—For salaries of governor
and superintendent of Iudian
affairs, chief justice
and two associate judges, and secretary. thirteen
thousand three hundred dollars.
For contingent expenses of the Territory, cue thousand dollars.
Far rent of secretary's office,
stationery, blanks,
fight, fuel, labor, postage, storage, and necessaries of
similar character, one thousand seven hundred and
fifty dollars; for incidental expenses, two hundred
and fifty dollars: in ail, two thousand dollars.
Territory of Idaho.—For salaries of governor
and superintendent of Indian affairs, chief
justice
and two associate judges and
secreaary, thirteen
thousand five hundred dollars.
For contingent expenses of tho Territorv, one thou-

sand dollars.

Territorv of Montana.—For
compensation of
governor, chief justico and two associate judges, and
secretary, thirteen thousand live hundred dollaas.
For contingent expenses ot tho Territory, one thousand dollars.
For per diem and mileage of members of tho legislative assembly, eight thovsand dollars; for
pay of
officers and employees, two thousand three hundred
dollars; for printing, four thousand dollars; for furniture, rent, stationery, jwstago, fuel, lights, clerkhire, aud necssary incidonlal expenses of similar
character, llvo thousand seven hundred dollars- in
ail, twenty thousand dollars.
Territory of New Mexico.—For salaries of

governor, chief justice and two associate judges, and
secretary, land ex-officio superintendent of public
buildiugs and grounds, thirteen thousand five hundred dollars.
For interpreter and translator in tho executive office, live hundred dollars; for contingent expenses of
the Territory, one thousand dollars.
For compensation and
of the members of
legislative assembly, officers, clerks, and contingent
expenses of the assembly; for rent of office, fuel,
lights, stationery, printing, salary of messengor, and
other incidental expenses of tho secretary’s office
twenty thousand dollars.
Territory of Utah.—For salaries of
governor,
chief justico, two associate judges, anil secretary
thirteen thousand fire linndrcd uoltars.
For contingent expenses of the Territory, one
thousand dollars.
For compensation and mileage of the members of
tho legislative assembly, officers, clerks, and
others,
and contingent and miscellaneous expenses of tho

mileage

assembly, twenty thousand dollars.
Territory of Washington.—For salaries of
governor, chief justice, two associato judges, and secretary, fourteen thousand dollars.
For contingent expenses of the
Territorv, one
thousand dollars.
For per diem and mileage ot members and officers
of legislative assembly, fourteen thousand dollars-

Provided, That the sessions of said legislative assembly shall not hereafter extend beyond forty days from
the first
day of meeting thereof; for printing laws
and journals, four thousand
dollars; for stationery,
fuel, lights, rents, and other inciiiental expenses,
two thousand dollars; in all,
twenty thousand do!larp.
Territory of Wyoming—For salaries of govand superintendent of Indian
affairs chief

ernor

e’PCnW?8 °f tt°
thousand
For per (liom and mileage of officers and membere
of the legislative assembly; incidental
expenses iff
the same; printing of the laws and the journals of
the two houses; stationery, fuel, lights,
rent

dollars.1

postage
*
*
twenty thonsanifdollars.
District of Cohumbia.—For salary of tho governor, three thousand dollars; for salary of the secretary, two thousand dollars; for pay of the members of the council, two thousand eight hundred and
eighty dollars: for salaries of four members of the
board of public works, ten thousand dollars; for
salaries of the members of the board of health, at
two thousand dollars each, ten thousand dollars;
making in all, twenty-seven thousand eight hundred
and eighty dollars: P ovided, That no part of the
sum hereby approprited shall be paid to any member
of such boards who shall hold auy oilier federal
office.
WAR DEPARTMENT.

For compensation of the Secretary of War, eight
thousand dollars; chief clerk, at two thousand iivo
hundred dollars; two clerks at two thousand dollars; three clerks of class four: for additional
to one clerk ot cla^s four, as disbursing clerk,
two hundred dollars; for six clerks of class three,
three clerks of class two, eight clerks of class
one,
one messenger three assistant
messengers, ono laborer; In all. forty-seven thousand two hundred ami
twenty dollars.
To enable the Secretary of War to have the rebel
archives examined and copies furnished from time to
time for the use of the government, six thousand
dollars: Provided, That no claims against tho United
States for collecting, drilling, or
organizing volunteers
fjrthewar of the rebellion shall beam lited or
paid unless presented before the end of the fiscal
year ending
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy four;
and all claims for horses, lost prior to
January first,
eighteen hundred and seventy-two, shall be presented by the end of the said fiscal year.
For contingent expenses, twelve thousand dollars.
Office of the Adjutant-General.—For chief
clerk, two thousand dollars; six clerks of class four,
twelve clerks of class 1 hree, fifty-four clerks of class
two, forty clerks of clas3 one; and two messengers,
one assistant messenger, and one fireman: in
ail, ono
bvimroil and fifty-eight thousand seven hundred and
twenty dollars.
b'or contingent
expenses, eighteen thousand dollars.
Office of tiie Quartermaster-General.—For
chief clerk, two thousand dollars; three clerks of
class four, eight clerks of class three, twenty «lerks
or class two,
seventy-five clerks of class one; thirty
copyists, at nine hundred dollars each; superintendent of tho building, two hundred
dollars; onemessengor, two assistant mes engers, and six laborers;
in all, one hundred and
scvcnty-two thousand dollars.
For

contingent expenses,

thousand dollars.
Office of the Paymaster General.—For chief
clerk, two thousand dollars; four clerks of class four,
nine clerks of class three, twenty-three clerks of
class two, twelve clerks of class one, and two messengers: seventy-ono thousand eight hundred ami
eighty dollars.
For contingent expenses, five thousand dollare.
Office of the Commissary-General.
For
chief clerk, two thousand dollars; one clerk of class
three, eight clerks of class two, fifteen clerks of class
ono, one messenger, and two laborers; in all, thirtyfive thousand and eighty dollars.
For contingent expenses, namely: office-rent, repairs, and miscellaneous items, six thousand dollars.
Office of the Surgeon-General.—For chief
clerk, two thousand dollars; one clerk of class three,
two clerks of class two, eight clerks of class one,
one messenger, and one laborer; in
all, seventeen
thousand five hundred and sixty dollars.
For contingent expenses, blank books, stationery,
binding, rent, fuel, and including rent of SurgeonGeneral’s Office and Army Medical Museum, eight
thousand dollars.
Office of Chief Engineer.—For chief clerk,
two thousand dollars; threo clerks of class four,
f our clerks of class threo, four clerks of class two,
fair clerks of class one, one messenger, and ono laborer; in all, twerity-fivo thousaud seven hundred
an sixty dollars.
For contingent expenses, namely: for stationery,
expenoffice-furniture, miscellaneous and Incidentaltwo
daises. including professional books, maps ,and
]y Washington newspapers, throe thousand live bunten

—

,.

Office of the C ItIFF OF OBDliABCE.—For cliief
clerks of c ass
clerk, two thousand dollars; three clerks
ol class
lour, two clerks of class threo, four
.in all,
ono
messenger
two, six clerks of class one, and
twenty-four thousand two hundred and lorty dollars.
Tor
stationery, encontingent expenses,
velopes, wrapping-paper, for sending blanks to the
arsenal., furls, permanent batteries, and troops in
the field, telegrams,
express charges, and incidentals
of a similar nature, furniture, matting, carpets, oil-

namely:

cloth, professional books for Ordnance

Dcnartment

&yo&7FcM
S5J
thoasau!

tliree; ono clerk of class one; in all, four
eight hundred dollars.
For contingent expenses, live hundred dollars
For Signal-Office.—For two clerks of class two
two thousand eight hundred dollars.
Office

the

of

Inspector-General.—For

one

clerk of class three, one thousand six hundred dollars.
WAR DEPARTMENT BUILDINGS.

For compen-ation cf superintendent of the building occupied by tbo War Departmon (two hundred
and fifty dollars,) four watchmen, aud two laborers;
in all, four thousand fivo hundred and seventy dollars.
For

labor, fuel, lights, and miscellaneous items for
the said building, ten thousand dollars.
For superintendent of building corner of Seventeenth and F streets, (two hundred and fifty dollars,)
and four watchmen and two laborers; in all, four
thousand five hundred and seventy dollars.
For fuel for warming the entire building, and for
of
operating the ventilati%-fan in summer, repairs
steam warming aud ventilating apparatus, pay of cnfor
oil-cloth
and
halls,
and
fireman, matting
gineeer
gas, whitewashing, and other incidental expenses,
ten thousand dollars.
For superintendent of the building occupied by the
Paymaster-General, (two hundred and fifty dollars,)
and for five watchmen and two laborers; in all, five
thousand two hundred and ninety dollars.
For rent of building, and fuel and contingencies,
twelve thousand five hundred dollars.
navy department.
For compensation of tho Secretary of the Navy,
eight thousand dollars: for compensation of tbo chief
clerk of the Navy Department, at two thousand two
hundred dollars, and, additional to chief clerk, three
hundred dollars, to continue while there is no assistant secretary, and no longer; one disbursing clerk,
at two thousand dollars; four clerks of class four
four clerks cf cl.ss three, two clerks of class two
three clerks of class one, two messengers, and two
laborers; in all, thirty-five thousand six hundred and
twenty dollars.
For stationery, furniture, newspapers, and miscellaneous items, five thousand dollars.
Bureau of Yards and Docks.—For civil engineer, three thousand dollars; chief clerk, one thousand eight hundred dollars; uraughtsman, one thousand eight hundred dollars; cno clerk of class four,
two clerks of class three, one clerk of claf s two, one
clerk of class one, one messenger.and one laborer;
iu all, fifteen thousand seven hundred and sixty dollars.
For

stationery, books, plans, drawings, labor, and
miscellaneous items, eight hundred dollars.
Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting.—For
chief clerk, one thousand eight hundred dollars;
one clerk of class four, ono clerk of class three, two
clerks of class two, two clerks of class oue, one messenger, and one laborer; in all, eleven thousand nine
hundred and sixty dollars.
For stationery, books, and miscellaneous items,
seven hundred and fifty dollars.
Bureau of Navigation.—For chief clerk, one
thousand eight hundred dollars; ono clerk of class
three, one clerk ot class two, one messenger, and one
laborer; in all, six thousand three hundred and sixty

dollars.
For stationery, books, and miscellaneous items,
eight hundred dollars.
Bureau of Ordnance.—For chief clerk, oue
thousand eight huudred dollars; draughtsman, one
thousand eight hundred dollars; one clerk of class
three, two clerks of class two, one messenger, ami
one laborer; in ail, nine thousand five hundred dud

sixty dollars.
For stationery, books, aud miscellaneous items,

eight hundred dollars.

Bureau of Construction and

Repair.—For
thousand eight hundred dollars;
draughtsman, one thousand eight -hundred dollars;
one clerk of class four, two clerks of class three, two
clerks of class two, one messenger, and oue laborer;
in all, twelve thousand nine huudred and sixty dol-

chief clerk,

one

For sutveyor-general of Minnesota, two thousand
dollars, and'for clerks in his office, eight thousand
four hundred dollars.
For surveyor-general of ihe Territory of Itakota,
thousand dollars; and for dorks in ins office, s:x
thousand three hundred dollars.
For surveyor-general of Kansas, two thousand dollars; aud for clerks in his oliicc, seven thousand live
hundred dollars.
For
surveyor-general of Colorado, three thousand
dollar?; n»<[ fin- C!orUs Iu his office, six thousand
three b- r.dr ;d dollars.
For
ve/or general of New Mexico, three thousantl dollaiH; and tor the
clerks iu his office, six thousand three hundred dollars.
of Callforuir, throe thousand
.tnUo1ra°on?iJa,r.'l’unor?1
Cler“ iu 1113 office, twcaty-Uve

two

thSSMdo££"

«•«<> thousand dolin^ranTihry0/i^f
1*
o'erksT11,""1''”'0iu hts
office, four thousand dol-

lars.’

For

surveyor-general of Nevada,

thr.-e tlumsund

and of the chiefs of the bureaus of accounts and of
indexes and of archives, shah be two thousand four
hundred dollars each pur annum; and a sufficiont
>he provision, of this sec«
iB,'a> fear
ending June thirhundred and
8evcnty-four, is her.by

St

H^ \ wClldv

rot. u. j.

V"

appropll“ed.n
Sec. 4. That the
equity

medical.

Attorney-General

shall

cause

a

of?h«

instituted iu the name
United States agaiDst the Union Pacific Railroad
Company, and against all persons who may in their
own names, or through any agenta, have subscribed
for or received capital stock in said road, wldcb stock
has not been paid fir in fill in money, or who may
have received, as dividends or otherwise, portions of
the capital stock of said road, or the proceeds or
avails thereof, or other properly of sai l road, unlawfully and contrary to equity, or who may have received as profits or proceeds of contracts tor construction or equipment of said road or other contracts therewith, moneys or other property which
ought, inequity, to belong to said railroad corporation, or who may, under pretence of having complied j
with the acts to which Ibis is an addition..have
wrongfully ami unlawfully received from the United
States, bonds, inonejs, or lands which ought, in
equity, to be accounted for and paid to said railroad i
company or to the United States, and to compel payment for said
stock, and the collection and payment
or such
moneys, and the restoration of such property,
suit in

to be

on venereal infection, and the means of curt, be
lug the most comprehensive work on the subject eve:
yet pa.dished, comprising 150 pages. Moiled free to

tor

Of Hancock Hire*!, ISovfou, Mau.
juuindlvr
---

ii

ropresonSuves

SsSll, wltoSfMbSISff^
particS^fendint
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clerks of class three, one hundred thousand
ty-three
hundred
clerks of civ s

dollars; fifty

eight

its road

as

required by law.

J. G. BLAINE,

two, sev-

enty thousand dollars; sixty-nine clerks of class ono,
eighty-two thousand eight hundred dollars; fifiy-sevcu female clerks, at nine huudred dollars each; one
messenger of the Postmarter-General, nine hundred
dollars ;ouc messenger to each Assistant Postmaste;Genoral, at eight liundrod and forty dollars each;
four assistant mesaeugers, at seven hundred and
twenty dollars each; one captain of the watch, at
one thousand dollars, and nine watchmen aud twenty-five laborers, at seven hundred and twenty dollars
one thousand six hundred doleach; ono
lars; one assistant engineer, one thousaud dollars;
one carpenter, one thousand two hundred and fiftytwo dollars, one assistant carpenter, one thousand
dollars; one flrernun and blacksmith, nine hundred
dollars; two firemen, at seven huudred and twenty
dollars each, one thousand four hun red and forty
doilars; three female laborers, at four hundred and

Speaker of
it

the House of

|

Representatives.

SCHUYLER COLFAX,
!
Vice-President of the United States and President

the Senate.
Approved, March

i

3, 1873.
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Cons, and leaving nothing for

disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the ivunderfill success of this remedy In
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Clironic Diar-

l-lioea, Boils, Nervous Affections,
Chills and Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
r>iseasc3 of tiro Kidneys ami
Bladder, Feiualo Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a low
state of the system. Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects arc not followed by corresponding rcac-

lion, but are permanent, infusing strength, vigor, and new
life into all parts of the system,
and building up an Iron Constitution.

<™.f

Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from
•calc, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
rappy men and ivoment and,
invalids cannot reasonably kes*
-Unto to give U a trials
See that each bottle has PERU'
MAN SYRUP blown in the glassti

fetga^'S

Pamphlets Free.
SETH VV. FOWIE & SONS, Proprietors,

Swrlfeo*

A.

the Departmeut building, inwindows forF street wing, repairing
of
aud
walls
model
saloon, painting and kalceilings and
repairs to the roof, fourteen thousand
sominlng
dollars.

cluding

new

For fuel, light, and salary of tho engineer, at one
thousand four hundred dollars, and repairs of the
lieating-apparalus, eighteen thousand two hundred

dollars.
General Land Office.—For Commissioner of the
Gemeral Land Office, three thousand dollars; chief
clerk, two thousand dollars; recorder, two thousand
dollars; three principal clerks, at one thousand eight
hundred dollars each; three clerks of class four,

twenty-three

dorks of class

three, forty

clerks of

class two, forty .clerks of class one: one draughtsman,
at ono thousand six hundred dollars; one assistant
draughtsman, at ono thousand four hundred dollars;
two messengers, three assistant messengers, seven
laborers, aud two packers; in all, one hundred and
seventy-one thousand nine hundred and twenty dollars. Also, for additional clerTs ou account of military bounty-lands, namely: For principal clerk, two
thousand dollars; one clerk of class three, four clerks
of class two, thirty-live clerks of class one, and two
laborers; in all, fifty-two thousand six hundred and
forty dollars: Provided, That the Secretary of the
Interior, at his discretion, shall be*, and be is berebv,
authorized to use any portion of said appropriation
for piece-work, or by the day, or month, or year, at
such rate or rates as he may deem just and fair, not
exceeding a salary of one thousand two hundred dollars per annum.

For maps, diagrams, stationery, furniture, and repairs of the same; miscellaneous items, including two
of the city newspapers, to be filed, bound, and preserved for the uso of the oflice; advertising aud telegraphing; miscellaneous items on account of bounty-lands and military patents under the several acts,
and contingent expenses nuder the swamp-laud act,
thirty thousand dollars.
Indian Office.—For compensation of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, three thousand dollars!
chief clerk, two thousand dollars; five clerks of class
clerks of class
four, nine thousand dollars;
three, twelve thousand eight hundred dollars; twelve
clerks of class two, sixteen thousand eight hundred
dollars; nine clerks of class one, ten thousand eight
hundred dollars; four copyists, at nine hundred dollars each; o to watchman, one laborer, ono messenger,
and one assistant messenger; in a 1, sixty thousand
nine hundred and eighty dollars.
For blank books, binding, stationery, fbel,‘lights,
and miscellaneous items, including two city newspapers, to be filed, bound, and preserved for the use of
the office, five thousand dollars.

eight

Pension-Office.—For compensation of Commis-

sioner of Pensions, three thousand dollars; chief clerk
two thousand dollars; twenty-two clerks ol class,

of clas9 two, ono hundred and twenty-six clerks of
class ODe, twenty-five copyists, at nine hundred dollars each, one messenger, twelve assistant messengers, six laborers, four watchmen, one engineer, one
thousand lour bunds cd dollars: ono assistant engineer, one thousand dollars; in all, four hundred and
thirty-eight thousand one hundred and eighty dol-

lars.
For stationery, cngraviug. ami retouching plates;
for bounty-land warrants, printing and binding the
same, engraving and printing pension-certificates,
office-furniture, and repairing the same, and miscellaneous items, including two daily newspapers, to bo
filed, bound, aud preserved for the use of the office;
and fer detection and investigation of fraud, seventyfive thousand dollars.
United States Patent-Office.—For compensation of the Commissioner of the Patent-Office, four
thousand five hundred dollars; for assistant commissioner, three tliou-nnd dollars; for chief clerk,
two thousand five hundred dollars; three examiners-iu-chief, at three thousand dollars each; examiner in charge of interferences, two thousand five
hundred dollars; trade-mark examiner, two thousand five hundred dollars; twenty-fnpr principal examiners. at two thousand five hundred aollara each:
first assistant examiners, atone thousand
twenty-four
t
hundred dollars

each; jventy-four second

eight

as-

sistant examiners, at one thousand six hundred dollars each, two of whom may bo tern ales; twenty-four
third assistant examiners, at ono thousand four hundred dollars each; one librarian, two thousand dollars ; one machinist, one thousand six hundred dollars ; seven clerks of cla« four, eight clerks of class
three, thirty-one clerks of class two, and
clerks of olasa one; also, for thirty permanent clerks,
at oue thousand dollars each; for forty permanent
clerks, at nine hundred dollars each; for‘three skilled
draughtsmen, at ono thousand two hundred dollars
each; for thirty-five copyists of drawings, at one
thousand dollars each; for one messenger and pur-

forty-five

chasing clerk, one thousand dollars; for one skilled
laborer, ono thousand two hundred dollars; for eight
attendants in model-room, at nine hundred dollars
each; for thirty laborers, at Severn hundred ana twenty dollars each; for six laborers, at six hundred dollars each; in all, four hundred and seventy-two thousand eight hundred dollars.
For contingent and miscellaneous expenses of the
Patent-Office, namely: For stationery for use of office, repair of model cases, stationery portfolios for
drawings, furniture, repairing, paperlug, painting,
carpets, ice, advertising, books lor library, moneys
rotuuded, printing, engraved patent-heads, international exchanges, plumbing;, gas-fitting. extra labor
on indexes aud abstracts lor annual
imports, fitting
rooms, temporary clerks, laborers, .and other contingencies, one hundred thousand dollars.
For photo-lithographing, or otherwise producing
copies of drawings of current and back issues, for
of
tempoof the office and for sale, including pay
rary draughtsman, forty thousand dollars.
For photo-lithoCTftpliing, <>r otherwise producing
ng pay f emplates for the Official Gazelte.
thousand dolengaged on the Gazette, forty
use

ployees
bL. nhoto-litliograpbing

ind^utl

otherwise producing
issue of drawings in bo attacheS
copies of the wcikTy
dollars.
thousand
*to patents and copies, forty
of
’bureau of Education.—For Commissioner
chief
clerk, two
thousand
dollars;
Fducation, threo
statisfour; one
thousand dollars; ono clerk ofofclass
a clerk ot class four,
tician with the compensation
one translator, with the comone clerk of class three,
of class
pensation of a clerk of class three; cue clerk
dollars each; one
two; four copyists, at nino hundred
stadollars,
and
hundred
forty
at
eight
messenger,
oue thousand
tionery, ono thousand dollars; library,
two hundred
educational
current
periodicals,
dollars;
t\vo
and fifty dollars; other current publications,
valuahundred and twenty-five dollars; completing
in
the
library,
ble sets of periodicals and publications
and writtwohundrsd dollars; collecting statistics,
and special reing and compiling matter for annual
ol inforports, ami editing and publishing circulars
and lights,
mation, thirteen thousand dollars; fuel
two hundred and seventy-five dollars contingencies,
in all,
ono thousand two hundred aud sixty down;
and filty dollars.
thirty-four thousand eight hundred
Surveyors-*jenFital and their clerks.—For
or

of Louisiana, two
thousand dollars; and for clerks in his office, two
thousand five hundred dollars.
For surveyor-general of Florida, two thousand dollars: and for clerks in his office, three thousand live

compensation

of

hundred dollars.

snrveyor-general

For collecting statistics, and
and writing
matter for monthly, annual, and special reports, fifteen thousand dollars.
For purchase and distributien cf new and valuable seeds and plants, sixty thousand dollars; for expense of putting up the same, for labor, bagging,
paper, twine, gum, and other necessary materials,
five thousand dollars.
For labor on experimental garden, and for flower
pol8, repairs to green-house, and purchase ol' new
plants and seeds for the same, ten thousand dollars.
For stationery, two thousand dollars; far freightcharges, one thousand eight hundred dollars; for
fuel, one thousand eight hundred dollars; for lights,
five hundred dollars; for repairs of building, heating apparatus, furniture, and water and gas-pipes,
one thousand two hundred doilars; for keep ot horses,
ono thousand live hundred dollars; for new furniture, one thonsand dollars; for paper, twine, and
gum for folding-room, three huudr d dollars; for
cases for the Department museum, one thousand five
hundred dollars; for collecting and modelling specimens of fruits and vegetables, and collecting and
preparing specimens for the museum and herbarium,
two thousand dollars; for cases for the library, five
hundred dollars; for entomological works of reference, two hundred and fifty dollars; lor botanical
works of reference, two hundred and
dollars;
for works on chemistry, mineralogy, and charts, five
hundred dollars; for chemicals, and contingent expenses, Hovcn hundred dollars; for current agricultural works for the library, two hundred and fifty
dollars; for miscellaneous agricultural periodicals,
two hundred and fifty doliars; far incidental and
miscellaneous items, for advertising, postage, telegraphing, dry goods, soap, brushes, brooms, mats,

fifty

oils, paints, glass, lumber, hardware, ice, purchase
of old reports, five thousand dollars; in all, twentyone

thousand three hundred dollars.
JUDICIAL.

UNITED STATES COURTS.

tho Chief Justice of the Supreme Court o! the
United States, eight thousand live hundred dollars
aud for eight associate justices, eight thousand dollari
each; in ail, seventy-two thousand live hundred dol
For

March

uments, and fees of the clerk of tho supreme court
of the District of Columbia shall not exceed the sum ol
six thousand dollars per annum, and that the excest
of fees collected by him above that sum shall be paid
into the treasury of the United Slates; and that
said clerk shall make semi-annual returns of tho
amount of lees received by him t > the
Secretary ol
the Treasury of the United States.
For nine circuit judges, to reside in circuit, fiftyfour thousand dollars.
For salary of the reporter ot tho decisions of the
Supreme Court of the United States, two thousand
five hundred dollars.
For the salary of the marshal of the Supreme
Court, three thousand five hundred dollars.
for salaries ot
he district judges of the United
States, including the salaries of the retired judges oi
the eastern district of Texas, southern district ot
Ohio, and eastern district of Michigan, one hundred
and ninety-three thousand dollars.
For salaries of the chief justice of the supreme
court of the District of Columbia, and four associate
Judges, twenty thousand five hundred dollars.
For compensation of the district attorneys of the
United States, nineteen thousand three hundred and
fifty dollars.
For compensation of the district marshals of tho
UDited Staves, eleven thousand seven Lund red dollars.
For salary of the warden, of the jail in tho District of Columbia, two thousaud dollars.
COURT OF CLAIMS.
For salaries of five judges of the Court of Claims,
at four thousand five hundred dollars each; the chiel
clerk, three thousand dollars; and assistant clsrk,
two thousand dollars; bailift, one thousand fir# hundred dollars; and messenger thereof; in all, twentynine thousand eight haudred and forty dollars.
For stationery, books, fuel, labor, and other contingent and miscellaneous expenses, three thousand
dollars; for reporting the decisions of tht couit,
clerical hire, labor in preparing and
superintending
the printing of the report* of the Court of Claim*
to be paid on the order of the court, oae thousand
dollars.
To pay judgments of the t:oart of
Claims, tom
hundred thousand dollars.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
Office of Attorney Genebal.—Forcompensa
tion of the Attorney-General, eight thousand do!
lars; Solicitor-General, seven thousand live bundrw
dollars; three Assistant Attornevs-General, at fivv
thousand dollars each; ono Assistant Attorney
General of Poet Office Department, four thousanv
dollars; solicitor of internal revenue, five thousanc
dollars; naval solicitor and judge advocate general
three thousand dollars; examiner ef claims, thre<
thousand five hundred dollars; law clerk, acting at
examiner of titles, three thousand dollar*; chi*
clerk, two thousand two liuudred dollars; stenog
raphic clerk, two thousand dollars; ono clerk, tw<
thousand dollarf, seven clerks of class four; additional for disbursing clerk, two hundred dollars; twt
clerks of class three, one clerk of class two, two
clerks of class ono, one messenger, two assistant
in all,
messengers, two laborers, and two watchnic.);
eigh y thousand six hundred and sixty dollars.
Office of the Solicitor of the Treasury.—For compensation of the Solicitor of tho
threo thousand five hundred
chief clerk, t
citor, three thousand dollars;

Treasury,

dollars:two

SSSpHw
nmlis item's,

fifteen

thousand dollnrs; for rent of
for furniture

seventeen thousand dollars;
buThUug,books,
six thousand dollars.

and law
of the Treasure is digEC ■> that the Secretary
to any railroad comrected to withhold all payments
account
of freights or transon
pany and It s assigns,
DorUtion over their respective roads of any kiDd, to
made
by the United States
the amount of
for interest upon bonds of the United States issued
and
wlucii
shall not have been
to anv such company,
reimbursed, together with the five per cent, ef net
an t unnapplied, as
duo
earnings
provided by law
and any suclt company may bring suit in the Court
of Claims to recover the price of such freight nnd
transportation, and in such suit tho right of such
company to recover tho same upon the
and the
facts of tho caao shall bj
and also the
rights of tho United States upon the merits of all
the points presented by it n, answer
thereto by them
and enher party to such suit
may appeal to'tlie Supreme Court; and both said courts shall
give such
cause or causes precedence of
all other business
Tiiat from nnd after the first
dav of Jtdv
eighteen hundred and seveuty-thre *, tho salarv of
cf
shall be
annum, anil the salaries of
thA
of Claims in tho Department of State,
or
the Troasury, the Commissioner of
a
•rtgrieiuluro, the Commissioner of Customs, tho Auoitors of the Troasury, the Commissioner of the General Land Office, the Commissioner of Pensions, and
tho assistant
postmasters-gcneral, the superintendent of the money-order syhtem, and the superintendent of foreigu mails of the Post-Office Department
shall be four thousaud dollars each per annum; and
tho salaries of the two chi f of tho diplomatic and
of the consular bureau* in the Department of State,

payments

determined,

Taw

t?*0**^

fihvetW^In^i^rchitcct
a®uars.Pcr
^mumr

°ri

^Treasury

BY

not5

inoAAwly

LADISS,
Madam Healy’s Uterine Tonic Pill
ready f r the gen oral public. The many who
have tried them will need no other notice. They are
invaluable remedy f>r

are now
an

All Uterine Diseases.
They euro PROLAPSUS UTERI, give

tono to the
muscles, and lift the organ into its proper position,
and keep it there. They speedily euro Leucorhoea,
Dysraouorrhcea and Menorrhagia. They are a specific for Stangurv, a diuretic in Gravel. They promote sleep, allay nervous excitabilitv. Remove sterility, axul all femalo weaknesses. They are purely
vegetable, pleasant to the taste, tree from opiates anu
all injurious
properties. Madam Healv’s Pamphlet
for Women is interesting and valuable. Sent free
upon receipt of stamp for return postage, or can be
found at

Weeks & Potter's, 176 Trcinont St.,
BOSTON.

MADAM HEALY’S

27th, 1S73.

TO

MY FRIENDS AND FORMER PATRONS:—
I beg to ca'.l your attention to the above announce
ment and take pleasure in assuring you that my c«»nliectkns in the Lumber trado are satisfactory/ Oui
business at Portland will be in charge of my brothei
Mr. Albert Cole, assisted bv Messrs. David Birnii
and L. L. iliurston, who wiil act under
my instruct
ions. I can asstise you that the firm of Mowe, Col<
& Benson, will use their best endeavors to give satis
faction to all who may favor them with their patron
age.
LEWIS U. COLE.
aprSdlm

LOTION,

for ulceration and inflammation accompanies each
box of Pill?. Price of Pills and Lotion, $1.23 per
box, or $0.00 a half dozen. Address all business lettors to Madam llcaly, Box &7,Station A, Boston.
For sale by WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, and all

Druggists.

ap-hlly

A. J. WILKINSON & CO.
Brnillt*

11

KphIom.

Street,

TO IFVESTOKS.
The A'oiilirni Pacific itaiicoad
7-3© Fit st Mortgage GoM Bonds.
which we recommend as a profitable and well-sccurce
investment, bear 7 3-10 per cent, gold interest (abom
8J currency), and have the following elements of «c
curity, viz:
1. They arc the obligation of a strong corporation
2. They are a First Mortgage on the Road, it:
Equipments, Rights and Franchises.
3. They are a first lien on its Net Earnings.
4.

There is

pledged,

in

addition,

for the paymen

of principal and interest,a Land Grant of 12,800 acre
per mile through the States, and 25 600 acres per mil
through the Territories traversed. The Company i
already entitled to nearly 'J en Million acres of it
Grant, and its Land salc3 thus far have over ago$5.66 per acre.
With nearly 500 miles of the road constructe
and in operatiou, the earnings for 1873 will be large
All marketable stocks and bonds are received i
exchange for tlm Northern Pacifies on most taverabl

Manufacturer* Agents for

terms.

lars.
For

one retired justice of the Supreme Court
eight thousand dollars. And that the salary, ciuon-

1 Milton Place, Costou.
I>RLGC:8TK GENERALLY.

A’e.
Cf LI)

CARD.

compiling

i

Thai.
'.i Syrup, a Protect^,
c<l Solution of the Protoxide of^
Iron, la so combined as to havo
the character of an
aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of batnrc’o Own Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures “a thousand Uls,” simply
by Toning up, Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The cnrlched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secrc-

gg-i*

teen thousand dollars.
For casual repairs of

Blood

Er0x3.ua.

_

lar*.

Convultin^ Ofilcts

Dr. Jcimlus&a's

i

IjlSJB

For expenses of packing and distributing official
documents, including salary of superintendent, seven
thousand dollars.
For rent aud fitting up rooms far the use of tho
Pension-Office and for the Bureau of Education, six-

A-klraas,

cents.

any address for

dollars; and for clerks in 1,1s office, six thousand
UBajlu
three hundred dollars.
For surveyor-general of Oregon, two thousand
five
hundred dollars; and for clerks iu his
office, five
thousaud four hundred dollars.
For surveyor-general of Washington Territory
two thousand five hundred do lars; and for clerks in
his oliicc, seven thousand dollars.
For suavoyor-gcneral of Nebraska and Iowa, two
thou>and dollars,; and ior clerks in las office, six *♦£ it ,»®ltner to said railroad corporaiion or to
mjui
I? States, whichever shall in equity be held
thousand threo hundred dollars.
entitled
thereto. Said suit may be brought In the
For surveyor-general of Montana Territory, three
ancl all sai l parties may
thousand dollars; and for clerks in Lis office, six
be nruln°.lufuU| a,!y clreuit>
Buit- Decrees may be CliIcre l an,] cni;,r«i8
thousand dollars.
one or more parties
an.v
a8ab)Bt
defendent wiitlnnr
For surveyor-general of Utah Territory, threo
awaiting the final determination
of t m
thousand dollars; and for clerks iu his office, four
* otbcr
The court where
sai l cause is
thousand seven hundred dollars.
take such orders an.) decrees ana issue such process as
For surveyor-general of the Territory of Wyoming,
it shall deem iicccsthree thousand dollars; and for clerks in his oliicc, t ary to bring in new parlies or the
ve8 of
parties deceased, or to carry into pfin-t n,o.
Fix thousand seven hundred dollars.
or this act. On filing
For surveyor-general of Arizona Territory, three
bo
issued
said
court
office
four
by
for
clerks
in
his
against any
thousand dollars; and
which writ shall run into any district, and shall be
thousand dollars.
served, as other like process, by the marshal of such
For recorder of laud-titles iu Missouri, five hundistrict. The books, records, correspondence, and all
dred oolars.
other documents of tho UnionT*acinc Railroad ComPOST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
pany, shall at all times bo open to tho inspection by
For compensation of the Postmaster-General, eight
the Secretary of the Treasury, or such persons as he
thoiisan dollars; three Assistant Pos'masters-Go'imay delegate for that purpose. Tho laws of the !
eral.at three thousaud five hundred dollars each; suUnited States providing for proceedings in bankperintendent of money-order bystem, three thousand
ruptcy shall not be held to apply to said corporation. 1
dollars; superintendent of foreign mails, three thou- No
dividend shall hereafter be made by said compasand dollars, topographer of the Post-Office Departbut from the actual net earnings thereof; and no
ny
ment, two thousand live hundred dollars; chief of dinew stock shall be issued or mortgages or pledges
vision for the office of mail depredations, two thou,
made on tho property or future earnings of tho comsand five hundred dollars; chiei of division of doadpany wiihont leave of Congress, except for tho purleiters, two thousaud five hundred dollars; superinpose of funding and securing debt now existing, or
tendent oi Post-Office building and disbursing officer,
the renewals thereof. No director or officer of said j
two thousand three hundred dollars; chief clerk to
roa«l
shall hereafter be interested, directly or indirectthe Postmaster-General, two thousand two hundred
ly. in any contract therewith except for his lawful |
dollars; one chief clerk to each Assistant Postmaster-General, at two thousand dollars each; one chief compensation as such officer. Any director or officer
whos: all pay or declare, or aid in paying or declar- 1
clerk in m- ney-order office, two thousand dolla s; one
ing, any dividend, or creating any mortgage or pledge
chief clerk in office of superintendent ct foreign
inhibited by this act, shall be punished by imprisonmails, two thousand dollars; superintendent of blank ment
not exceeding two years, and by line not ex- j
agency, one thousand eight hundred d liars; assistceeding live thousand dollars. The proper circuit
ant superintendent of olank-agency, one thousand
court
of
the United States shall havo
to
six hundred dollars; four assistants, at one thousand
Jurisdiction
hear and determine all casts of mandamus
to com- i
two hundred dollars each; fourteen clerks of class
said
Union
Pacific
Railroad
to
Company
operate
four, twenty-five thousand two hundred dollars; six- pel

J
4
a Jifiii

For stationery, furniture, advertising, telegraphing, and miscellaneous items, twelve thousand dol-

THE

HAS

GEMS OF SACKED SONG.
dollars each, one thousand four hundred aud
For stationery and miscellaneous items, eight him- i eightydollars: one stenographer, one thousand
forty
eight
GEMS OF SCOTTISH SONG,
dred dollars.
'3
hundred dollars; making, in all. lour hundred and
Vocal.
Bureau of Steam-Engineering.—For chief
thourand seven hundred and thirty-two
twenty-six
clerk,one thousand eight hundred dollars; draughts- dollars. And the annual compensation of assistant
'='*
GEMS
OF GERMAN SONG,
2
man, one thousand eight huudred dollars: one clerk,
messengers, watchmen, and laborers in the Post-Ofof class two, one thousand four hundred dollars; one
*~
fice Department shall be seven huudred and twenty
assistant draughtsman, one thousand two hundred
dollars, aud no'more; and so much of section four of
dollars; one messenger, and one laborer; in all, seven the act approved June eighth, eighteen hundred andthousand seven hundred anrl sixty dollars.
entitled “An act to revise, consolidate,
seventy-two,
For stationery and miscellaneous items, eight hunand amend tho statutes relating to the Post-Office
SHOWER OF PEARLS,
dred dollars.
g
as provides a greater annual compenDepartment,”
®
SS
Vocal.
Bureau of Provisions and Clothing.—For
sation for said assistant messengers, watchmen, aud
chief clerk, one thousand eight hundred
ORGAN AT HOME,
S
dollars; ono laborers, is hereby repealed.
clerk of class four, two clerks of class three, two
n*8
•For Ileed Organ),
4
■5
ten
For temporary clerks,
thousand dollars.
clerks of class two, three clerks of class
Instrumental.
one, one mesContingent expenses, Post-Office Department:
GEMS OF STRAUSS,
senger, and one laborer; in all, fourteen thousand
For stationery, nine thousand dollars; fuel for tha
seveu hundred and sixty dollars.
©
Instrumental.
» ^ 5 B-» {
General Post-Office building, including tho Auditor,s
W
HOME CIRCLE, VOL. I,
,F°r stationery and miscellaneous items, eight
hun®
office, seven thousand four hundred dollars; for gae,
dred dollars.
Instrumental.
Ss
g.g
four thousand dollars; plumbing and gas-fixtures,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.—For ono
HOME
CIRCLE, VOL. II.
-t>
Sg’SSoO
threo thousand dollars; telegraphing, three tliousandclerk of class four, one clerk of class three, one mesInstrumental.
dollars; painting, one thousand five hundred dollars;
senger, and one laborer; in all, four thousand nine
PIANISTS
ALBUM,
three
thonsand dollars; furniture, three
carpets,
hundred and sixty dollars.
sInstrumental.
a
thousand five hundred dollars: keeping horses and
For stationery and miscellaneous items, four litinPIANO
FORTE
©
GEMS,
and
repairing carriages, wagons,
harness, twelve hunat
S e .2>
Instrumental.
dred dollars; hardware, eight hundred
dollars; misFor superintendent-, (two hundred and fifty dolS k
cellaneous items, seven thousand five hundred dollars,) five watchmen, and two laborers for the build- lars; making, in all, forty-three thousand nine hun- 3
Sent, Post-Paid, for RetaU Price.
OITSOSI At to., Bmios.
ing occupied by the Navy Department; in all, five dred dollars.
thousand two bandied aud ninety dollars.
X
wl1
AunioumtlUi.
For incidental labor, fuel, lights, and miscellane«•«. niTisoji & eo
ous items for said building, seven thousand dollars.
lit Broadway, N. Y.
For compensation of Commissioner of Agriculture
•SSa.21
three thousand dollars; chief clerk, two thousand 1
aPr23
d&wqw
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
two
thousand
dollars; entomologist,
dollars; chemFor compensation of the Secretary of tho Interior,
ist, two thousand, dollars; assistant chemist, one
eight thousand dollars: Assistant Secretary, three thousand six hundred dollars; superintendent of exthousand five hundred dollars; chief clerk, two thouperimental gardeus and grounds, two thousand dolhaving been called to a ‘-uotiev’
\rv attention
sand two hundred dollars; four clerk* ot class four,
lars; statistician, two thousand dollars; disbursing ITi
bearing date March l!8th anil appearing in :h
any of whom may be paid two hundred dollars addicierk, one thousand eight hundred dollars; superinPortland Piers of April 4th, I deem it justice to my
tional, if the Secretary of the Interior deem it neces- tendent of seed room, one thousand eight hundred self to state that I had prior to that date retired fron
sary aud proper; six clerks of class four, one of whom
dollars; librarian, one thousand eight hundred dol- the business oi my father, Simon Cole, having form
may be designated by the Secretary to act as superlars; botanist, one thousand eight hundred dollars; ed other business connections.
intendent of tlie building, who shall receive two hunfor salary of microscopist. one thousand eight hunLEWrS H. COLE.
dred dollars additional compensation per annum;
hundrod dollars; four clerks of class four, five clerks
Portland, Arril 5,1873.
additional to three disbursing clerks, six clerks of of class three, six clerks of class two, seven clerks
class three, six clerks of class two, and stx clerks of
of-class one; engineer, odo thousand four hundred
class one; three copyists, at nine hundred dollars
doilars; superintendent of folding room, one thou€opai1nersliip Notice.
each per annum; three messengers, two assistant
sand two hundred dollars; assistant superintendent
Notico ia hereby given that 1 he undersigned have
of experimental garden ami grounds, one thousand
messengers, at seven hundred and twenty dollars
this
formed
a
in
six
laborers
and
the
office:
day
in
two
hundred
assistant
each;
all, sixty-nine
dollars;
copartnership under the firm name
superintendent of
of Mowe, Cole Sc Benson, for the pun**?© of conductthousand four hundred and eighty dollars.
the seed-room, one thousand two hundred dollars;
For one captain of watch, ono thousand two huning a wholesale Lumber Business, at No. 140 Watci
three copyists, at nine hundred dollars each; two atdred dollars, and twenty-eight watchmen for the
Street, New York, with branch office and Lumbei
tendants in museum, at one thousand dollars each;
wharf ill Dcakes wharf, No. 332 Commercial Street
chief messenger, eight hundred and fifty dollars;
general service of the Interior Department building,
Portland, Me.
and all the Bureaus therein, to be allotted to day or
two tssistant messengers; one carpenter, at Dine
W. It. MOWE,
as
tho
of
the
hundred
service,
Secretary
interior
and
night
sixty dollars; three watchmen and
may
LEWIS H. COLE.
in
direct, twenty-one thousand three hundred and
sixty
nlne’laborers;
all,
thousand
J
making,
seventy-five
*
EDWIN A. BENSON.
dollars.
three hundred and ninety dollars.
lars.

ioibdain,

PROPRIETOR OK

Parisian Gallery of
Anatomy, Boston
juat published a new edition or his Inline
containing most valuable information tm the
causes,consequences and treatment of diamma t ihe
reproductive system, with rtmarka on marriage and
the vane its caasee of the los* of manhood, with’ lull
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chap

COOSiE

JAY
iVcvr

&

PORTABLE FORGES AND BLOWHOBSON’S CHOICE STEEL & WIRE.
THOMAST.ON BRASS COMPANY,
WE ISLINGTON MILLS. EMERY AND CLOTH.
HORTON A: CUSHMAN’S CHUCKS.
MORSE
DRILL COMPANY’S DRILLS AM) CHUCKS.
Also in stock a complete line of HARD WAKE, Fins
Tools. Machinists and Black-smiths Suppibs. Carvers. Cabinetmakers, Piano-forte makers, Moulders,
Machinists, Blacksmiths and Carpenters’ Tools.
Stubs Files Tools and Steel Wire, English, French
and Swiss Files, Anvils, Vices, Lathes. Mitre Boxes

KEYSTONE,
ERS.

CO.,

York, Philadelphia nail Washiiitfloi
FOR SALE IN PORTLAND BY

W JI. E.

WOOD,

MW'AY & BAKRETT.
aud If. JR. PA1SO.V

codGw&wOwlG

aprl2

To Innholders aud Yietualers in
the City of Portland.
hereby

&c.

Star

that the

LICENSING
given
BOARD OF THE CITY OF PORTLAND, wil
NOTICE
meet at the Aldermen's
MONDAY the tiftl
is

prominent

*

In

1873,

o’clock, A.

a'. 11

*

•

35 cents.

*****
was

is-

M.

Clarke’s,.*2.50
The most widely known and used
Organ Methods.

Reed

of all

*****

$2.50 $3.00, $4.00

Strauss,

The Gems of Stbauss has had an unprecedcnt
ed sale. Get one for Summer Playing,
•

*

•

*

*

Either book sent, post-paid, ou receipt of retail

price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
DITSON A CO., 711 Broadway, New York.
d&w2w
apr26
C. II.

Dissolution or Copartnership.
hereby given that the copartnership

City of Portland.
Board of Health, I
April 21st, 18*3.)
wede
that until otherwise directed
tbe foot of Hano
at
tho
dump
hereby designate
at
the
fool
damn
and tbe
ver street rCltv Stable lot),
of FrankUn and Smith streets
Ix

uel

heretofore existing under the firm
name of Sam
Round. * Sons, Is this dnv dissolved
by mutual

consent.

ORDERED,

SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS.
CHAS. F. ROUNDS.

J ^ j!’.'
h"fr,dshre.Is,fmDaeSum?Woys"er
r,l‘sCc!„rd“1S«s“"
matter
ot
nlhcr
any kind
any
slielis.

^'lobster

School Song Bock.

One of the brightest of bright Sunday School
Song Books.

ROLAND G. USHER,
TT. S. Marshal, Mass. District,
as Messenger.

apr26d"t

*

*

new

Sparkling Rubies,

sued against the Estate of Aaron M. Mellon, of Fa
Kiver, in the County of Bristol, and Stale of Mast
aihusetta, who has been adjudged a Bankrupt on hi
own Petition: that the payment of any Debts, and tit
delivery of aDy Property, brlongingto such P.auk
rupt, tohiui or for his use, and the transfer of an
Property by him, are forbidden bv law; that a mee'
ing of tac Creditors of tho said llankupt, to prov o
their Debts, and to choose one or more Assignees t f
his Estate, will he held at a Court of Bankurptey, t
be holden at New Bedford, Mass., before H. 3
Kuowlton, Esq., Register, ou the loth day of MaA. D.

50 cents

L. O. Emerson’s brilliaut
All the Schools will use it.

the2lth day of Apri 1

Bankruptcy

Price, $1.50

*****

Bankruptcy.
on

rcsain6 of

*

Cheerful Voices,

ROBINSON, City Clerk.

a

*

Kmfbsok & Palmer’s Famous New Church
Music Boole. Sells finely.

Licensing Board of the City cf Portland."
Advertiser and Argus copy.
apr23dtd

is

*

*

Standard,

FRED'K W. CLARK,
H. W. HERSEY, Taeasurer.

give notice, that
TinsA. D.to1873,
Warrant in

Books.

DITSON A C’O. offer the following
books reeently advertised.

Room, on

II. I.

Music

*****

at 7$ o’clock, for the purpose of grant inj
licenses to Inholders and Yktualers, who may thei
and there apply therefor.
Given under our hands this twenty-second dnv o
April, A. D. 1873.
GEO. P. WESCOTT,
J. S. YORK,
WILLIAM GOOLD,
Z. A. SMITH,
EDWARD H. DAVE1S,
MIC AH SAMPSON,

day of May,

apr24eod4w

Copartnership Sofiec.

or

undersigned
be removed from
mrce^ dead animals) which
THEnet-ship
under
other place within the fit)
anvidiouse, cellar, yard,

have this day formed a copart
the firm name of Rounds, Snrgent & Co., and will continue the buginew of dealer*
in Coal & Wood, at the old stand f
Samuel Round*.
& Son*, No. 36 Commercial Street.
They will settle ail demands ot the late firm of
Samuel Rounds & Sons.
SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS,
EDWARD It. SARGENT.
dtf
J1*1’'

mav

or

"

Approved April 21st,

1873.

I hereby give notice that the “City
relatin-i to the deposit of rubbl-dt in any

Ordinances’
Street, Lane
Alley. Court.Square, Public Place or unoccupied lot*
within the city limits, except tbe lots designated it
tho foregoing order, will be strictly enforced
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
Arms and Advertiser copy.
sp23ed."n

__

ELIAS liOfth

City ol Portland.
City Clerks Office, April 1!), 1873.
PON the petition of Edward 11. Gillespie, for per
mission ro erect a wooden build ng, to bo usee
as a Bowling Alley, on the lot owned
by the Collin
heirs, on Federal street,—Tv tlce is hereby givo.i tha |
on MONDAY, tho tilth day of
May next, at sevet
and a half P. M., at the Aldermen’s Room, in th
City Building, a hearing will be had of all parties in
tcrested in said petition. Per order
i- Robinson, city cierk.
,,
____

Sowing .Machines

I

ANDRI7TTER)CM«

Patterns i7 Garments
PTfWM It *4 WILDER

!

___dtd

janl

173 Middle St..

73t!

UpStsirs.

City ot Portlaud.

IT

City Clerk’s Office, April 19, 1873.
PON the petition of L. .1. Hill & Co., for permts
sion to erect and maintain a slationary steun

engino

in wooden

building corner

of Cross anti Fori

Streets,—Notico is hereby given that on MONDAY
tho 5th day of May next, at 7J o'clock 1*. M., at tb«
Aldermen s room in tho e ity Building, a hearinj
will l*o liad of all parties interested in said petition
Per order,
II. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
dtd
apr2l

City of Portland.
City Clerk’s Office, April 19,1873.
PON the petition of Cornelius Connolly, for per) mission >o erect a wooden building on Ccutrc
St root, to l*e used as a dwelling house, notice is hereby given that on Monday, tho 5th of Mav next at
7' 1-2 o’clock, P. M. at tho Aldermen’s Room in the
be had of all parties inCity Building, a hearing will
terested in said petition. Per order
II. I. ROBINSON, City Cierk.
dtd
apr21

For Sale luPortland by HALL L. DAVIS, LOR
ION SHORT & HARMON. II. K. 11UNT A CO.
aug29
_oodly
___

Police.
W. PIERCE of Portland, retires from our
J firm, and his Interest ami responsibility ceases
from this date.

(1HAS.

....

NORTON MILLS CO.,

IT

Lumber
Norton Mills and

Island Poud, Sept. 5,1872.

Manufactures,

Island Pond Vi

e^j

SOUTHWARK CO’S English WriUue

1

TAT If Q
JVO ^
JLN

55HeckmansA

“d “"cr fades.

V

Soft

S.-Schmck^TaoCo

